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Abstract

VLSI systems are often constructed from a multitude
of independently clocked synchronous IP blocks.
Unfortunately, while a synchronous design style may
produce efficient block level implementations it does little
to support their composition. The addition of asynchronous
interfaces to each synchronous block is one way to simplify
and strengthen their integration. Asynchronous interfaces
allow blocks to be composed without the need to consider
synchronisation failure rates, permit data-driven operation
and provide greater freedom when designing on-chip buses
and networks. This paper surveys the significant body
of published work in this area. We highlight similarities
between schemes that are often concealed by differences
in specification or circuit style. We also present a number
of new local clock implementations and provide solutions
to mitigate the impact of clock-tree insertion delays.
The ultimate goal of this work is to permit multi-clock
synchronous systems to be composed simply, robustly and
efficiently.

1. Introduction

Current architectural trends are driven by the observation
that simply creating larger and more complex monolithic
IP blocks is rarely the best use of growing transistor
budgets. A more flexible and scalable approach is to
create a network of simpler IP blocks. Technology scaling
is subsequently exploited by adding additional blocks
rather than increasing the complexity of each individual
block. This communication-centric methodology aims to
exploit a block size that produces an efficient circuit-level
implementation and isolates the designer from the need
to consider multi-cycle interconnect delays. Furthermore,
by restricting each blocks complexity we aim to avoid the
pitfalls of employing ever more complex and power hungry
techniques to obtain ever decreasing performance gains.
The IP network also provides the flexibility necessary
to operate in a fault-tolerant manner, manage power and
thermal goals and produce the multi-use platforms dictated
by rising design and NRE costs.

Much of the complexity in such a system is shifted
from the design of individual IP blocks, concentrating
on computation, to their interconnection, management

and scheduling. In this environment the simplifying
assumptions that a synchronous design style traditionally
offers are less evident. In contrast to simply optimising
combinational logic within a single clock domain, the
process of integration requires us to consider a physically
distributed system, span clock domains and handle
multi-cycle interconnects. System timing is often further
complicated by the application of voltage and frequency
scaling and static power reduction techniques such as
power gating. The challenges posed by the broad range
of timing and communication requirements are perhaps
more naturally tackled by adopting an event-driven control
paradigm.

The techniques presented in this paper are designed
to allow independently clocked IP blocks to be
interconnected asynchronously, without the complexity of
imposing additional clocks and synchronisers during the
integration process. The schemes could also be used to
construct a data-driven IP network in order to minimise
synchronisation overheads, latency and superfluous
switching activity. The use of asynchronous techniques also
provides a robust framework for power reduction schemes,
such as the voltage scaling of on-chip interconnects and IP
blocks. The systems described here are often characterised
as Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS).

2. Local Clock Generators

A ring oscillator constructed from a tunable delay line
and an inverter (Figure 1(a)) may be used as the basis
for a flexible on-chip clock generator. The frequency of
such a clock generator may be periodically calibrated to
an off-chip reference clock, as demonstrated in [15]. In a
GALS system, each synchronous block is clocked from a
local clock generator of this type.

When a free-running oscillator is employed, the
datapath clearly plays no role in the generation of the clock.
However, by making small modifications to this basic
oscillator circuit we will demonstrate how interesting and
useful interactions with the datapath may be developed.

The circuit illustrated in Figure 1(b) is the starting point
for many of the published schemes and those presented
here. In this circuit, the ring oscillator has been extended to
require both an event on the req input and on the output of
the delay-line before the next clock edge is generated. This
is enforced by the use of a C-element that operates as an
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AND-gate for events [24]. By enforcing a strict four-phase
handshake on the interface we are guaranteed a minimum
clock period determined by the delay-line. In addition, we
now have the opportunity to stretch the clock period by
delaying the completion of the handshake. The circuit may
also be viewed as a single stage of a micropipeline with
the output handshake ports connected together [25]. We call
this circuit a data-driven clock. As is, this clock simply
generates a single clock cycle in response to each incoming
input request.

If we complete the handshake by simply inserting an
inverter between the ack and req ports, as illustrated in
Figure 1(c), we produce a simple ring oscillator. A well
documented approach to producing a pausible clock is
to interrupt this cycle with a mutual-exclusion element
(MUTEX) [24] (see also Appendix A.). This produces a
clock that will normally oscillate unless we interrupt it by
holding req high. This is in contrast to the data-driven
clock where a complete handshake must take place during
every clock cycle. This pausible clock circuit is illustrated
in Figure 1(d).

The majority of the clock generator circuits described
are based on either a data-driven or pausible clock template.
The ability to stretch or delay the clock may be exploited in
a number of ways. The original purpose of clock pausing
was to create additional time for metastability to resolve,
e.g to permit the safe transfer of data between different
clock domains. An additional reason may be to create a
data-driven clock that produces clock edges only when
data is available for processing. This type of data-driven
operation mimics a high-speed global clock without the
associated synchronisation overheads and superfluous
switching activity.

3. Input Ports

We distinguish between three different behaviours for
handling locally-clocked IP blocks with multiple inputs. In
each case we assume that once an input request is made it

remains asserted until it is serviced.

• Arbitrated Inputs: At most one input request may be
serviced per clock cycle. This requires the inputs to
arbitrate for access to the IP block.

• Sampled Inputs: An event is used to trigger a
sampling of all input ports. This sampling determines
which inputs have data that is ready to be admitted on
the next clock cycle. The sampling event is either a
(delayed) clock-edge or the arrival of an input request.
The precise choice of sampling event depends on the
type of local clock generator.

• Synchronised Inputs: A request to admit data is only
generated when valid data is present on all inputs.

Each of the behaviours described could be supported
by a subset of a block’s inputs. The synchronised input
behaviour could also be trivially extended to wait for some
subset of the blocks inputs to become ready.

Scheduled communications could also be supported
by the clock generators presented here, requiring data to
be read from a specified input (or written to a specified
output) port on a particular clock cycle. The design of
deterministic GALS systems supported by a mechanism
for communicating at regular intervals (or recycle periods)
is described in [9].

4. Data-Driven Clocks

The data-driven clock circuit (Figure 1(b)) may be
extended to support each of the input behaviours described
in Section 3. Each of these circuits is illustrated in Figure 2.
While arbitrated and synchronised inputs are trivial to
implement, the sampled inputs scenario requires some
explanation.

A data-driven clock with sampled inputs may be useful
in an environment where an IP block may make forward
progress regardless of the number of inputs that are ready.
One example of such a block may be a locally-clocked
router in an on-chip network. In this scenario, the detection
of an input port request forces a decision to be made on
whether to admit data from each input port on the next
clock cycle. In the case of an on-chip router additional clock
cycles would have to be generated to guarantee packets
buffered within the router made forward progress when
no new input data was forthcoming. The way in which
these additional cycles could be generated is discussed in
Section 4.1.

The circuit illustrated in Figure 2(b) supports a
data-driven sampled-input behaviour using a circuit that
takes inspiration from the static priority arbiter introduced
in [3]. The circuit is quiescent until a request is made by
one of the input ports. A lock request is then asserted to
force each MUTEX to grant either the lock or input port
request. Only after it has been determined from which
input ports data will be admitted in the next clock cycle,
will a new rising clock edge be generated. To improve
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performance the lock signal is prevented from asserting
before the falling clock edge. This prevents inputs from
being ‘locked out’ early in the clock cycle.

4.1. Pipelines and Flushing

In contrast to a pausible clock generator where the clock
is normally running, a data-driven clock only produces
clock edges in response to input data. In some cases the
architecture of the IP block may required additional clock
cycles to be generated to complete an operation, e.g. in the
case of a pipelined IP block or one that buffers data. These
additional clock cycles may be generated in a variety of
ways:

• Eager Flushing ensures a further clock cycle is
generated without delay if the IP block has useful
work to complete. In the case of a pipelined block
a counter may be used to request these additional
cycles. The counter is initialised to the pipeline depth
after each successful input request. The counter
subsequently requests clock cycles, decrementing its

value on each cycle, until it reaches zero. If a sampled
data-driven approach is used the counter would be
responsible for asserting a lock request in the case
when no valid input data was present. In some cases
it may be preferable to replace the counter with logic
that examines datapath signals directly to determine if
useful work is outstanding.

• Time-Out Flush: A slightly different approach is to
wait for some predetermined time before initialising
the counter. Only when the time-out occurs are the
additional clock cycles generated. This approach
potentially reduces the total number of clock cycles
generated by providing an opportunity for new data to
push previous values through the pipeline.

• Uninterrupted Flush: Depending on the
requirements of the IP block it may be useful to
implement an uninterrupted pipeline flush mechanism.
In this case the pipeline is flushed before any new
input data is allowed to enter the IP block.

• Pull-Driven Flush: It is suggested in [12] that it
may be possible to switch from a data-driven (push)
to pull-driven mode when no new input requests
are forthcoming. Although no details of such an
implementation are explored.

4.2. Related Work: Active Clock Handshake
Interfaces

The handshake interface on the data-driven clock
illustrated in Figure 1(b) is passive, i.e. it can only respond
to an external request. By swapping the req and ack ports
we can create a data-driven clock with an active handshake
port. The clock now acts as a request that the environment
must acknowledge. In order to be able to generate a clock
the incoming req signal must be inverted (or held high to
indicate that the environment is ready). Such an approach
is explored in [11] to enable communication between a fast
processor and slow memory.

An active clock handshake interface can still support
the full range of input behaviours previously discussed. In
addition, it is perhaps more natural in some cases to think
of some communications as conditional [11], rather than
scheduled. Arbitrated access to a single passive resource
from multiple clock modules may now also need to be
considered.

4.3. Related Work: Request-Driven Clocking

A data-driven clocking mechanism with a time-out
based flushing mechanism is presented in [12, 13]. The
term request-driven clock is used to describe their scheme.

4.4. Related Work: Clock Stretching

Clock stretching is a form of data-driven clocking
where the handshake interface is replaced with a single
stretch control signal that is asserted synchronously. The
relationship with the basic data-driven clock circuit may
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be highlighted by redrawing the clock stretching circuit
as illustrated in Figure 3(a). The clock handshake port is
now an active one as discussed in Section 4.2. Figure 3(b)
simply removes the AND-gate by converting the C-element
into an asymmetric gate. Both these circuits are equivalent
to Bormann’s stretchable clock generator as illustrated
in [1, 2].

A clock stretching feature to permit asynchronous
communication between synchronous systems is discussed
by Seitz in [22] (Ch. 7, Sec. 8.4). Seitz indicates that this
approach has been used in various proprietary designs
since 1968.

Pěchoucěk observes that the ability to stretch the
clock is the only solution which guarantees value-safe
communication between independently clocked modules.
He describes a system for extending the clock period of
a system until metastability has resolved [20]. Pěchoucěk
also outlines a data-driven clocking scheme where the
generation of a fixed number of clock cycles is triggered
by the arrival of input data. This type of clocking scheme
was more recently employed to create an on-chip clock
generator for a DSP [18] and a data-driven GALS clocking
scheme for a low-power reconfigurable processor [28].
There are no synchronisation issues with such a scheme as
the clock is always quiescent when the initial asynchronous
data input arrives. This could be achieved in a robust
manner by ensuring the ack signal from the data-driven
clock is not deasserted until the processing of the data has
completed.

Chapiro investigates the use of stretchable clock
generators and introduces the term Globally-Asynchronous
Locally-Synchronous (GALS) to describe synchronous
system composed using such interfaces [4].

Lim describes the use of a stoppable clock generator
in [14], again a single input to the clock generator is used
to delay the generation of the next rising clock edge until
data is available. Lim also describes the use of a MUTEX
to provide an arbitrated input behaviour.
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Figure 3. Equivalent Stretchable Clock Circuits

5. Pausible Clocks

Pausible clock circuits may be constructed using the
simple template provided in Figure 1(d) as a starting point.
Figure 4 illustrates how a pausible clock can support each
of our input behaviours.

The tree arbiter shown in Figure 4 allows an input
request to be initiated while it is determined which input

port should be granted access [10]. If necessary, the
eager request generation could be omitted. A tree-arbiter
implementation is provided in Appendix A.
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Previous work has illustrated how pausible clock
generators may be used to facilitate point-to-point
value-safe communication between independently clocked
IP blocks [16]. Figure 5 illustrates the receiver side of such
a communication (note, the handshake protocol used here
is a two-phase one). Data is latched safely in the first input
register while it is guaranteed no rising clock edge can take
place. After this operation is complete and the input request
is removed, a rising clock edge is generated that safely
transfers the input data into the synchronous domain. It is
our belief that all existing high-throughput pausible clock
schemes latch the input data in this manner.

An alternative is to replace the MUTEX element with
an arbitrated call (see Figure 6). A new rising clock edge
may now be requested by either the inverted clock or
new input data. If the input port is granted we can safely
enable the input register and allow new data to enter the
synchronous block. This approach reduces the chance
that the clock period is extended by removing the need to
block the generation of the next rising clock edge while
the data is latched and the handshake is completed. An
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implementation of an arbitrated-call element is provided in
Appendix A.
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5.1. Related Work: Lim’s Operation Module

Lim [14] describes an extension to a data-driven
clocking scheme where the synchronous block is designed
to make forward progress without requiring a constant
stream of input data. The clock is now normally enabled
to run by allowing the module itself to make requests for
further clock edges. The scheme is illustrated in Figure 7.
If the check input port signal is low, the start clock input to
the clock generator will remain high allowing the clock to
oscillate. Input data may only be admitted when the check
input port signal is asserted. Lim suggests this may be done
periodically or every cycle.

To enable input data to be admitted on every clock
cycle the clock itself could be used as the check input
port signal. This produces a circuit close to our pausible
clock template. The idea of generating a new rising clock

Clock

Start Clock

Interrupt

check input port

input request M
UTEX

Figure 7. Lim’s Operation Module

edge independently of which MUTEX input is granted is
also exploited in our arbitrated-call based pausible clock
generator. In general, the approach may be classified as a
pausible clock generator with a scheduled sampling of
input ports.

5.2. Related Work: Asynchronous Synchroniser
Elements, Q-Elements and DFLOPs

The sampling or synchronising mechanism of the
pausible clock may be applied at the level of a single
register. The Amulet3 interrupt synchroniser is one
example of this approach [7]. The synchroniser circuit is
reproduced in Figure 8. This circuit is one component of
the synchronous consumer circuit shown in Figure 5. It
may be useful to think of this circuit as one that augments a
register with an asynchronous (write) handshake interface.
The handshake interface is required as the time required to
synchronise an input is unknown (and unbounded).

Request Done

Interrupt

Synchronised 
Interrupt

M
UTEX

LATCH

Figure 8. Amulet3 Interrupt Synchroniser (reproduced
from [7])

Rosenberger et al developed a technique to build
delay-insensitive modules by exploiting input registers
with asynchronous handshake interfaces [21]. These
Q-modules operate in two distinct phases initiated by
falling and rising clock edges. On a falling clock edge
each input register (Q-element) samples its input and
records this value – without updating its output. The
subsequent rising clock edge is now delayed until each
input register has acknowledged the completion of this
operation. A rising clock edge is then generated prompting
each Q-element to copy the synchronised input value to
its output. Finally, when this ‘update output’ operation has
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been acknowledged by all registers, time is scheduled for
the computation itself to take place.

We may construct a Q-element from the synchroniser
circuit shown in Figure 8. We simply need to add an
additional output register that is updated on receipt
of a rising clock edge. The acknowledge output (A)
is implemented with a SR-latch. Note, the Q-module
specification requires this acknowledge to make a transition
from high to low to indicate the current input value has
been synchronised or read. The acknowledge is reset when
the output is updated by a rising clock edge. The circuit is
illustrated in Figure 9(a).

The Q-element described by Rosenberger et al is a
more direct implementation of the required behaviour.
A static-logic reimplementation of this is provided in
Figure 9(b). This circuit is in the style of the original
Q-element, although the emphasis here is on the major
components of the circuit and their interfaces. Other
possible implementations and optimisations are explored
in [26].

The derivation of a synchroniser circuit is also
undertaken in [19]. Here the circuit is designed to also cope
with the removal of an input before it has been sampled.
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5.3. Related Work: Pausible Clocks

The pausible clock circuits described generate a clock
even when no input data is present. For some applications
it may be desirable for the clock generator to enter a sleep
state with the clock stopped until new data arrives. A sleep

mechanism of this type is explored in [16]. Here the sleep
request is asserted synchronously by the clocked module.

The pausible clock control (PCC) circuit implemented
by Yun and Dooply [27] closely resembles the pausible
clock circuit shown in Figure 4(a) – a pausible clock with
arbitrated inputs.

An overview of the many different GALS test chips
produced at ETH Zurich using the pausible clock approach
is described in [8]

6. Output Ports

In this section we briefly discuss a number of different
output port behaviours.

• Scheduled: This type of port is used when an output
operation must be completed on a particular clock
cycle, e.g. when the output of the synchronous block is
not registered. This port type will stall the generation
of the next clock cycle until the data is successfully
consumed.

• Registered: The addition of an output register permits
the output operation and the next computation to take
place concurrently. A registered output port only need
stall the clock when the output becomes blocked for an
extended period. At this point any further clock edges
must be prevented to ensure data in the output port
register is not overwritten.

• Polled: This type of port polls the output to determine
when it is safe to send data. The clock is interrupted
only in cases where additional time is required
to resolve any metastability occurring due to the
sampling of the asynchronous output port ready
signal. The synchronous block is responsible for
coping with blocked output ports.

The implementation of each of these output port
behaviours requires no new techniques. Each may be based
upon the existing input port and clock generator templates.

An example of how previously discussed approaches
may be combined to produce specific input and output port
behaviours is illustrated in Figure 10. This clock generator
supports both a sampled input port (based upon a pausible
clock) and a registered output port implemented using a
stretchable clock. In general, each new port of a different
style will require its own handshake port on the clock
generator. A clock generator with N handshake ports is
shown in Figure 2(c). It should be noted that combining
different port types may alter the behaviour of individual
ports or prevent some ports accepting any new data. Special
care must be taken when combining both ports based on
data-driven (stretchable) clocking templates and those
constructed from the pausible clock template.

The circuit in Figure 10 is a simple example that could
be improved in a number of ways. One extension would
be to allow the output port to be clocked as soon as the
computation is complete, even in the case when the input
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port is pausing the clock. An in-depth discussion of such
optimisations and each of the possible output port circuits
is beyond the scope of this paper.

7. The Impact of Clock Tree Insertion Delays

In all the previous examples it has been assumed that
the delay imposed by the clock tree is insignificant. In
reality this clock insertion delay may vary from a few
gate delays to many clock cycles. The precise delay will
depend on the number of sequential elements in the
synchronous block and its physical size. The design of a
traditional synchronous system is mostly unaffected by
this delay as there is no reason to distinguish between
different clock edges produced by the clock source. If
clock gating or the techniques described here are adopted,
an association is made between particular clock edges and
datapath operations. This forces us to consider the clock
tree insertion delay in any analysis of the circuit.

This section outlines how the impact of clock tree
insertion delays may be minimised. The analysis is
presented for a simple data-driven clock, but applies
equally to any local clock wrapper.
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Figure 11. Accounting for the clock insertion delay
when generating a data-driven clock

The circuit illustrated in Figure 11(a), shows a simple
data-driven clock generator clocking a single input register.
The clock tree insertion delay is shown as a chain of buffers.
To guarantee that input data is correctly latched we must
ensure an input request is only acknowledged after the input
register has been clocked. This ack signal must therefore be
delayed by at least the time taken to propagate a clock edge
through the clock tree [6].

The concern now is that if the clock insertion delay is
greater than half the clock period the clock will always be
extended. In this case the clock period is increased from
twice the delay of the delay-line to at least twice the clock
tree insertion delay.

If we are certain the clock tree insertion delay is less than
one clock cycle we can simply add an additional register to
buffer the input data. This scheme is illustrated in 11(b). The
additional latch holds the input data until it can be clocked
into the synchronous module, allowing the handshake to
complete quickly. If the clock insertion delay was to exceed
one clock cycle this scheme would fail as new data would
be latched in the first input register before the previous data
item had been copied to the second. The constraint that there
is at most one rising clock edge in the clock tree applies to
many of the published aperiodic clocking schemes.

The time between the clocking of the first input
register and the second is equal to the clock tree insertion
delay. As this delay is fixed we may insert combinational
logic between the registers in order to complete useful
work during this period. Naturally, the delay of this
combinational logic plus the register setup time must be
less than the insertion delay (tdXY + ts < ti).

It should be noted that an input register in most cases
will require some buffering to distribute clock and enable
signals, forcing the ack to be delayed to some degree.

7.1. Hiding Small Insertion Delays

In some cases the additional latency incurred by even
a relatively small insertion delay will be unacceptable.
In these cases, latency can be minimised by considering
the clocking of the synchronous module’s input registers
separately from the clocking of its output and state
registers. Two clock trees are now generated, one small
low-latency tree to clock the module’s input registers and a
larger one to clock the modules state and output registers.
The larger insertion delay is hidden by initiating a new
clock edge early from a tap within the delay-line. The
total delay to the tap plus the clock-tree insertion delay
ensures the state/output registers are clocked one clock
period after the input register. This “skewed tree” scheme
is only applicable in cases where the insertion delay of
the state/output register clock tree is less than half a clock
cycle.

Depending on the output port style employed it may
in some cases be necessary to stall the clocking of the
output registers. In general, schemes could be developed
that clocked input, state and output registers at different
times from different clock trees. For example, it may be
possible in some designs to clock output registers before
state registers – thereby reducing latency while maintaining
correct operation. The introduction of additional clocks and
matched delays moves the design methodology towards a
bundled-data asynchronous one.

7.2. Multi-Cycle Clock-Tree Insertion Delays

If a synchronous IP block is sufficiently large the clock
insertion delay may exceed a single clock period. In this
case additional input buffering is required to prevent the
clock period from being extended significantly. The single
input register added in Section 7 must now be extended to a
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Figure 10. A locally-clocked synchronous block with a sampled/pausible-clock input port and registered/stretchable-clock
output port. The example also shows asynchronous FIFOs used to buffer incoming and outgoing data. Note: the FIFOs
employ a 2-phase handshaking protocol.

FIFO memory. The number of elements in the FIFO reflects
the maximum number of rising clock edges which may be
present in the clock tree at one time. Any newly arrived
input data must wait at least this number of clock cycles
before it is admitted into the synchronous block. We must
also guarantee that data is always able to arrive at the head
of the input FIFO before the clock edge used to admit it into
the synchronous block.

In some schemes, e.g. pausible clocks, data is not
necessarily admitted on every clock cycle. In these cases,
we must carefully record on which clock cycle data has
been scheduled to be admitted. The decision to admit
data or not is readily available in many of the clock
generators presented. This dual-rail value may be queued
and subsequently used to admit data on the correct clock
cycle at the associated input register. An outline of this
scheme is shown in Figure 12.

Additional input buffering guarantees correct operation
without extending the clock cycle time. The additional
latency is unavoidable and can only be tackled by making
input requests early with prior knowledge of the delays in
the clock generator and clock tree.

The reader may consider the idea of ‘promoting’ data in
the data FIFO so it may be read on an earlier clock cycle.

Unfortunately, the clock cycle a data item will be admitted
cannot be rescheduled in bounded time. Furthermore, the
clock edges delineating these clock cycles will have already
been dispatched. As they are already travelling through the
clock tree their arrival time at the clock tree leaf cells cannot
be influenced.

It should be noted that applying GALS techniques to
systems composed from a small number of very large
synchronous IP blocks is probably counterproductive even
before clock-tree insertion issues are considered.

7.3. Related Work: Clock Tree Delays

Sjogren and Myers are first to highlight the issues
associated with clock insertion delays and stoppable clocks
in [23]. They focus on the need to handle substantial
insertion delays but those of less than one clock cycle.
Clock insertion delays are hidden in their handshaking
protocol with the use of additional pipeline buffering.

It is useful to note that the ‘state-holding gate’ used in
their stoppable clock circuit (and illustrated at the transistor
level) is in fact an implementation of the asymmetric
C-element as shown in Figure 3(b).
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8. Summary

A wide variety of ingenious aperiodic clocking schemes
have been published to date. The aim of this paper has
been to illustrate the similarities between many of these
approaches. The paper has also presented a number of new
mechanisms for supporting different kinds of input and
output port and coping with clock insertion delays.

Current work is exploring the verification of local
clock generators using the Veraci asynchronous circuit
verifier [5]. Verified implementations of different port types
together with formalised techniques for their composition,
will form the major components of a GALS wrapper
synthesis system. The use of data-driven clocks in the
construction of on-chip networks with independently
clocked routers is also being explored [17].
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ÕoÏpÑMÝÐvÖSË_áSÔoÌWÔoÒ�ÖMÐ!Õ}äÉ×bÒtÜ¢ÖFÔ�Ö¶ÔoÌXÕoÓ¢ØvÕo×bìaÓ¢×iÐaÔtÕoÚaÐ!Í�Û¢ÒoÌgÐ¢ÌSÓ!Õ5ØvËxÌRÍ�ÎRÕ;ÌSÒkÖÍ�ËpÌRÍ�ÎZÒw×bìaÓ¢×BÕ}ÔBáMÔoÌ�Ñg×iÐ¢×bÒwÖMÔo×=Í�ËpÌRÍ�Î�è

clk s A
ê;äÉÌSÒtÏxÔwÕkËxÌRÍiÖSËxËpÚOÕoÚhÐRÝÍ�Û¢ÒwÌSÐ¢ÌgÓvÕ
Ù[ÌhÜ¢Ó¢Ëx×gâ5æ�ä.ÔoÛv×

r1
Ï�Õ;ÑSÒ�ÖMÐaÔo×BÜ�ÔoÛv×°Ü¢ÖFÔ�Ö©Ï�Õ;Ë�ÖFÔwÍ�Ûv×bÜOÏxÐÔoÛv×�IvÒwÕ�Ô°Ë�ÖFÔwÍ�ÛqÖMÐ!ÜªÔwÛ¢×�Û¢ÌSË�Ü?ÏpÕ�Òw×iËp×bÖgÕ�×BÜ2ÌgÐ2ÔwÛ¢×�ÙZÓ¢Ôo×�ë¾âtã�Û¢Ï�ÕÖMËpËpÌFÞ°Õ2Í�ËpÌRÍ�Î�Òo×BìgÓv×bÕ�Ô2ÔoÌ�Þ=ÏpÐ¬ÌFåS×bÒ\ÔoÛv×�ÙOÓRÔo×ië7â�ã�Û¢×bÒo×iäÉÌSÒw×SáÜ¢ÖMÔwÖ\Ï�Õ�Õ�ÔwÖSØ¢Ëx×ZØ!×iäÉÌSÒw×�ÔoÛ¢×�Í�ËpÌRÍ�Î�ÖMÒwÒwÏxåg×bÕ°ÖMÔ°ÔoÛ¢×ZÐ¢×�ëhÔ¶Õ�ÔwÖSÑS×�ÌSäË�ÖFÔwÍ�Û¡ÖjågÌSÏ�ÜRÏxÐvÑOÙ[×�Ô�ÖSÕ�ÔwÖSØ¢ÏxËpÏxÔ}Ú2ÖFÔ=ÔwÛ¢×ZÕo×bÍ�ÌgÐvÜ�ËpÖMÔwÍ�Û�âkã�Ûv×XÕ�ÚhÐRÝÍ�Û¢ÒwÌSÐ¢ÌgÓvÕIÙ[ÌRÜRÓ¢Ëp×�ÖMËpÞ�ÖjÚhÕtÞ±ÖSÏyÔ�Õ;äÉÌSÒ±ÖXÕ�ÚhÐvÍ�ÛvÒoÌgÐ¢ÌSÓvÕ

syn s ack
â

X©Ð[Òo×BÍ�×bßRÔoÏpÌSÐ�ÌMä.ÔoÛ¢×°ÕoÚhÐvÍ�Û¢ÒwÌSÐ¢ÌgÓvÕ
sync s ack

áMÔwÛ¢×=Ù[ÌRÜRÓ¢Ëp×=Òo×iÝ
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����:��}F*���Y#�-&#r/* "� �	!�<�%�w�+�%&x~��<*:���%&�*!$ye!
Ëp×bÖSÕo×bÕ=ÖSÐ�×bÐvÖMØvËx×XÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË7äÉÌgÒ=Ð¢×iÞ Ü¢ÖMÔwÖOÔoÒ�ÖMÐvÕ�äÉ×iÒBâIã�Û¢Ï�Õ�Ô}Úhß!×�ÌSäÜR×BÕ�ÏpÑSÐ?Ù[×�ÔoÛvÌhÜ¢ÌSËpÌSÑSÚ\Ï�Õ°ÖSËpÕoÌO×iëRß¢ËxÌgÒo×BÜ2ÏpÐ,ï ñFò:â
�������	�|�����,���K���	�pþ~���}�¸ÿ����	�����������5ôéÕ}ÔwÒo×iÔwÍ�ÛvÖSØ¢Ëp×kÍ�ËpÌRÍ�Î©ÍiÖSÐXÖMË�Õ�ÌØ.×\åaÏp×iÞ±×bÜ,ÖgÕ�Ö?äÉÒo×b×\ÒoÓ¢ÐvÐ¢ÏxÐvÑ$Í�ËpÌhÍ�Î/ËxÏpÎS×[ÔwÛ¢×\ßvÖMÓ!Õ�ÏpØ¢Ëp×ªÍ�ËpÌhÍ�Î7âã�Û¢×�ÜRÏxü.×bÒo×bÐvÍ�×�Ø.×�Ô}Þ±×i×bÐ�Ô}Þ±Ì ÏpÕ1ÔwÛvÖFÔéÖ Õ}ÔwÒo×iÔwÍ�ÛvÖSØ¢Ëp×�ÍiËxÌRÍ�ÎÎhÐ¢ÌFÞ°Õ^ÏxÐ?ÖSÜRåFÖMÐ!Í�×°ÔwÛvÖFÔ±ÔoÛv×©Ð¢×iëhÔ�ÍiËxÌRÍ�Î\Í�ÚRÍ�Ëp×©ÕoÛ¢ÌgÓ¢ËpÜªÞ±ÖSÏyÔ±äÉÌSÒÖMÐ¹ÖgÕ�ÚhÐvÍ�Û¢ÒwÌSÐvÌSÓvÕWÏpÐ¢ß¢ÓRÔBâ¡ã�Û¢×iÒw×�äÉÌgÒo×[ÌSÐvËxÚ�ÏxÐ,ÔwÛ¢×2ÖMØ!Õ�×bÐvÍ�×\ÌSäÏpÐ¢ß¢ÓRÔ;Òo×BìaÓ¢×bÕ�Ô
ÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË�ÕbáiÔwÛ¢×±ÍiËxÌRÍ�ÎWÞ±ÌSÓ¢Ë�ÜWØ!×^äÉÒw×i×kÒwÓ¢Ð¢ÐvÏxÐ¢Ñ!â5ã�Û¢Ï�ÕÔ}Úhß!×±ÌMä7ÖMÒ�Í�Û¢ÏxÔo×bÍ�ÔoÓ¢Òw×tËp×bÖgÜ¢Õ5ÔoÌWÖMÐZÏpÐvÍiÒo×BÖSÕo×bÜWÔwÛ¢ÒoÌgÓ¢ÑSÛvß¢ÓRÔbáMÕoÏpÐvÍ�×ÔoÛv×�Òw×bìaÓ¢×BÕ}Ô�ÜRÌh×bÕ¶Ð¢ÌSÔXÍ�ÌSÙ[ß.×�Ôw×�Þ=ÏxÔoÛ�ÔoÛv×[ÍiËxÌRÍ�ÎqäÉÌgÒWÖSÐ�ÖgÕ�ÚhÐRÝÍ�Û¢ÒwÌSÐ¢ÌgÓvÕ
Ü¢ÖFÔ�Ö°ÔwÒwÖSÐvÕ}äÉ×bÒbâ
ô�Õ;ÕoÛ¢ÌFÞ=ÐZÏpÐ�N
ÏpÑvâ¨ñ¢è�Ø!êdáFÔwÛ¢×=ÖSÕwÕ�×bÒ�ÔwÏxÌgÐÌMä!ÔoÛ¢×°Õ�ÔoÒw×�Ô�Í�ÛOÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMËRßvÒo×båS×iÐaÔ�Õ%ÔwÛ¢×=Í�ËpÌRÍ�ÎWäÉÒoÌgÙ&ÑSÌgÏxÐ¢Ñ¶Û¢ÏpÑSÛ[ÖMÐvÜÒw×iÙ\ÖMÏpÐvÕXÖgÕoÕo×iÒoÔo×BÜ�ÓvÐgÔwÏxË�ÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË

R1
Ï�ÜéÜR×BÖSÕwÕ�×bÒ�Ôw×bÜ¾âqã�Û¢×�ÕoÚhÐRÝÍ�Û¢ÒwÌSÐ¢ÌgÓvÕ¶Ù[ÌhÜ¢Ó¢Ëx×\Þ�ÖMÏxÔwÕ©äÉÌgÒZÖqÕ�ÚhÐvÍ�Û¢ÒwÌSÐvÌSÓvÕ

sync s ack
á%ÏpÐ,ÖÙ\ÖMÐ¢Ðv×iÒOÕoÏpÙ�ÏpË�ÖMÒOÔoÌ/ß!ÖMÓvÕoÏxØvËx×2ÍiËxÌRÍ�ÎhÏpÐ¢Ñ/ÕwÍ�Û¢×iÙ[×Sâ1ã�Û¢×�ÕoÏpÑSÐvÖSËpÕ
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ack s rec+

è_ÖMË�Õ�Ì1ÜR×iÐ¢ÌSÔo×BÜ¹ØhÚ
b
êXÖMÐ!Ü

clk+
ÖSÒo×�ÙZÓRÔwÓvÖMËpËxÚ,×iëaÝÍ�ËpÓvÕoÏxåg×$ÌSÐ ÔoÛ¢×�ß¢ÒoÌRÜRÓ!Í�×iÒ?Õ�Ï�ÜR×1ÜRÓ¢×$ÔwÌöÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË

str
èÉÔoÛ¢Ï�ÕqÍiÖMÐÖMË�ÕoÌªØ!×�Õ�×b×iÐ$ÌgÐ¡ÔoÛv×OÍ�ÌgÐvÕoÓ¢Ù[×iÒ©ÕoÏ�ÜR×Sá7ÏpÐ¡ÔoÛ¢×�ç;×�ÔwÒoÏ
Ð¢×�Ô¶Ù[ÌhÜ¢×iËÕoÛ¢ÌFÞ=Ð�ÏpÐgN5ÏpÑvâpðgè�Ø!êdá5Þ=Û¢×iÒw×

req s rec+
Ï�ÕWÙZÓRÔwÓvÖMËpËpÚ$×�ë¢Í�ËpÓvÕoÏxåg×ÔoÌ

clk+
êdâXã�Û¢×bÒo×iäÉÌSÒw×Sá7ß!ÌaÕ�ÏxÔoÏpåS×O×bÜRÑg×OÌSä^ÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË

ack s rec
ÍbÖMÐRÝÐ¢ÌSÔWØ.×\Õ�ÚhÐvÍ�ÛvÒoÌgÐ¢Ïxàb×bÜ¡ÌgÐ/ÔwÛ¢×[ß!ÌaÕ�ÏxÔoÏpåS×�×bÜ¢ÑS×[ÌMä^ÕoÏpÑSÐvÖSË

clk
âZæ�äÔoÛv×XÕ�ÏpÑSÐvÖSË

ack s rec
ÏpÕ=ÕoÚhÐvÍ�Û¢ÒwÌSÐ¢Ïpài×BÜ\ÔoÌ�ÔwÛ¢×�Ð¢×iÑaÖFÔwÏxåg×©×BÜRÑS×¶ÌMäÔoÛv×[ÍiËxÌRÍ�Î¡Í�ÚRÍiËx×�Þ=ÏyÔwÛ1Ö�¡vÏpßRÝ"¡!ÌSß�á7ÔwÛ¢×\Õ�ÚRÕ�Ôo×iÙ ÍiÌSÓ¢Ë�Ü$ÒwÓ¢Ð�ÏxÐaÔoÌÖ¡ÜR×BÖSÜRËpÌRÍ�Î.â?ã�Û¢Ï�Õ�ÏpÕZÜRÓ¢×\ÔwÌqÔoÛ¢×\ä�ÖgÍdÔXÔwÛvÖFÔOÏyä°ÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË

clk
Û!ÖSÕÖMËpÒw×bÖSÜ¢Ú2ÑSÌgÐ¢×XËpÌFÞ Ø!×iäÉÌSÒw×�ÔoÛ¢×ZÔoÒwÏxÑgÑS×bÒoÏpÐ¢Ñ[ÌMäkÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË

str+
á7ÖMÐvÜÔoÛv×iÐ

str+
ÌRÍbÍ�Ó¢Ò�Õ
ß¢Òo×båS×bÐgÔwÏxÐvÑ©ÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË

x+
è�Þ=Û¢ÏpÍ�Û[ÍiÖSÓvÕo×bÕ

clk+
ê�áäÉÒwÌSÙ¢IvÒwÏpÐ¢Ñvá�ÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË

ack+
Þ±ÌSÓ¢Ë�Ü�Þ±ÖSÏyÔ¶äÉÌSÒWÔwÛ¢×�ä�ÖMËpÏxÐ¢Ñq×BÜRÑS×�ÌMäÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË.Í�ËpÌhÍ�Î7ágÞ=Û¢ÏpÍ�Û\Þ±ÌSÓvËpÜ[Ð¢ÌSÔkØ.×°ÔoÒwÏpÑSÑS×bÒo×BÜOÔoÏpËxË

str−
ÌRÍiÍiÓ¢ÒwÕbâ

£ ×bÐvÍ�×gá
ack s rec+

Þ=ÏpËpË!Ð¢×båS×bÒtÙ[×i×�ÔkÔoÛ¢×¶Õ�×iÔkÓ¢ßªÖMÐ!Ü[Û¢ÌSË�Ü�ÔoÏpÙ[×ÌMä±ÔoÛv×[ä�ÖMËpËxÏpÐ¢Ñq×bÜRÑg×[ÌMä±ÍiËxÌRÍ�Î/ÕoÏpÑSÐvÖSË_â\ã�Û¢×bÒo×iäÉÌSÒw×ZÔwÛ¢×\ÌSÐ¢ËpÚ/ÕoÌMÝËpÓRÔoÏpÌSÐ$Ï�Õ=ÔwÌ2ÓvÕo×ZÖ\Ë�ÖFÔ�Í�Û�á.ÏxÐvÕ�Ôo×BÖSÜqÌSäIÖ�¡vÏxß�¡vÌSß�â©ã�Û¢×XË�ÖFÔwÍ�Û¡Ï�ÕÙ\ÖSÜR×WÔwÌªÕoÖSÙ[ß¢Ëx×¶ÔwÛ¢×ZÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË
ack s rec

Þ=Û¢×bÐ?ÔoÛ¢×ZÍiËxÌRÍ�ÎªÏ�Õ=ËpÌFÞ�âã�Û¢Ï�ÕtÕoÚaÐ!Í�Û¢ÒoÌgÐ¢Ïpài×bÜ
ack s rec

Ï�Õ;ÔoÛ¢×bÐ\Õ�×bÐgÔIÔwÌWÔoÛ¢×°ÕoÚhÐvÍ�Û¢ÒwÌSÐ¢ÌgÓvÕÙ[ÌRÜRÓ¢Ëp×XÞ=Û¢Ï�Í�Û¡ÏxÐqÔwÓ¢ÒoÐ$Õo×iÐ!Ü¢Õ�ÖSÐ?×bÐvÖMØvËx×ZÕoÏpÑSÐvÖSË¾ÔoÌªÏpÐvÜRÏ�ÍiÖMÔo×ZÖÜ¢ÖMÔwÖFÝ�Òw×bÖSÜ¢ÚgÝ:ÔoÌSÝ�Õo×iÐ!Ü/Õ�ÔwÖFÔwÓvÕbâ$ã�Û¢ÏpÕZ×iÐvÖSØ¢Ëp×2Õ�ÏpÑSÐ!ÖMËtË�ÖFÔ�Í�Û¢×bÕXÔoÛ¢×
ack s received′

è�ÖMË�ÕoÌ¶ÜR×bÐ¢ÌMÔw×bÜOØhÚ
c
ê
ÏpÐZÔwÛ¢×�IvÐvÖSË¢Õ�×iÔ;ÌSä!Ë�ÖFÔ�Í�Û¢×bÕÔoÌ[ÖSÕwÕo×iÒoÔtÔoÛ¢×WÒw×bìaÓ¢×BÕ}Ô�Õ�ÏpÑSÐvÖSËväÉÌgÒ±Õo×iÐ!ÜRÏxÐvÑZÐ¢×bÞ¬ÖjåFÖMÏpËpÖSØ¢Ëx×¶Ü¢ÖFÔ�Ö¢âô ÕoÏxÙ[ÏpËpÖSÒ�Ôo×bÍ�ÛvÐ¢ÏpìaÓ¢×WÏ�Õ=ß¢Òw×bÕo×iÐaÔo×BÜ2ÏpÐ,ï ¤Mò:â

çtÛvÖSÕo× Òw×iË�ÖFÔwÏxÌgÐ�Ø!×iÔ}Þ^×b×iÐ ÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË�Õ¥��� ��¦'§�¨©�,����¨ª�����~¦c������¨
��«Fÿ���¦`�����,ÖMÔ�ÔoÛ¢×�Õ�ÚhÐvÍ�Ý�ÖgÕ�ÚhÐvÍ�ÏpÐgÔw×iÒoä�ÖSÍi×[äÉÌSÒZÕ�ÔoÒw×�Ô�Í�ÛvÖMØ¢Ëp×\ÖMÐvÜßvÖSÓvÕ�ÏpØ¢Ëp×=Í�ËpÌhÍ�ÎhÏpÐ¢ÑWÕoÍ�Û¢×bÙ[×bÕbáMÏpÕIÜ¢×iß¢Ï�ÍdÔw×bÜ�ÏxÐ`N
ÏxÑ!â Z.è�Öaêdávè�Ø!êdâIã�Û¢×ÕoÛvÖSÜR×BÜ÷ß!ÌgÒ�ÔwÏxÌgÐ Ü¢×iÐ¢ÌSÔo×bÕ¡ÔoÛ¢×éÞ=ÏpÐvÜRÌFÞ#Þ=Û¢×bÐ&ÖSÕoÚaÐ!Í�Û¢ÒoÌgÐ¢ÌSÓ!ÕÜ¢ÖMÔwÖ�ÏpÕ°Òo×BÍ�×iÏpåS×BÜ¾â
¬ �z�&��}����®}��ÿ¯�	�pþ~���}�÷æ»Ð&Ü¢ÖMÔwÖ�ÜRÒwÏxåg×iÐ Í�ËpÌRÍ�ÎîÕwÍ�Û¢×iÙ[×éÍiËxÌRÍ�Î×bÜ¢ÑS×bÕ©ÖMÒw×Xß¢ÒwÌRÜRÓvÍ�×BÜ¡ÏpÐ$Òo×BÕ�ß.ÌSÐ!Õ�×�ÔwÌªÔwÛ¢×Zß¢Òw×bÕo×iÐ!Í�×XÌSäkÜ¢ÖFÔ�ÖªÖFÔÔoÛv×¡ÏxÐ¢ßvÓRÔªß!ÌgÒ�Ô�Õ\ÌMä©ÔoÛ¢×¡æ»ç Ø¢ËpÌRÍ�Î7â ã�Û¢×iÒw×�äÉÌgÒo×gátÔoÛv×$Í�ËpÌhÍ�Î¹Ï�ÕÐ¢ÌSÔ¶äÉÒw×i×�ÒwÓ¢Ð¢Ð¢ÏpÐ¢Ñvá¾ÓvÐ¢ËxÏpÎS×[ßvÖSÓvÕoÏxØ¢Ëp×[ÖMÐvÜ1Õ}ÔwÒo×iÔwÍ�ÛvÖSØ¢Ëp×OÍ�ËpÌRÍ�ÎhÏxÐ¢ÑÕwÍ�Û¢×iÙ[×bÕbâXã�Û¢×�ç;×�ÔoÒwÏ;Ð¢×�ÔWÙ[ÌRÜR×iË;ÌMäkÔoÛ¢×\ÖSÕoÚhÐvÍdÝ»ÕoÚaÐ!Í�ÏxÐaÔw×iÒoä�ÖSÍ�×ÌMätÕoÓvÍ�Û$ÖMÐ¡ÖSÒwÍ�Û¢ÏxÔo×BÍdÔwÓ¢Òo×�Ï�Õ�ÕoÛ¢ÌFÞ=ÐqÏpÐ�N5ÏpÑvâpðgè_Íbê�â±æ�Ô�Õ°ÑaÖFÔo×�Ëp×iåg×iËÏpÙ�ßvËx×bÙ�×bÐaÔwÖFÔwÏxÌgÐ�ÏpÕ2ÜR×iß¢Ï�ÍdÔw×bÜ�ÏpÐ°N
ÏxÑ!â \vâ÷íhÏpÐvÍ�×gá�ß!ÌFÞ±×iÒ\Ï�Õ2ÖSÐÏpÙ�ß.ÌSÒoÔwÖSÐaÔ�Ï�ÕwÕ�Ó¢×¶ÏpÐqíhÌRÊ�ÖSß¢ß¢ËpÏpÍbÖFÔoÏpÌSÐ!ÕiáRÜR×BÕ�ÏpÑSÐ?Ù[×�ÔoÛvÌhÜ¢ÌSËpÌSÑSÏp×bÕÞ=Û¢Ï�Í�Û�ß¢ÒwÌFåaÏ�ÜR×$ÍiÏxÒ�Í�Ó¢ÏxÔ?ÕoÌSËpÓRÔwÏxÌgÐvÕ\Þ=ÏxÔoÛ Òw×bÜRÓ!Í�×bÜ�ß.ÌFÞ±×iÒ2ÍiÌSÐRÝÕoÓ¢Ù[ßRÔoÏpÌSÐ,Ø.×bÍ�ÌgÙ[×bÕ�Û¢ÏpÑSÛvËxÚ/ÖMÔ�ÔwÒwÖgÍdÔoÏpåS×gâªã�Û¢Ï�ÕXÕoÍ�Ûv×iÙ[×\Õ�ÏpÑSÐ¢ÏKI¢ÝÍiÖSÐaÔoËpÚ2Òw×bÜRÓvÍi×bÕ�ß.ÌFÞ^×bÒ°Í�ÌgÐvÕ�ÓvÙ�ß¢ÔoÏpÌSÐ¡ÖSÕ°ÍiËxÌRÍ�ÎªÏ�Õ=ÌgÐ¢ËxÚ?Õ}Ô�ÖMÒoÔo×BÜÞ=Û¢×bÐª×iÐ¢ÌgÓ¢ÑSÛ\ÏpÐ¢ß¢Ó¢ÔwÕ^ÛvÖjåS×=Ø.×i×bÐªÒo×BÍ�×bÏxåg×bÜOÔoÌ�ÍiÖMÒwÒwÚZÌSÓ¢Ô^Ö�ßvÖSÒ�ÝÔoÏ�Í�ÓvËpÖSÒ�ÍiÌSÙ[ß¢ÓRÔ�ÖFÔoÏpÌSÐ%â/ã�Û¢×�ÍiÏxÒ�Í�ÓvÏyÔ�ÏpÕOÕ�Þ=ÏxÔwÍ�Û¢×BÜ¹ÌMü�ÖFÔ�ÌMÔwÛ¢×iÒÔoÏpÙ[×bÕbâ¶ô�Ð/×iëaÔw×iÐvÕoÏpåS×ZÜR×BÕ�ÏpÑSÐ�Õ�ÌgËxÓRÔwÏxÌgÐqäÉÌSÒ©ÔoÛ¢Ï�Õ¶ÖMß¢ß¢ÒwÌgÖgÍ�Û$ÍiÖSÐØ.×WäÉÌSÓ¢ÐvÜ?ÏpÐ,ï�±jò:â
ô÷Ü¢×�ÔwÖSÏxËp×bÜ�ÜR×bÕwÍ�ÒwÏpßRÔoÏpÌSÐ�ÌMä�ÔwÛ¢×WÙ�ÌRÜR×bË¾ÖMÐvÜ�Í�ÏpÒwÍiÓ¢ÏyÔ�Ëp×iåS×bË7ÏxÙ�Ýß¢Ëp×iÙ[×iÐaÔ�ÖFÔoÏpÌSÐ?ÌMä5ÔoÛ¢×¶ÔwÛ¢Òo×b×�Í�ËpÌhÍ�ÎhÏpÐ¢Ñ[ÕoÍ�Û¢×bÙ[×bÕ±ÛvÖjåS×¶Ø.×i×iÐ?ß¢Òw×�ÝÕo×iÐaÔo×BÜ�ÏpÐ1ïxðiò:â

¿i¿�¿jÀc²4i¢Ãj³gÄ5Ãjk´l%Á5Ç�i©aOÁ�lpq�hYfbÈ.f
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æ�NYX ÏpÐaÔo×bÒ�ÝÙ[ÌRÜRÓ¢Ëp×éÍ�ÌSÙ[ÙOÓ¢Ð¢Ï�ÍiÖFÔwÏxÌgÐ÷ÕwÍ�Û¢×bÙ�×gâ�æ»ÐîÔwÛ¢×¹×�ëRß.×iÒwÏxÙ[×bÐgÔ�ÕqÞ^×åFÖMÒwÚ/ÖMÐ1ÏpÐ¢ß¢ÓRÔZß!ÖMÒ�ÖMÙ[×�Ôw×iÒBá¾ÐvÖMÙ[×iËpÚSá%ÔoÛ¢×\ßvÒoÌRÜRÓvÍi×iÒXÍiËxÌRÍ�Î¡äÉÒw×�ÝìaÓ¢×iÐ!Í�ÚSâIæ�Ô=Ï�Õ�åFÖMÒwÏx×BÜªäÉÒwÌSÙ ðjñ,]cU £ à¶ÔwÌ?ðgâ�±,]Oó £ àWÔoÌ[ÌSØ!Õ�×bÒoåg×ÔoÛv×�Ø.×iÛvÖjåhÏpÌSÓ¢ÒBâ�ã�Û¢×�äÉÒo×BìgÓv×iÐvÍiÚ�ÌSäXÔoÛv×1ÍiÌSÐvÕoÓ¢Ù[×iÒqÍ�ËpÌRÍ�Î�Ï�ÕÙ\ÖMÏpÐaÔwÖMÏpÐ¢×BÜùÖFÔ�]zV�VU £ àSâ £ ÏpÑSÛv×iÒOäÉÒo×BìgÓv×iÐvÍiÏx×BÕ�ÖSÒo×�ß!ÌaÕoÕoÏpØ¢Ëx×ÜR×bß!×bÐvÜRÏpÐ¢Ñ¡Ó¢ß.ÌSÐ1ÔoÛ¢×ªÍiÌSÙ[ß¢Ëp×�ëRÏxÔ}Ú$ÌMä^ÔoÛ¢×\ß¢ÒwÌRÜRÓvÍi×iÒXÖMÐ!Ü�ÍiÌSÐRÝÕoÓ¢Ù[×iÒXØ¢ËpÌRÍ�ÎRÕiâ?ã�Û¢×\ÒwÖMÔoÏpÌ¡Ø!×iÔ}Þ^×b×iÐ1ÔoÛv×ªß¢ÒwÌhÜ¢ÓvÍ�×bÒZÍ�ËpÌRÍ�Î/ÖMÐvÜÍ�ÌgÐvÕoÓ¢Ù[×iÒ^ÍiËxÌRÍ�ÎOÏpÕ±ÍiÖSËxËp×bÜ\ÍiËxÌRÍ�Î�ÒwÖMÔoÏpÌvâ5ã�Ûv×©Í�ËpÌRÍ�ÎZÒ�ÖFÔwÏxÌXÏ�ÕtåFÖSÒ�ÝÏp×bÜ�äÉÒoÌgÙ
0.25

ÔoÌ
3.5

ÏxÐ,Õ}Ôw×ißvÕXÌMä
.25
â�ã�Û¢Ï�ÕXÖSËxËpÌFÞ°Õ©ÔoÌ¡Õ}ÔwÓvÜRÚÔoÛv×WÜ¢Ïyü7×iÒw×iÐaÔ�ß¢ÛvÖSÕo×¶Òo×bËpÖMÔoÏpÌSÐvÕoÛ¢Ïpß2Ø.×�Ô}Þ±×i×iÐ2ÔoÛ¢×�ÍiÌSÐvÕoÓ¢Ù[×iÒ�ÖMÐvÜß¢ÒwÌRÜRÓvÍ�×bÒ°Í�ËpÌRÍ�ÎhÕbâ

N5ÏpÑvâ ¤vè_Ögê?ÕoÛ¢ÌFÞ°Õ�ÔoÛ¢×,ÏpÙ�ß!ÖSÍdÔ¡ÌSä�Í�ÛvÖSÐ¢ÑSÏpÐ¢Ñ�Í�ËpÌhÍ�Î�Ò�ÖFÔwÏxÌ�ÌgÐÔoÛv×�ÔwÛ¢ÒwÌSÓ¢ÑgÛ¢ß¢ÓRÔqÌMäXÔwÛ¢×¹Í�ÌgÙ�ÙOÓ¢Ð¢Ï�ÍiÖMÔoÏpÌSÐ¬Í�ÛvÖSÐ¢Ð¢×bË_âÍS1×,ÌSØRÝÕo×iÒwåS×�ÔoÛ!ÖFÔ^ÖgÕ;ÔoÛ¢×�äÉÒo×BìaÓ¢×iÐvÍiÚZÌSä.ÔwÛ¢×©ÍiÌSÐvÕoÓ¢Ù[×iÒ^Í�ËpÌhÍ�ÎOÏxÐ!Í�Òw×bÖSÕo×bÕÔoÛv×©ÔwÛ¢ÒwÌSÓ¢ÑgÛ¢ß¢ÓRÔ=ÏpÐvÍ�Òw×bÖgÕ�×BÕkËpÏxÐv×bÖMÒwËpÚ\Ó¢ß2ÔwÌ\Í�ËpÌhÍ�Î\Ò�ÖFÔwÏxÌ?ðSâIã�Û¢Ï�ÕÏ�Õ�Ø.×bÍbÖMÓvÕo×1Ù�ÌgÒo×,Ü¢ÖMÔwÖéÏ�Õ?Ø!×bÏxÐvÑ�Òw×bÖgÜ�ØhÚ�ÔoÛ¢×¹ÍiÌSÐvÕoÓ¢Ù[×iÒ?ÏxÐÔoÛv×[ÕwÖMÙ[×�ß!×bÒoÏpÌRÜ$ÌSätÔoÏpÙ[×SâOô°ä¸Ôo×bÒWÔoÛ¢Ï�Õ¶ÔoÏpÙ[×Sá¾ÔwÛ¢×�ÔoÛ¢ÒwÌSÓ¢ÑgÛ¢ß¢ÓRÔ

Òw×bÖSÍ�Ûv×bÕ¶Ö?ÕwÖFÔwÓ¢Ò�ÖFÔoÏpÌSÐ/ß!ÌgÏxÐaÔbâ\ã�Û¢Ï�Õ¶ÏpÕWØ.×bÍbÖMÓvÕo×�ÔoÛ¢×\ÍiÌSÐvÕoÓ¢Ù[×iÒÍ�ËpÌRÍ�ÎªÌSß.×iÒ�ÖFÔw×bÕ=ÖMÔ�Ö[ËxÌFÞ±×iÒ=Í�ËpÌRÍ�Î\äÉÒw×bìaÓ¢×iÐ!Í�Ú�ÍiÌSÙ[ßvÖSÒo×BÜªÔwÌ[ÔoÛ¢×ß¢ÒwÌRÜRÓvÍ�×bÒZÍ�ËpÌRÍ�Î7â £ ×iÐvÍi×Sá
ÔoÛ¢×bÒo×2ÏpÕZÐ¢Ì/ÖSÜvÜRÏyÔwÏxÌgÐvÖMËkÏxÐvÍiÒo×BÖSÕo×\ÏxÐÔoÛvÒoÌgÓ¢ÑSÛ¢ßvÓRÔbâ
ã�Û¢×±ÔoÛ¢ÒwÌSÓ¢ÑgÛ¢ß¢ÓRÔIåFÖMËpÓ¢×BÕ5ÌgØRÔwÖSÏxÐv×bÜZäÉÌSÒIÕ}ÔwÒo×iÔwÍ�ÛvÖSØ¢Ëp×±ÖSÐvÜOÜvÖFÔwÖÜRÒwÏxåg×iÐ?Í�ËpÌhÍ�ÎªÖSÒo×¶Û¢ÏpÑSÛ¢×bÒ�ÔoÛvÖSÐ�ß!ÖMÓvÕoÏxØvËx×WÍ�ËpÌRÍ�Î.âIã�Û¢Ï�Õ�Ï�Õ=ÜRÓ¢×¶ÔoÌÔoÛv×2ÜR×iË�ÖjÚ/Ø.×�Ô}Þ±×i×bÐ1Ô}Þ^Ì$ÍiÌSÐvÕo×bÍiÓRÔoÏpåS×\ÒwÏpÕoÏpÐ¢Ñq×bÜRÑg×bÕ�ÌSä±ÔwÛ¢×ªÒw×�ÝìaÓ¢×bÕ�ÔkÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË

R+
â;ô�ÜR×�Ô�ÖMÏpËx×BÜ[ß¢ÛvÖSÕo×=Òw×iË�ÖFÔoÏpÌSÐ�Ø.×�Ô}Þ±×i×iÐ\ÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË�ÕÔoÛ!ÖFÔ�ÍbÖMÓvÕo×[ÔoÛvÏpÕ�ÜR×iË�ÖjÚ/Ï�ÕO×�ëR×iÙ[ß¢ËpÏJI!×bÜ,ÏpÐ ïxðiò:â¡æ�ÔOÏpÕOÌSØvÕo×iÒwåS×BÜÔoÛ!ÖFÔ;ÔoÛ¢Ï�ÕtÜR×bËpÖjÚ�Ï�Õ
12ns

ÖMÐvÜ
8ns

äÉÌgÒ
ß!ÖMÓvÕoÏxØvËx×=ÖMÐ!ÜOÕ�ÔoÒw×�Ô�Í�ÛvÖMØ¢Ëp×Í�ËpÌRÍ�ÎRÕiáRÒw×bÕoß!×BÍdÔwÏxåg×iËpÚSâIã�Û¢×WÔoÛvÒoÌgÓ¢ÑSÛ¢ßvÓRÔ=ÏpÕ=Ù\ÖMëhÏpÙZÓvÙ�äÉÌSÒ�ÜvÖFÔwÖÜRÒwÏxåg×iÐ�Í�ËpÌRÍ�Î7âîæ�Ô?ÏpÕ2Û¢ÏxÑgÛ¢×iÒªÔoÛvÖSÐ Õ}ÔwÒo×iÔwÍ�ÛvÖSØ¢Ëx×$ÕwÍ�Û¢×bÙ�×$ÕoÏpÐvÍ�×ÔoÛv×�ÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË
A
ÏpÐ,ÔoÛ¢×?Õ}ÔwÒo×iÔwÍ�ÛvÖSØ¢Ëx×�Í�ËpÌhÍ�ÎhÏpÐ¢Ñ/ÕwÍ�Û¢×iÙ[×ªÞ�ÖMÏxÔwÕXäÉÌSÒÕoÚaÐ!Í�Û¢ÒoÌgÐ¢ÏpàbÖFÔwÏxÌgÐ¹äÉÌSÒªÍiÒoÌaÕoÕoÏpÐ¢Ñ/ÌFåg×iÒOÔoÌ¹Õ�ÚhÐvÍ�ÛvÒoÌgÐ¢ÌSÓvÕ[ÜRÌgÙ\ÖMÏpÐÔoÌ�ß¢ÒwÌhÜ¢ÓvÍ�×

Sync s ack
â1X©ÐqÔwÛ¢×[Í�ÌSÐaÔwÒwÖSÒoÚgá¢Ð¢Ì�ÕoÓvÍ�Û$ÕoÚhÐvÍ�Û¢ÒwÌMÝÐ¢ÏpàbÖMÔoÏpÌSÐ?ÏpÕ�Ð¢×b×bÜR×BÜªäÉÌgÒ°Ü¢ÖFÔ�Ö[ÜRÒoÏpåS×bÐ�ÍiËxÌRÍ�ÎªÖSÕ±ÔwÛ¢×XÍ�ËpÌRÍ�ÎªÕ}Ô�ÖMÒoÔwÕÞ=Û¢×bÐ2ÔwÛ¢×iÒw×©Ï�Õ�Ü¢ÖFÔ�ÖXÔwÌZÔwÒwÖSÐvÕ�äÉ×iÒ=ÖMÐvÜ2Û¢×iÐ!Í�×©ÔoÛ¢×�ÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË

A
ÔoÛhÓvÕß¢ÒwÌRÜRÓvÍ�×BÜùÏ�Õ\ÖMËpÒw×bÖSÜ¢Ú,ÕoÚhÐvÍ�Û¢ÒwÌSÐ¢Ïpài×BÜ¹ÔwÌ�ÔwÛ¢×$Í�ËpÌRÍ�Î7â�ã�Û¢Ï�Õ[×�ëhÝß¢Ë�ÖMÏpÐvÕIÔwÛ¢×°ÔwÒo×bÐvÜ[ÌMä7ÔwÛ¢×©ÍiÓ¢Òoåg×bÕIÏpÐ\ÔwÛ¢×°ÑSÒ�ÖMßvÛ[ÔoÛvÖMÔ^ÜR×ißvÏpÍ�ÔwÕkÔoÛ¢×ÔoÛvÒoÌgÓ¢ÑSÛ¢ßvÓRÔ=ÌMä
ÔoÛ¢×XÜRÏxü7×iÒw×iÐaÔ°Í�ËpÌhÍ�ÎhÏpÐ¢Ñ\ÕoÍ�Ûv×iÙ[×bÕbâ

N5ÏpÑvâ ¤vè�Ø!ê=ÕoÛ¢ÌFÞ°Õ�ÔwÛ¢×Zß.ÌFÞ^×bÒ�Í�ÌgÐvÕoÓ¢Ù[ßRÔoÏpÌSÐ�á.ÖFÔ©ÖSÐ¡ÌSß.×iÒ�ÖFÔwÏxÐ¢ÑåSÌgËpÖMÔoÑg×IÌMä
3.3V

ájÞ=ÏxÔoÛXåFÖMÒwÚhÏxÐvÑ°Í�ËpÌhÍ�Î¶Ò�ÖFÔoÏpÌvâ5ã�Û¢ÏpÕ%ß¢ËpÌMÔ5Òw×�äÉ×bÒwÕ¾ÔoÌÔoÛv×X×�ü7×bÍ�ÔoÏpåS×�ß.ÌFÞ^×bÒ°Í�ÌSÐ!Õ�Ó¢Ù[×BÜ�ÌFåg×iÒ�ÔwÛ¢×�ÔoÏpÙ[×Xß.×iÒwÏxÌRÜ?Ð¢×i×BÜR×bÜÔoÌ�Õo×iÐvÜ ÖùßvÖSÍ�Îg×�Ôjè�ÕwÖMÙ[×$äÉÌgÒ?ÖSËxË©ÔoÛ¢Òw×i×1ß¢ÒwÌMÔwÌhÍiÌSË�Õwê�âÎS1×1ÌSØRÝÕo×iÒwåS×�ÔwÛvÖFÔWÖSÕ�ÔoÛ¢×�Í�ËpÌhÍ�ÎqÒ�ÖFÔwÏxÌªÏpÐvÍiÒo×BÖSÕo×bÕ=ß.ÌFÞ^×bÒ©ÍiÌSÐvÕoÓ¢Ù[ßRÔoÏpÌSÐÏpÐvÍ�Òw×bÖgÕ�×BÕiâ ã�Û¢ÏpÕ�Ï�Õ�Ø.×bÍbÖMÓvÕo×Sá©ÖSÕ?Í�ËpÌhÍ�Î�Ò�ÖFÔoÏpÌùÏpÐvÍiÒo×BÖSÕo×bÕbá�ÔoÛ¢×ÔoÛvÒoÌgÓ¢ÑSÛ¢ßvÓRÔZÖMÐvÜ,Ìgß!×bÒwÖMÔoÏpÐ¢Ñ?äÉÒo×BìaÓ¢×iÐvÍiÏx×BÕ�ÌMä±ÔoÛv×2Õ�ÚhÐvÍ�ÛvÒoÌgÐ¢ÌSÓvÕÏ�Õ�Ë�ÖMÐvÜvÕiá.ÏxÐ!Í�Òw×bÖSÕo×bÕ�Ëx×BÖSÜRÏpÐ¢Ñ\ÔwÌ�ÖSÐ$ÏxÐ!Í�Òw×bÖSÕo×bÜqß.ÌFÞ±×iÒ©ÍiÌSÐvÕoÓ¢Ù[ßRÝ



Ï

ÔoÏpÌSÐ%â�æ�Ô¶Ï�Õ�ÌgØvÕo×iÒwåS×bÜ¡ÔoÛvÖMÔ©ÔwÛ¢×OËpÌFÞ±×bÕ�Ô�ß!ÌFÞ±×iÒWÍ�ÌgÐvÕoÓ¢Ù[ßRÔoÏpÌSÐ$Ï�ÕÜR×bÙ�ÌgÐvÕ�ÔoÒ�ÖFÔo×BÜ\ØhÚ\Ü¢ÖFÔ�ÖZÜRÒwÏxåg×iÐªÍiËxÌRÍ�ÎhÏxÐvÑOÕwÍ�Û¢×iÙ[×©ÖgÕtÏxÔ�Ü¢Ìa×BÕ�ÐpÐ ÔÛvÖjåg×qÖ�äÉÒw×i×qÒwÓ¢Ð¢Ð¢ÏpÐ¢ÑéÍ�ËpÌRÍ�ÎùÖMÐ!ÜöÍbÖMÐ�Ø!×$ÕoÞ=ÏxÔwÍ�Û¢×BÜùÌSü¬Þ=Û¢×iÐÔoÛv×iÒw×�ÏpÕ=ÐvÌ[ÜvÖFÔwÖ�ÔwÌªÕ�×bÐvÜ¾â^íRÏxÐvÍi×SáRÔwÛ¢×�ÏpÙ�ßvËx×bÙ�×bÐaÔwÖFÔwÏxÌgÐqÌMä
ÔoÛ¢×
N
æ�NYXîÏ�Õ^ÕwÖMÙ[×=äÉÌgÒ±ÖSËxË!ÔoÛv×�ß¢ÒwÌMÔwÌhÍiÌSË�ÕiáhÍ�ÌgÙ[ß¢Ëx×iëRÏyÔ}Ú�ÌMä�ß.ÌSÒoÔ±ÍiÌSÐRÝÔoÒwÌSËpËp×iÒtÏpÙ[ß¢Ëx×bÙ[×iÐaÔwÖMÔoÏpÌSÐ[ÌMä¾ßvÖSÓvÕ�ÏpØ¢Ëp×°ÖMÐvÜ\Õ�ÔoÒw×�Ô�Í�ÛvÖMØvËx×=Í�ËpÌRÍ�ÎhÏxÐ¢ÑÕwÍ�Û¢×iÙ[×bÕ
Ï�ÕtÖMË�ÕoÌ¶Ö�ä�ÖSÍ�ÔoÌSÒ
ÔwÛvÖFÔtÑgÏxåg×bÕ
ÒoÏ�Õo×kÔwÌWÕoÓvÍ�Û�ÌSØvÕo×iÒwåFÖFÔwÏxÌgÐvÕiâ
N5ÏpÑvâ�¤!è�ÍBê©ÖSÐvÜ�è�ÜvêWÕoÛ¢ÌFÞ°Õ¶ÔwÛ¢×\ÐhÓ¢ÙZØ.×iÒ�ÌSä±Í�ËpÌRÍ�Î$ßvÖSÓvÕ�×BÕWÏxÐÔoÛv×±ßvÒoÌRÜRÓvÍi×iÒ5äÉÌSÒ
ßvÖMÓ!Õ�ÏpØ¢Ëp×±ÖSÐvÜZÕ�ÔoÒw×�Ô�Í�ÛvÖMØ¢Ëp×^ÍiËxÌRÍ�ÎhÏpÐ¢Ñ©ÕwÍ�Û¢×iÙ[×BÕiáÖSÕ5ÔwÛ¢×±ÍiËxÌRÍ�Î�Ò�ÖFÔwÏxÌ©ÏpÕ
ÏpÐvÍ�Òw×bÖgÕ�×BÜ¾â�S1×�Õo×i×kÔoÛvÖMÔtÖSÕ%ÔoÛ¢×±äÉÒw×bìaÓ¢×iÐ!Í�ÚÌMä±ÔoÛv×\ß¢ÒoÌRÜRÓ!Í�×iÒ�ÍiËxÌRÍ�Î$ÏpÐvÍ�Òw×bÖgÕ�×BÕiá�ÔoÛ¢×\ÐhÓ¢ÙOØ!×bÒ�ÌMä�ßvÖMÓvÕo×bÕ¶ÏpÐRÝÍ�Òw×bÖgÕ�×BÕiâ5ã�Û¢×=ÖSÕoÚaÐ!Í�Û¢ÒoÌgÐ¢ÌSÓ!Õ%Ü¢ÖMÔwÖ�ÔoÒ�ÖMÐvÕ�äÉ×iÒ
ËxÌgÑSÏ�ÍkÌgß!×bÒwÖMÔo×BÕ5ÖMÔIÖßvÖSÒ�ÔwÏpÍiÓ¢ËpÖSÒ�äÉÒw×bìaÓ¢×bÐvÍ�Úgâ5ã�Û¢Ï�Õ�äÉÒw×bìaÓ¢×bÐvÍ�Ú�ÜR×bß!×bÐvÜ¢Õ5ÌSÐ�ÔwÛ¢×±ÒwÖMÔo×tÌSäß¢ÒwÌRÜRÓvÍdÔwÏxÌgÐ\ÌMä

R
ÕoÏpÑSÐvÖSËRäÉÒoÌgÙ�ÔwÛ¢×°ß¢ÒwÌRÜRÓvÍi×iÒtØ¢ËpÌRÍ�ÎOÖSÐvÜ[ÒwÖMÔo×=ÌSäÒw×bÍ�×bßRÔoÏpÌSÐ�ÌMä

A
ÕoÏxÑgÐvÖMË!äÉÒwÌSÙ ÔoÛv×WÍiÌSÐvÕoÓ¢Ù[×iÒ±Ø¢ËpÌRÍ�Î.âIã�Û¢×©ÔoÒ�ÖMÐ!Õ}ÝäÉ×iÒ[äÉÒw×bìaÓ¢×bÐvÍ�Ú¹Ø.×bÍiÌSÙ[×bÕ\ÕoÙ\ÖMËpËx×bÒ�ÔoÛvÖSÐùÔwÛ¢×?äÉÒo×BìgÓv×iÐvÍiÚéÌMä©ÔoÛ¢×ß¢ÒwÌRÜRÓvÍ�×bÒ�ÍiËxÌRÍ�Î¹ÖSÕXÔoÛ¢×?ß¢ÒwÌRÜRÓvÍ�×bÒ�ÍiËxÌRÍ�Î1äÉÒw×bìaÓ¢×iÐ!Í�Ú,ÏxÐ!Í�Òw×bÖSÕo×bÕÖMÐ!Ü�Ø!×BÍ�ÌgÙ�×BÕ2ÛvÏxÑgÛ¢×iÒ2ÔoÛvÖSÐ�ÔoÛ¢×1Í�ÌgÐvÕ�ÓvÙ�×bÒ�ÍiËxÌRÍ�Î�äÉÒo×BìaÓ¢×iÐvÍiÚSâ

£ ×bÐvÍ�×gá�ÏyÔ\Ô�ÖMÎS×BÕ[ËxÌgÐ¢ÑS×bÒ�ÔoÌgIvÐ¢Ï�ÕoÛöÔwÛ¢×$Í�ÚRÍiËx×qÔwÛvÖFÔ2ÜR×iÝ�ÖgÕoÕo×iÒoÔwÕÔoÛv×�ÑgÒwÖSÐgÔ�ÌSÐ�ÔwÛ¢×�ÖSÒoØ¢ÏxÔo×bÒbâ º Óv×/ÔwÌéÔoÛvÏpÕ?Þ±×/ÌSØ!Õ�×bÒoåg×¡Ù�ÌgÒo×Í�ËpÌRÍ�ÎZßvÖSÓvÕo×bÕtÖgÕ;ÔoÛ¢×�ß!×bÒoÏpÌRÜ[ÌMä7ÔoÛ¢×©Í�ËpÌhÍ�ÎOÏpÕIÔoÌhÌZÕoÙ[ÖSËxË¢ÔoÌXÙ\ÖSÕoÎÔoÛvÏpÕ�ÜR×iË�ÖjÚSâ¡ô±ÔZËpÌFÞ±×iÒ�äÉÒw×bìaÓ¢×bÐvÍ�Ïp×bÕbá%ÔwÛ¢×ªÔwÏxÙ[×ªß.×iÒwÏpÌhÜéÏpÕZËpÖSÒoÑg××iÐvÌSÓ¢ÑgÛ2ÔwÌ�Ù\ÖgÕ�Î\ÔwÛ¢×�ßvÖSÓvÕ�×�ÜRÓvÒoÏpÐ¢Ñ[ÏyÔ�Õ=ËpÌFÞ^×bÒ±Û!ÖMËxä
ß.×iÒwÏxÌRÜ¾âã�Û¢×XÐhÓ¢ÙZØ.×iÒ©ÌMätÍ�ËpÌRÍ�Î�ß!ÖMÓvÕo×bÕ=ÏpÐ¡ßvÖSÓvÕ�ÏpØ¢Ëp×ZÖMÐ!Ü¡Õ}ÔwÒo×iÔwÍ�ÛvÖSØ¢Ëx×Í�ËpÌRÍ�ÎhÏxÐ¢ÑöÕoÍ�Û¢×bÙ[×/ÖMÒw×$Í�ÌgÙ�ß!ÖMÒ�ÖMØ¢Ëp×$ÜRÓ¢×/ÔoÌéÔwÛ¢×�ÕwÍ�×bÐvÖMÒwÏpÌ,Ü¢×�ÝÕwÍ�ÒwÏxØ.×bÜ�ÖSØ!ÌFåg×SâÒÑ^Ó¢Ô2ÏyÔqÍiÖSÐ�Ø!×$ÌgØvÕo×iÒwåS×bÜùäÉÒwÌSÙ ÔoÛ¢×�ÑSÒ�ÖMß¢ÛvÕÕoÛ¢ÌFÞ=Ð¹ÏxÐªN
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Abstract— This paper proposes an incomplete 2-of-7 non-
return-to-zero (NRZ) transmission method for high-performance
and low power inter-chip communication. We use this method in
the design of interfaces, including a link transmitter interface
(‘Tx i/f’) and a link receiver interface (‘Rx i/f’), which are
employed to send and receive packets throughout a universal
Spiking Neural Network chip multi-processor [1]. The focus of the
design is on the protocol conversion between the delay-insensitive
1-of-4 return-to-zero (RTZ) on-chip CHAIN protocol [2] and
the delay-insensitive incomplete 2-of-7 non-return-to-zero (NRZ)
inter-chip protocol. In this design, the new protocol improves
the performance and lowers the power consumption by reducing
the inter-chip wire transition rate. Simulation shows that our
communication interfaces are effective for low power and high
inter-chip throughput.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in integrated circuit technology allow more pro-
cessors to be integrated onto a chip or a multi-chip system to
achieve higher computing parallelism. A massively parallel
multi-chip system incurs very high chip-to-chip capacitive
loads. This causes the delay and power consumption of inter-
chip communication to play an increasingly key role in the
performance of a parallel system. However, conventional bus
systems have difficulties in supporting such high connectivity
because of their limited bandwidth. A solution to this prob-
lem is to use delay-insensitive point-to-point communication
channels [3].

SpiNNaker is such a scalable multi-chip system designed
specifically for the real-time simulation of large-scale spiking
neural networks [4]. A major challenge in designing this large-
scale neural network is to emulate the very high connectivity
of the biological system. The high fan-in and fan-out of
neurons suggests that an efficient asynchronous communi-
cation fabric is required. Delay-insensitive data encoding is
therefore considered for use in the point-to-point asynchronous
communication.

For the on-chip communication of the SpiNNaker multi-
chip system, we use CHAIN technology which has an efficient
delay-insensitive fabric for on-chip asynchronous communica-
tion [2]. However, a more power-efficient and time-efficient
implementation is needed in inter-chip communications be-
cause an inter-chip transition has a more significant energy
cost and inter-chip wire delays are longer.

In this paper, we propose the design of a link transmitter
interface (‘Tx i/f’) and a link receiver interface (‘Rx i/f’) which

extend the CHAIN communication system via inter-chip links.
The function of the transmitter interface is to convert the on-
chip CHAIN protocol into an inter-chip 2-of-7 NRZ protocol.
The receiver interface performs the inverse conversion. The
CHAIN protocol incurs four chip-to-chip transitions per 2-
bit symbol, whilst the 2-of-7 NRZ protocol incurs only three
chip-to-chip transitions per 4-bit symbol and therefore is more
time-efficient and power-efficient.

II. DELAY-INSENSITIVE COMMUNICATION

Delay-insensitive (‘DI’) communication is an attractive so-
lution for system-level interconnection. In a delay-insensitive
communication system, the receiver will return an acknowl-
edge signal when it absorbs the data. The sender is allowed to
issue the next data only after it has received the acknowl-
edge signal. This feature makes the sending and receiving
of the data able to operate at different speeds. Therefore
delay-insensitive communication allows very flexible physical
organization of chips [3].

Delay-insensitive codes are unordered, in which no code
word is contained in another code word. Therefore the arrival
of the delay-insensitive code can be recognized by the receiver,
and then the receiver will respond to the sender after the
detection. With this feature, the interpretation of the code word
is not affected by delays. There are two main types of delay-
insensitive codes: 1-of-n codes and m-of-n codes.

A 1-of-n code uses a group of n wires to transmit informa-
tion. At each time, only one wire is allowed to be “1” to signal
data. To detect the arrival of a 1-of-n data is easy because
it only needs a simple n-input OR of the wires to perform
the completion detection [5]. CHAIN uses such a 1-of-n data
encoding protocol.

Another type of delay-insensitive code is the m-of-n code.
The m-of-n code has a weight m out of length n [6]. That
means each data word is encoded by m wires at level “1”.
An m-of-n code offers Cn

m
possible symbols. There are many

choices for m-of-n encoding, such as 2-of-4, 3-of-6 and 2-of-7
codes.

III. THE CHAIN ARCHITECTURE

CHAIN [2] is an architecture for SoC interconnect using
delay-insensitive data encoding combined with a return-to-zero
signalling protocol. Connections are built from narrow, high-
speed, point-to-point links forming a network rather than a



bus. The data transferred through the CHAIN links is in a
defined packet format in which an end-of-packet (EOP) signal
is used to indicate the end of a data packet. Thus there is no
need to ensure timing closure across the whole chip.
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Fig. 1: CHAIN Link

A single CHAIN link is illustrated in Fig. 1. It has five
forward-going wires plus one backward-going acknowledge
wire. Four of the five forward-going wires are for normal data
transmission using a delay-insensitive 1-of-4 code for the data
encoding. When there is a transmission activity on one of
the four wires, one of the two-bit codes 00, 01, 10, or 11 is
represented. The fifth wire is used for carrying the end-of-
packet (EOP) symbol, which is a packet control marker to set
up the packer length. An acknowledge signal uses the 6th wire
to realize self-timed control.

IV. INCOMPLETE 2-OF-7 NRZ PROTOCOL

A. 2-of-7* code

Compared to a 1-of-n code, an m-of-n code can carry more
bits every cycle but requires fewer wires and can have less or
the same repeater stage logic size [5]. Because the throughput
of DI communication is determined by the number of the bits
transferred in a cycle, the m-of-n code is more efficient for a
large message set. Table I shows a comparison of the cost and
performance of some 1-of-n and m-of-n codes.

CODE Possible Useful Throughput Energy Area
Symbols Symbols bits/cycle transitions/bit wire/bit

(RTZ)

Dual-Rail
(1-of-2) 2 2 1 2 2
1-of-4 4 4 2 1 2
1-of-6 6 4 2 1 3
3-of-6 20 16 4 1.5 1.5
2-of-7 21 16 4 1 1.75
3-of-7 35 32 5 1.2 1.75

TABLE I: A Comparison of The Cost and Performance of Some DI Codes

As can be seen from Table I, the 2-of-7 code has a
throughput of 4 bits per cycle. Therefore it is 2 times faster
than the 1-of-4 code (2 bits per cycle) when having the same
cycle time. In addition, the 2-of-7 code has the same transitions
per bit (1 transition per bit) as the 1-of-4 code (CHAIN) but
with 10% fewer wires (1.75 wires per bit) when representing
a same group of binary values.

However, it is often not necessary to use all the symbols of
an m-of-n code. For example, a 3-of-6 code has 20 possible
symbols but only 16 of them are useful when used to present

4-bit binary codes. If only some of the symbols of an m-
of-n code are used for data encoding, the code is called an
incomplete m-of-n code (represented as m-of-n*).

In addition, the m-of-n* code also has some good features
in code mapping and completion detection. In code mapping,
the 2-of-7* code can be decomposed into a 1-of-3 code and a
1-of-4 code [5]. So the translation from two 1-of-4 codes into
a 2-of-7* code is simple because there is no need to convert
one of the two 1-of-4 codes. The arrival of a 2-of-7* code can
be seen as the arrival of a 1-of-3 code and a 1-of-4 code or
that of a 2-of-4 code. Hence the completion detection of the
2-of-7* code is also easier because the completion detection
circuit for a 1-hot code is very simple. The implementation of
the mapping and completion detection is described in section
V. Furthermore, unlike in CHAIN, there is no need for an
additional wire to carry an EOP signal in the 2-of-7* code
because it has unused symbols. Therefore, we choose the 2-
of-7* code for the chip-to-chip interconnect in our multi-chip
system.

B. Transition Signalling Protocol

Both return-to-zero (RTZ) signalling and non-return-to-zero
(NRZ) signalling can be used in delay-insensitive communi-
cation. RTZ signalling is a commonly-used encoding method.
But NRZ signalling is more power-efficient and time-efficient.
Fig. 2 shows the signal waveforms of the RTZ protocol and
the NRZ protocol.
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Fig. 2: Return-to-zero Protocol and Non-return-to-zero Protocol

In the RTZ protocol, the wires use Boolean levels to encode
information. So each codeword or acknowledge signal has to
use two transitions: The first one is from 0 to 1. The second
one is from 1 to 0. In the NRZ protocol, the information
is encoded as transitions. The transitions from 0 to 1 and
from 1 to 0 both represent a logic 1 on the data wire or an
acknowledge signal on the acknowledge wire. As a result, the
NRZ protocol saves 50% of the transitions incurred by the
RTZ protocol. Because the power required to generate a signal
is nearly proportional to the signal’s transition rate in CMOS
logic [5], the NRZ protocol can reduce the power consumption
by half.

In addition, the cycle time of data transmission can also be
reduced because the NRZ protocol only uses one end-to-end
cycle to send one symbol, whilst the RTZ protocol uses two
end-to-end cycles.

The implementation of the NRZ protocol is often more
complex and costs more chip area compared to that of the RTZ



protocol. But it is still a preferred solution in a system with
high speed and low power requirements [8]. Therefore, the
NRZ protocol is used as the inter-chip communication protocol
in the SpiNNaker multi-chip system. The RTZ protocol is still
used in the system for the on-chip communication because it
is simple for implementation.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the structure of the Tx
i/f and the Rx i/f. The multiplexer and demultiplexer perform
as interconnection adapters between the CHAIN fabric and
the NRZ 2-of-7 fabric. The encoder converts CHAIN 1-of-5
(including EOP) return-to-zero symbols to 2-of-7 non-return-
to-zero symbols. The decoder performs the inverse conversion.
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Fig. 4 shows a diagram of the pipelined encoder and the
pipelined decoder. The reason for adding the 2-of-7* pipeline
latches is to increase the throughput of the interfaces by mini-
mizing the cycle time. The loop between these latches defines
the cycle time, which is determined by the lengths of the wires
between the chips and the response time of the latches. The
data rate of any delay-insensitive scheme is limited by the
end-to-end cycle time of the system. A way to shorten the
latches’ response time is to add the latches in front of the
phase converters. But because the code between the phase
converters is NRZ code, completion detection is too complex
for implementation. Therefore we add the pipeline latched in
front of the code converters so that they can respond with
the acknowledgement as early as they can without performing
code convertion.
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A. The 2-of-7* Code Mapping

The 2-of-7* code can send 4 bits at one time, whereas the
1-of-4 code can only send 2 bits at one time. Given this, one
2-of-7* code can represent a pair of 1-of-4 codes.

The 2-of-7* encoding / decoding circuits are implemented
using the approach of Delay-Insensitive Minterm Synthesis
(DIMS) [9]. However, the implementation can be quite com-
plex and inefficient if we select an unsuitable mapping of
the binary values to code symbols. A method for choosing
a suitable mapping is to decompose the 2-of-7* code into a
1-of-3 plus a 1-of-4 code, which represent 12 (3×4) symbols,
and a 2-of-4 code plus the idle state (000), which represent 6
symbols [5]. To represent the EOP code, any other symbol of
the rest of the 2-of-7 code can be used. In this case, we use
1100000. The mapping of the codes is shown in Table II.

EOP 1-of-4 code A 1-of-4 code B 2-of-7* code
Control Body

EOP A3 A2 A1 A0 B3 B2 B1 B0 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 C0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

TABLE II: The 2-of-7* Code Mapping

This mapping method can significantly simplify the en-
coding and decoding circuits because it is not necessary
to convert the 1-of-4 code of CHAIN. The encoding and
decoding circuits are shown in Fig. 5.
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The completion detection circuitry is also simplified thanks
to this mapping method. The arrival of the 2-of-7* code
is detected when the 1-of-3 code and the 1-of-4 code are
detected. Furthermore, the 2-of-4 code can also be treated as
two dual-rail codes in the completion detection circuitry. The



arrival of the EOP code is detected by the circuitry simply
using a C-element. The implementation of the completion
detection circuitry is shown in Fig. 6.
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B. Interconnection Adapters

In order to sustain the CHAIN link throughput, each con-
version maps two 2-bit CHAIN symbols to a single 4-bit 2-of-
7 symbol. Therefore, interconnection adapters are needed to
perform the serial↔parallel conversion between the CHAIN
fabric and the encoder/decoder.

To convert two serial CHAIN data streams into parallel
transitions, we use a micropipeline demultiplexer (DEMUX)
in the Tx i/f, which allocates the two data streams into the a-
channel (A [3:0]) and the b-channel (B [3:0]). A micropipeline
multiplexer (MUX) does the inverse operation in the Rx i/f by
steering the data into CHAIN.

The operations of the DEMUX and the MUX are controlled
by selection controllers. On receipt of the activation, the con-
troller controls the sequential execution of two select actions
(sel 0, sel 1) which determine into which channel the CHAIN
data is sent by the DEMUX, or which channel the MUX data
is received from. The selection controller is constructed from
two S-elements, as shown in Fig. 7.
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VI. EVALUATION BY SIMULATION

To evaluate the proposed 2-of-7* NRZ scheme, we designed
two chip-to-chip interfaces for comparison. One uses the 2-of-
7* NRZ protocol. The other uses the CHAIN protocol. Both
of them were designed using the 0.13µm UMC CMOS gate
library and simulated using Verilog with typical gate delays.
The chip-to-chip wires were modelled with delays of 1.5ns in
each direction and with a capacitance of 5pF.

The simulation results show that the 2-of-7* NRZ interface
has a cycle time of 6.602ns and the CHAIN interface has a
cycle time of 11.971ns. Because the chip-to-chip 2-of-7* en-
coding sends 4-bits in each direction per cycle, it gives a total
throughput of over 605Mbits/s. Under the same conditions,

the CHAIN interface, which sends 2-bits in each direction per
cycle, gives a total throughput of only about 167Mbits/s. Thus
the throughput of the 2-of-7* NRZ interface is about 3.6 times
higher than the CHAIN interface. The energy consumption of
the 2-of-7* NRZ interface is about 1/3 of that of the CHAIN
interface. Both the higher speed and the lower power come
at a price of larger area. Table III shows a comparison of the
two interfaces.

Throughput Power Area
(Mbits/s) (pJ/bit) (Number of transistors)

2-of-7* NRZ 605 18.6 1971
CHAIN 167 54.1 164
Relative 3.6 34.4% 12.0

Performance

TABLE III: Simulation Results

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we described a new chip-to-chip interface with
a 2-of-7* NRZ protocol. Designing high throughput chip-to-
chip communication interfaces requires careful design of both
the architecture of circuits and code mapping. The simulation
results show that this interface increase throughput by about
360% compared with the conventional CHAIN interface. At
the same time, it decreases the power consumption by 1/3.

However, the implementation of the NRZ 2-of-7* encoder,
decoder, and the completion detector increased circuit area
and complexity. The extra area cost is acceptable because of
the rapid shrink of transistor dimensions in modern integrated
circuits.
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Abstract—We describe the design of an asynchronous spiking 

neural network that can learn and predict temporal sequences 
online. We concentrate on issues regarding the asynchronous 
functioning of the model such as timing relations between 
different autonomous components of the system. 

I. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION 
Our aim is to implement a memory in spiking neurons that 

can learn any given number of sequences online (a sequence 
machine) in a single pass or single presentation of the 
sequence, and predict any learnt sequence correctly. A 
sequence is a series of symbols in temporal order, such as 
‘abc’.  

The high-level description of the system (the functionality 
which is to be implemented in spiking neurons) is as follows: 
it takes as input a series of symbols constituting an input 
sequence, and for each input symbol it outputs a symbol 
which is the prediction for what the next symbol should be. If 
the input symbol is not part of a sequence previously learnt by 
the machine, the prediction will be incorrect but the machine 
will learn to predict correctly the next time the same sequence 
is presented.  

Clearly, the prediction of the next symbol depends on the 
history of the sequence as well as the input symbol presented. 
In a system with infinite memory, the machine would be able 
to look as far back in the history as needed to produce an 
unambiguous prediction. However, we are using a finite 
neural memory which learns (writes to the memory) to 
associate the context or history of the sequence with the input, 
and so some noise is expected. The context or history itself is 
represented as a finite state machine, in which the new history 
is a function of the old history and the present input.  

For example, if the sequence learnt is ‘abcbd’, the grammar 
learnt by the system can be represented as follows: 

(Starting symbol) S  a  
a  b   с  b   b  d 
ab  c   bc  b   cb  d 
abc  b  bcb  d   
abcb  d  
In this high-level description of the system, all the steps are 

assumed to take place in a perfectly synchronised way. 
However, in this paper we are interested in implementing this 

functionality using spiking neurons, which are essentially 
asynchronous, to get some insights on engineering and 
modelling issues in similar systems, as well as throw some 
light on the dynamics of interactions between biological 
neurons. 

II. SPIKING NEURONS  
A spiking neuron is a simplified model of a biological 

neuron that fires spikes or electrical impulses if an internal 
quantity of the neuron known as the activation exceeds a 
threshold. The activation is increased every time a spike fires 
at an input of the neuron, thus a neuron can be thought to 
accumulate input spikes. All spikes are of the same shape and 
information conveyed is only in the time of their firing. We 
assume that each spiking neuron fires only in response to its 
input spikes, i.e. there are no global control variables in the 
system that apply to all neurons. The neurons form layers, 
each layer performing a specific function and being connected 
to other layers, the spikes being transferred through the 
connection wires which may have different connection 
strengths, but we assume no wire delays.  

III. SIMILARITY WITH BETWEEN A SPIKING NEURAL NETWORK 
AND ASYNC LOGIC CIRCUIT 

In asynchronous logic design, communication takes place 
by transmission of electrical signals through wires, which can 
be considered similar to transmission of spikes in neural 
models. The electrical signals transmitted are in one of the two 
levels 0 and 1 (following binary logic), and the switching of 
levels could be considered as an event similar to firing a spike.   

A standard asynchronous logic circuit has the handshake as 
its defining component. If we consider groups of spiking 
neurons interacting with each other, they show interactions 
similar to handshaking, in the sense that they can excite each 
other to generate corresponding bursts of spikes, which may 
be thought as the ‘request' and ‘acknowledge' signals. A latch, 
a standard component in asynchronous logic, can be 
implemented by a pair of spiking neurons which excite each 
other to fire a spike which keeps oscillating between them. 
The stored spike is released with the help of a third neuron 
that acts as a gate and resets the pair of neurons on receiving a 
‘request’ control spike from another neuron. The released 
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spike can be considered as the ‘acknowledge’ signal in 
response to the ‘request’ signal.   

IV. IMPLEMENTING THE SYSTEM USING NEURONS 
In the high-level specification of the sequence machine, 

input symbols are associated with the context of the sequence 
and a prediction of the next symbol is generated. In the neural 
implementation, these symbols are encoded as bursts of spikes 
fired by layers of neurons. These spike bursts propagate like a 
wave through different layers of the system, each layer 
generating an output burst after receiving its input burst from 
the previous layer. The operation of the system is 
asynchronous, because there is no global mechanism such as a 
clock to synchronise the firing times of spikes and bursts of 
spikes across different layers.  

In our system, we use a coding scheme known as rank 
ordered N-of-M code, in which we specify that N out of a 
total of M neurons in the layer can fire spikes in a burst, and 
the choice of the N firing neurons as well as the time order of 
their firing determines the code. The N-of-M code can be 
implemented by having a neuron that takes inputs from the M 
outputs of the layer and fires a resetting spike when N output 
spikes have fired in that layer that resets all the neurons. A 
neuron can be sensitised to a specific input firing order by 
multiplicatively decreasing the effect on activation increase 
for each successive input spike, and keeping the threshold of 
the neuron such that it fires when it has received the specific 
code. Finer details of the implementation of such a code using 
spiking neurons can be found elsewhere [2]. 

We use the wheel or spin model of the neuron in our 
implementation, in which the neuron can be visualised as a 
wheel spinning at a constant rate. The neuron has a quantity 
called activation or phase, which keeps on increasing at a 
constant speed, unless the neuron gets an input spike, which 
increases its activation (or phase) by an amount corresponding 
to the connection weight of the input neuron. The activation 
increases linearly till it reaches the threshold, which it will 
eventually, even if it gets no input spikes. 

V. COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM 
The system consists of the following neural layers as 

components: input, encoder, context, delay, address decoder, 
data store and output. Figure 1 shows the different component 
neural layers in the network and the connections between the 
components.  

 

 
Fig. 1.  Component neural layers of the sequence machine. 
 

Most of these layers have fixed connection weights at their 
inputs and are essentially lookup tables, except for the data 
store (which is where the associations are written) and the 
context, which is like a finite state machine. We shall not 
mention here the detailed implementation of different 
components of the system, but the interested reader can find 
this elsewhere [1].  

VI. TIMING DEPENDENCIES 
For simplicity, we will consider only the input (ip), context 

(cxt), delay (del) and data store (store) layers, which are 
sufficient to achieve the basic implementation of the sequence 
machine. The spike bursts from these layers have to observe 
certain time constraints to enable the system to function.  

 

 

 
Fig. 2.  The primary components of the system and their timing dependencies. 
Both the inputs to the cxt layer increase only the activation of the neurons, 
while the store layer has a normal input from the cxt layer to increase the 
activation, and a special learning input L which signals writing of the 
association of the ip and the cxt to the data store memory.  
 

The timing dependencies between the bursts from different 
layers in the system can be summarised as follows: 

1. The two input bursts to the context layer (fed back old 
context from the delay layer and the new input from 
the input layer) have to be approximately coincident, 
else the context neurons could start firing before 
receiving all the inputs, which would destroy the code 
transmitted by the burst, which is in the rank of the 
spikes. Therefore, the delay time (which is internal to 
the system) has to be matched to the gap between 
different inputs (which is external to the system).  

2. The outputs of the store layer, which form the 
prediction of the next inputs to the system, must come 
before the next inputs to the system. So the gap 
between inputs should be bigger than the time taken 
for a spike burst to propagate through all layers of the 
system in the forward direction (excluding the 
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feedback through the delay layer). 
3. The store neurons function in two modes: the normal 

or recall mode, in which they get input spikes from the 
context layer which increase the activations, and the 
learning mode, in which the association of the past 
context and the new input gets written to the memory. 
The learning mode gets triggered by the firing of the 
learning spikes from the input layer. We need to store 
the order of the context burst spikes until the next 
input burst comes and the association can be written to 
the memory. We do so by storing the order in the 
synapses of the neurons.  

4. Also, in the learning mode, we have to make sure that 
the store neurons receive all the spikes from learning 
inputs (and complete writing the association) before 
receiving the spikes from the context (which are to be 
stored for the next association, when the new input 
burst comes). The latency of the context layer can 
ensure this.  

5. Initially, the delay layer has no inputs (because there is 
no previous context) and consequently the context 
layer will fire slower (since its delay inputs are 
missing) than it would normally. We have to ensure 
that this does not destabilise the system, and the inter-
burst interval stabilises after passing through a few 
layers. 

VII. OTHER ISSUES  
There are some other issues concerning implementation by 

asynchronous spiking neurons in general as well as some 
issues specific to the sequence machine system, which we 
have to deal with. They are briefly summarised below.  

1. We need a signal to indicate the beginning and end of 
a burst, because all the neurons in a layer reset their 
phases when the burst begins. We consider the first 
input spike as the beginning of the burst to reset the 
phase of all neurons, and the output of the counter 
signifying that N neurons in that layer have fired, 
which is the maximum permissible according to the N-
of-M code.  

2. We need to store the rank ordering of the two input 
bursts to the context (from the delay and input layers) 
separately, since the increase of activation of the 
context on receiving any input depends on the position 
of that input in its respective burst. This is done by 
having two different feed-forward desensitisation 
neurons on the two kinds of inputs to the context, 
which keep track of the rank of the input spikes from 
both the layers.  

3. The bursts of spikes have to be stable (not blow up or 
die out) and coherent (not interfere with each other, 
and clearly separated) as they pass through different 
neural layers in the system. This can be achieved by 
using a combination of feed-forward and feedback 
inhibition, as shown earlier [2]. 

4. We have to ensure that output spikes of any layer do 
not start firing before it has received all the input 

spikes from the layer before it, else this will spoil the 
code being transmitted. This can be arranged by 
having large thresholds and axonal or wire delays to 
ensure that this case does not happen.  

5. We assume for now that the danger of the system 
being caught waiting forever will not happen, as long 
as the bursts are stable and coherent as described 
above.  

6. The system is very sensitive to noise in the spike trains 
and so needs to be carefully engineered so that the 
times of firing are precise. However there is a degree 
of redundancy gained from using ordered N-of-M 
code, as the number of actual codes used in the 
alphabet is far less compared to the total possible 
number of codes, so some error is tolerable. 

7. It is better to have the latencies (average time between 
the input and output bursts) of each layer comparable, 
in order to increase the stability of the system as a 
whole. To enable this, layers with more inputs should 
have higher thresholds and vice versa, because more 
inputs mean that the activations will rise quicker and 
the intra-burst separation will be small for that layer.  

8. In our implementation of the system using spiking 
neurons, we have to ensure that the output spike burst 
from a layer in response to an input burst is equivalent 
(with respect to the code being considered, i.e. the 
rank and choice of neurons firing in this case) to what 
we would expect in the high-level model we are 
implementing (using ordered N-of-M coded symbols). 
The wheel model of spiking neurons that we have 
chosen meets this requirement.  

9. The layers have control over their output spikes, but 
have no knowledge of their input spikes (unless each 
layer asks the layer before it). Therefore we have to 
ensure that the output spikes follow the correct code 
and there are no errors in generation of the output 
spikes, else the neurons in the next layer could keep 
waiting indefinitely for the expected number of input 
spikes. Having an N-of-M code solves this problem, as 
it is self error-correcting. 

10. The robustness of the system depends on the stability 
of the bursts, so bursts emitted by different layers and 
the same layer during different waves should be well 
separated in time. Similarly, the inter-burst and intra-
burst time separations should remain stable. 

To ensure that the system works as planned, we have to use 
certain control mechanisms as discussed (while not 
compromising on the requirement that there should be no 
global variables in the system and neurons should fire based 
only on input spikes), but we have to minimise them as 
much as possible, in order to increase the flexibility of the 
system.  

VIII. SIMULATION 
We used a spiking neural simulator developed by M. 

Cumpstey [3] to simulate the complete system. The simulator 
is generic, event-driven, object-oriented and suitable for most 
common spiking neural models. We specify the network 



 

 

configuration and the simulation file, and the simulator 
outputs a series of spikes from different layers along with their 
time of spiking. We had to make a few changes to the original 
simulator to incorporate some of the issues discussed.  

Below is a diagram of the output of the simulator (with 
spike outputs of different neural layers against time) on being 
given a repeated input sequence 715171517151. The first time 
the sequence 7151 is given the output prediction is incorrect, 
but the system learns to predict correctly and the next time the 
prediction is correct. The sequence 7151 is used because it is 
the simplest sequence where we need to have knowledge of 
context to determine the successor of the symbol “1”. 
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Fig. 3.  Plot of spikes emitted by different layers in the sequence machine 
against time. The arrows denote causality, how a burst of spikes causes firing 
of another burst in the next layer after a delay. Spikes of the same shape and in 
parallel vertical bands belong to the same layer, and ellipses enclose bursts of 
spikes. The figure plots 12 different waves of spike bursts each triggered by 
an input spike, and forming the sequence 715171517151. After the first 7151 
input when the system learns the sequence, the prediction of 15171517 on the 
output is correct.  
 

In figure 3, spikes from different layers are plotted on the 
Y-axis and time on the X-axis. Spikes of the same colour 
belong to the same layer, and the arrows show how a burst of 
spikes from one layer causes the next layer to fire a burst after 
some time.  We can see from the diagram that the spike bursts 
from different layers are coherent, stable, well behaved, and 
follow the timing dependencies mentioned. They also 
implement the high-level sequence machine by learning the 
given sequence 7151 in a single pass, and predicting it 
correctly in the second and third presentation of 7151.   
 

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We have shown that it is possible to build a system out of 

asynchronous spiking neurons that can perform the high-level 
functionality of the sequence machine.  

We have mentioned how common components in 
traditional asynchronous design, such as the latch and the 
handshake protocol, might be implemented in spiking 
neurons. If we adapt traditional asynchronous design 
components such as latches to take into the additional 
constraints of spiking neural implementation, we could 

potentially reach a stage where it is possible to translate any 
spiking neural network into its equivalent asynchronous logic 
circuit, enabling us to make use of the synthesis tools 
available in asynchronous logic design to analyse a spiking 
neural network. 
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Abstract - Shrinking process technology and the increasing 

complexity of integration pose many challenges to the SoC 

industry. There has been a growing interest in asynchronous 

interconnect which can provide better support for Intellectual 

Property core reuse without the problems caused by synchronous 

interconnect. Meanwhile advanced integrated circuit fabrication 

is leading to the unreliability of circuit, which in turn leads to a 

demand for fault tolerant VLSI circuit. CHAIN is a packet 

switched on-chip network based on asynchronous interconnect 

using 1-of-4 return-to-zero (RTZ) code, and we use 2-of-7 

non-return-to -zero (NRZ) code for inter-chip links. In this paper, 

we investigate the transient errors that could occur on both 

CHAIN and the inter-chip interconnect, and propose 

mechanisms for checking and resetting the links to correct or 

contain the errors.  

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 A variety of Systems-on-Chips (SoCs) are widely used in 

many fields such as communication, computers and 

multimedia devices. As process technology shrinks, the 

complexity of SoCs has been increasing dramatically. 

Unfortunately, this poses some special problems. The most 

significant problem is clock synchronization since the clock 

skew will deteriorate continuously with increasing chip 

complexity [1]. It has become a difficult task to design a 

balanced clock tree to provide a global clock with reasonable 

clock skew, even impossible. Globally asynchronous 

interconnect is a promising alternative [2], which enables 

designers to integrate a number of synchronous modules into a 

Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous system, 

removing the problem of global clock synchronization. 

 Moreover the shrinking feature size of VLSI has important 

impact on on-chip communication architecture and the 

reliability of a circuitry. Shared buses, as used in a traditional 

on-chip communication infrastructure do not meet the 

demands of modern complex SoC design for high performance 

and low power consumption. Recently switched networks on 

chip have been proposed as a means to increase performance 

and to reduce the power used by on-chip communication [3].  

Meanwhile the scaling down of feature size has made modern 

integrated circuits more susceptible to a number of factors, 

such as α particles, cosmic radiation, crosstalk, and power 

bounce. The reasons for this susceptibility are attributed to the 

smaller gate oxide thickness, lower supply voltage, and lower 

noise margin [4].  

The APT group at the University of Manchester has 

proposed an asynchronous network-on-chip mechanism - 

CHAIN (CHip Area INterconnect) - as an on-chip interconnect 

[5], which was first implemented in a smartcard chip. 

Asynchronous arbiters, router control units and multiplexers 

are incorporated so as to complete the routing of packets, and 

pipeline latches are exploited along long wires to buffer the 

signals to increase link throughput. CHAIN uses a 1-of-4 code 

which is one-hot encoding, resulting in a simple 

implementation of the completion signal for the asynchronous 

handshake protocol. As described above, the possibility of the 

vulnerability of CHAIN to all kinds of transient errors will 

increase under the circumstance of very deep submicron 

process.   

In this paper, the results of transient errors occurring on 

CHAIN are investigated, and corresponding error checking 

and resetting mechanisms are proposed. In section 2, the 

frameworks of two typical asynchronous communication 

systems based on CHAIN are introduced in detail. In section 3, 

we present the related error detection methods used for 

asynchronous interconnect. Then in section 4 a resetting 

approach to help the interconnect recover from erroneous 

scenario is discussed. Finally we give our conclusions. 

II. THE ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS  

A.  On-chip Interconnect 

The system framework we use in this work consists of one 

hardware communication channel and an external test bench 

which includes a transmitter (TX), a receiver (RX), an Error 

injector, a result checker and a monitor as shown in Fig 1. For 

simplicity, we only introduce one CHAIN channel into this 

asynchronous communication system, which means only one 

link within CHAIN interconnect is selected between TX/RX, 

routers or arbiters. Each module in the test bench is briefly 

explained as follows: 

 

 
Fig 1 a simple asynchronous communication system based on CHAIN and its 

simulation environment 

 

Packet Gen generates random packet data, including the 

address, ID, payload and parity/CRC fields with ‘constraint 

randomize’ provided by SystemVerilog. TX sends out each 

packet in bytes to the interface of IN FIFO located in the 
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design part, and to pad EOP (End of Packet) at the end of each 

packet. RX receives each byte data, re-forms the data into 

packets, and feeds them back to a Checker within the 

test-bench. The Checker module is able to compare the data 

from RX and TX, and calculate the parity or CRC of received 

packets. Monitor will collect the reports from the Checker and 

RX modules and take different actions according to the types 

of occurring errors. An error Injector module is used for 

injecting random errors onto CHAIN, and the frequency and 

duration for each spike can be randomized by applying 

different constraints. 

Additionally the MUX (serializer) module serially forwards 

each of four 2-bit symbols from the parallel output of the FIFO 

with using a 1-of-4 code to CHAIN. Four select signals issued 

from 4 S-elements in order control the latch arrays, such that 

each of the four parallel data from the FIFO will pass though 

them as shown in Fig 2 and Fig 3. The final serial data is 

formed by an OR operation of each bit for four groups of data 

with the same bit position.  
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Fig 2 an asynchronous MUX 
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Fig 3 a latch array of C-elements 

 

The DEMUX (deserializer) module buffers four symbols 

from CHAIN and then forwards all of them in parallel to the 

OUT FIFO on the link. In detail a control part is used to 

generate four select signals, ‘sel_0’, ‘sel_1’, ‘sel_2’, ‘sel_3’, 

which enable four paths of output data. The STG (Signal 

Transition Graph) of this controller is shown in Fig 4. In this 

graph, ‘di_cd’ denotes the completion signal for data input of 

DEMUX; ‘do0_cd’, ‘do1_cd’, ‘do2_cd’, ‘do3_cd’ 

respectively denote the completion signals of four groups of 

output data; ‘acki’ and ‘acko’ denote the acknowledge from a 

receiver and to CHAIN. Therefore we incorporate this simple 

controller synthesized by Petrify with C-elements to build a 

DEMUX.  

B. Inter-chip Interconnect 

A NRZ 2-of-7 code is implemented on inter-chip links to 

provide better performance with less wire cost  and lower 

power consumption as shown in Fig 5, and specific 

transceivers need to be used for the conversion between 2-of-7 

code and 1-of-4 code on CHAIN and the conversion between 

RTZ and NRZ. 

 

 
In this work, we also design a communication system as 

shown in Fig 5, consisting of an inter-chip link, CHAIN and 

the verification environment which is almost the same as the 

model used in the previous on-chip communication system.  

This inter-chip interconnect using NRZ 2-of-7 code is our 

target to inject spikes so as to simulate the error scenarios of a 

whole integrated system based on a printed circuit board 

suffering from some noise sources. 
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Fig 5 Diagram of chip interconnect 
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Fig 4   STG of the control part of DEMUX 



III. ERROR DETECTION ON ASYNCHRONOUS INTERCONNECT 

A.  Physical Layer Error Detection on CHAIN 

 During the idle state between two valid data symbols 

propagated on CHAIN, if errors are induced, some unexpected 

bits of data could be introduced into the data sequence 

transferred on it. This insertion of extra data causes a sync 

error, which can be detected by a physical unit on the receiver. 

The receiver continually catches only three or fewer EOPs 

rather than the normal four EOPs in each packet. What’s more, 

all the data in the following packet are shifted by one or more 

symbols. Consequently some EOP symbols appear on the 

beginning of the next packet.   

In order to make the communication recover from the above 

errors, we can use two different methods. The straightforward 

way is to report the sync error to a relevant monitor when the 

receiver recognizes a sync error by detecting an unaligned 

EOP. This monitor will take some measure, for example 

resetting the link with the error occurrence to clear any 

remaining data in different parts of the link. However, at least 

two packets remaining on the link will be discarded in order 

for the link to recover from errors. To reduce this kind of 

packet loss, some other solutions may exist, since we don’t 

need to drop packets apart from the current packet containing 

the erroneous data. Therefore the current packet with the error 

has to be discarded, while the receiver is able to continue to 

receive the next packet from CHAIN by shifting it by some 

bits. The second approach to shifting data could achieve better 

performance in terms of packet loss and timing, admittedly at 

the expense of circuit complexity compared with the first 

method.  

 The next scenario we need to consider is that errors could 

happen during the data  transfer state of CHAIN.   Soft  errors  

 

have no significant impact on any data wire with the value ‘1’ 

due to their duration of less than hundreds of picoseconds [6] 

and the nature of the delay insensitive handshake protocol 

forcing the pipeline latch to wait for the arrival of a valid bit. 

But it is different for the rest of wires with ‘0’ values as more 

ones will probably be captured by the receiver during a data 

transfer on CHAIN if a positive glitch is coupled onto one of 

these wires with low values. We define this type of error as a 

protocol error. Because they do not cause sync problems or 

extra data, we just need to drop this packet. However the 

subsequent packets are not affected, so it is not necessary to 

re-align the data sequence or to report it to some monitor unit 

unlike the previous error scenarios. 

B. Data Link Layer Error Detection on CHAIN 

 Error detection codes are used to provide data validation on 

the data link layer of most communication systems, which is 

based on the observation that not all the errors can be checked 

on the physical layer. For multiple errors on CHAIN during 

one packet transfer, 4 errors G0, G1, G2 and G3, as shown in 

Fig 8, occurring on idle states of CHAIN, lead to 4 extra 

symbols being inserted into a normal data sequence. 

Consequently the receiver is unable to identify it as either a 

sync error or a protocol error. In this case, the packet length 

will be increased by one byte so that the receiver can identify 

this error by checking the length field within the packet. We 

could not exclude some extreme cases in which the packet data 

are changed with the same packet length though the possibility 

of the change is quite low. Therefore parity/CRC codes 

applied on the data link layer can be employed with the 

previous methods on the physical layer to check the validity of 

a packet data. 

 

 
 

 
  

Fig 6 A Deadlock on an inter-chip link 

 
 

Fig 7  A Reset operation to recover the link from a deadlock 



 

C. Inter-chip Link Error Detection 

Random errors have a serious impact on the complex delay 

insensitive circuit since randomness of errors is able to break 

the basic handshake protocol. In fig 6, the glitch coupled with 

a wire of the output of the sender module changes DI from ‘37’ 

to the other value, which causes the decoding circuit 

nrz_27_to_rtz_14 to work in a wrong way. The output signal 

pipe_out should be the delayed version of pipe_out_1, but the 

value of pipe_out is ‘24’ rather than the correct value ‘20’ at 

about 2030ns. Unfortunately the value ‘24’ is viewed as 

correct data by the completion module within this decoder, 

causing three early issues of the completion signal (COMP). 

As a result, a deadlock on this inter-chip link arises from an 

early acknowledge back to the sender module but no further 

acknowledge is available to end the data propagating on the 

inter-chip link. As for a deadlock occurring on the inter-chip 

link, we can set a timer to monitor the status of this link. From 

a sender’s point of view if this link has not received any 

acknowledge for the transmitting data and has halted for a long 

time beyond some reasonable threshold, a deadlock has 

probably happened and therefore a reset signal should be 

asserted to clear CHAINs on the two ends of the inter-chip link 

and any other relevant units throughout this link.  

  

IV. A RESET MECHANISM ON CHAIN 

 Although an error cannot cause an on-chip link to deadlock 

even in the worst case, it will probably push the link into an 

erroneous state and it cannot transfer data correctly until we 

adopt some measures to restore it. As one simple option, we 

can construct a dedicated local reset signal, which is driven by 

the receiver and connected to any unit on the link including 

CHAIN, the two FIFOs, both of the MUX and DEMUX, and 

even the transceivers of a inter-chip link in order to clear all the 

remaining data. A deadlock happening during inter-chip 

communication or a sync error on CHAIN within a chip can be 

eliminated by applying a resetting mechanism.  

As shown in Fig 9, the reset signal is introduced into almost 

all C-elements along the link as one input of the acknowledge 

signal, and when valid it will force every C-element to able 

only to receive new zero values. Therefore the receiver stops 

sending back acknowledge signals to the previous unit on the 

link and asserts the reset signal to the Link. Then when the 

transmitter takes an acknowledge signal with a ‘1’ value, it 

drives all wires to ‘0’ until the receiver finds the link idle for a 

while. Finally the receiver ends the resetting procedure by 

driving the reset signal low and prepares to sample the next 

packet. Fig 7 shows a resetting operation on CHAIN, and the 

reset signal is not cancelled until all data remaining on the link 

is removed.  

Admittedly, a reset mechanism means that all the data after 

the corrupted data will be dropped. How much data are lost is 

mostly determined by the depth of the FIFOs and pipelines in 

CHAIN. 

 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

 In this paper, we presented an environment to simulate the 

behavior of CHAIN when suffering from transient errors and 

analyzed all possible effects due to errors. Most of them are 

erroneous data with uncertain length inserted into packets 

according to the simulation result, and no deadlock arises. 

However the effect of an error injection is different for an 

inter-chip link using a 2-of-7 NRZ code and a random glitch 

may cause deadlock in some case. Therefore we discuss 

different detection methods for CHAIN and an inter-chip link 

in detail. Meanwhile in order to restore on-chip or inter-chip 

communication from an erroneous state, we propose a 

resetting circuit mechanism for asynchronous interconnect 

which can effectively clear all the data remaining on the links 

and guarantee the correctness of subsequent data transfers 

despite the fact that the loss of data is unavoidable.  
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ÓDÔ»Ù�ËPÍ©ÎPÍ\á�Ð®Ú\Í�Ð®Ï/ãÐ®Ò1Ù�àPÐ9Ù�Ð®áuÍ\Ö®ìuã1Ù�ËqÍ�Ù�Ð®ß¿Í�Ø%ÍfÙ^â»Í\Í\Ò©Ù�ËPÍyù?Õ�ÏXÙBÐ®ÒPÜPàLÙÌÏXÐ®ÑuÒq×uÖqÕ�Í/×1ÚoËPÐ9ÒqÑÙ�ËqÍ·ÎLÍ/á-ÐtÚfÍ»×DÒqÎ¬Ù�ËPÍÌÚfÓuÕ�Õ�Í/Ï�Ü?Ó1ÒqÎLÐ®ÒPÑÌÓuàLÙ�ÜPàLÙ3Ö9Í+×>á-Ð®ÒPÑÌÙ�ËPÍ·ÎLÍ/á�Ð®Ú\Íuæ

9 Ð9Ò?×DÖ®Ö9ì1ã´Ù�ËqÍ�&*(�:6"<;4+<:�(=$613>?(
ζ
Ð®Ï¢Ù�ËPÍ¿Ù�Ð9ß¿Í�Ø%ÍfÙ^â»Í\Í\Ò7Ù�ËPÍ¿ùqÕoÏ^ÙÐ®ÒPÜPàLÙ¬Õ�Í+×uÚoËPÐ®ÒPÑ¿Ù�ËqÍHÎLÍ/á-ÐtÚfÍH×DÒqÎ"Ù�ËPÍ¾Ù�Ð9ß¿Í¤Ö®Ð®ß)Ð9Ù«Ø%ÍfÔ³Ó1Õ�Í¤âyËPÐ®ÚoËÙ�ËqÍ¿Ï�Í/Ú\ÓuÒqÎ�Í\á1Í\Ò-ÙTâ·Ó1àPÖ®Î�ÒPÓuÙTØ%Í�ÎLÍ\Öt×>ìuÍ+Î�æ?9PÓuÕTÜPË?×uÏ�ÍfÛ�Ö9ÓLÚoÝuÍ+ÎÖ®Ó-Ó1ÜqÏ¿ô�@BA.A1Ï�÷}Ð�ÙTÐtÏ¬Ú\àqÏXÙ�Óuß�×uÕ�ì"Ù�Ó"ÜPÕ�Ó�á�Ð®ÎLÍ¤Ù�ËPÍ�Ú/×DÜLÙ�àPÕ�ÍHÕ�×uÒPÑuÍô³Ó1Õ´ÿ^Ö®ÓLÚoÝ1Û�Ð®Ò��MÕ�×uÒPÑuÍ>÷´×uÏ
Ù�ËPÍyÎLÐ�úxÍ\Õ�Í\Ò?ÚfÍ»Ø?Í\Ù^â·Í/Í\Ò¾Ù�ËPÍ»ß¿×,�LÐ9ßHàPß×DÒ?ÎèÙ�ËPÍ¢ß¿Ð9ÒqÐ9ßHàPß Ô³Õ�Í ü àPÍ/ÒqÚfìèÙ�ËPÍC@BA.A)âyÐ®Ö9Ö´Ö®ÓLÚoÝ©ÓuÒ-Ù�Óqãq×1Ï»Ù�ËPÍÏ�ÍfÙIÐtÏ
Ú\Í\Ò-Ù�Õ�Í/Î¢×uÕ�Ó1àPÒqÎ«Ù�ËqÍBÒq×DÙ�àPÕo×DÖuÔ³Õ�Í ü àqÍ\ÒqÚ\ì«ÓuÔ-Ù�ËPÍBÖ®Ó�ÓuÜ´æD9PÓ1Ö�ÛÖ®Ó�âyÐ9ÒPÑ¿Ù�ËPÍ¤Ï�×Dß¿Í¾Úfà?Ï^Ù�Óußºãqâ»Í¾ÏXÐ®ß¿Ð9Öt×DÕ�Ö®ì;ÎLÍ\ùqÒPÍ

κ = δmax − ζôZ×1Ï
δmin = ζ

÷bæþ Í\á1Í\Õo×DÖxÐ9ß¿ÜPÖ®Í\ß¿Í/Ò1Ùo×�Ù�Ð9Ó1ÒqÏ»ÓDÔ Ù�ËPÍ¢ÎLÍ/á-ÐtÚfÍ¢×uÕ�Í¬Ü?Ó-Ï�Ï�Ð®ØPÖ9Í1ãLÍ/×1ÚoËâyÐ9Ù�Ë;ÎPÐ�úxÍ\Õ�Í\Ò-Ù·ÐtÏ�ÏXàPÍ+ÏMÙ�Ó¤Ø%Í¬×1ÎPÎLÕ�Í/Ï�ÏXÍ+Î�æ ç`Ò©Üq×DÕ�Ù�ÐtÚfàqÖ®×uÕ/ã-â·Í«Ú\×DÒÎLÐtÏ^Ù�Ð9ÒqÑuàPÐtÏXËºØ%ÍfÙ^â»Í\Í/Ò�ÿ�×DÒ?×DÖ®ÓuÑuàqÍ��«Ð®ß¿ÜPÖ9Í/ß¿Í\Ò-Ù�×DÙ�Ð®ÓuÒqÏyÓuÔ
Ù�ËPÍ¾Õ�ÍfÛÜ%Í/×�Ù�Í\Õy×DÒ?Î)ÿ�ÎLÐ®ÑuÐ9Ù�×DÖE�}Ð®ß)ÜqÖ9Í/ß)Í/Ò-Ù�×�Ù�Ð9Ó1ÒqÏÌÓDÔIÙ�ËPÍ¢ÎLÍ/á-ÐtÚfÍ1óLÐ9Ò"Üq×uÕXÛÙ�ÐtÚfàqÖ®×uÕ/ã Ù�ËqÐ®Ï)ÎLÐtÏ^Ù�Ð9ÒqÚfÙ�Ð®ÓuÒ¼ÐtÏ¾Ø?×uÏ�Í/ÎäÓ1ÒÞÙ�ËPÍ;ÑuÍ\ÒqÍ\Õo×�Ù�Ð®ÓuÒÞÓuÔyÙ�ËPÍÜPàPÖtÏ�Í�âyËPÐtÚoË¿ÏXÙ�Ó1ÜqÏ3Ù�ËPÍ�Öt×�Ù�Í«×DÕ�Õ�Ð®á�Ð9ÒPÑTÏ�Ð9Ñ1Òq×DÖLÔ³Õ�Óuß ÜPÕ�ÓuÜq×uÑ1×�Ù�Ð9ÒqÑÙ�ÓHÙ�ËqÍ«Ó1àLÙ�ÜPàPÙ/æ�ÊÌËPÍT×DÒq×uÖ9Ó1ÑuàPÍ�Ð®ß¿ÜPÖ®Í\ß¿Í\Ò-Ù�×DÙ�Ð®ÓuÒqÏ»Õ�Í\Ö®ì¿ÓuÒè×uÒq×�ÛÖ®ÓuÑuàqÍBÎLÐ9ú%Í/Õ�Í/Ò1Ù�Ð®×DÙ�Ó1Õ�ÏxÙ�Ó}Ñ1Í\ÒPÍ/Õ�×DÙ�Í3Ù�ËqÍ·ÜPàqÖ®Ï�Íuó>Ù�ËPÍ/Ï�Í·ÎLÐ9úxÍ\Õ�Í\Ò-Ù�Ðt×�ÛÙ�Ó1Õ�ÏÌ×uÕ�ÍTØPàPÐ®Ö9Ù�àqÏXÐ®ÒPÑ�Ï�Í\Õ�Ð9Í+Ï»Ú/×DÜq×1ÚfÐ9Ù�Ó1Õ�Ï/æ
ç`Ò;Ù�ËqÍ¾Ú\×uÏ�Í¬ÓDÔ ÎPÐ9Ñ1Ð�Ùo×DÖÐ®ß)ÜqÖ9Í/ß)Í/Ò-Ù�×�Ù�Ð9Ó1ÒqÏ·Ù�ËPÍ¢ÎLÐ9úxÍ\Õ�Í\Ò-Ù�Ðt×�Ù�ÓuÕoÏ·×uÕ�Í¬Ð9ß¿ÜPÖ®Í\ß¿Í/Ò1Ù�Í/ÎèàqÏXÐ®ÒPÑÑ1×DÙ�Í+Ï\æºç`ÒäÙ�ËPÐ®ÏH×DÕ�Ù�ÐtÚfÖ®Í©â»Í©âyÐ9Ö®Ö·Ô³Ó�Ú\àqÏ¾Ð®Ò¼Üq×uÕXÙ�Ð®Ú\àPÖt×DÕ¾Ó1Ò¼ÏXÓ1ß)ÍÎLÐ®ÑuÐ9Ù�×uÖ�Ð9ß¿ÜPÖ®Í\ß¿Í\Ò-Ùo×�Ù�Ð®ÓuÒ?ÏyÓDÔ
Ù�ËPÍ¢Õ�Í\Ü%Í/×DÙ�Í\ÕoÏ/æç`ÒHÙ�ËPÍÌÕ�Í/ß�×DÐ®ÒqÎLÍ\Õ�ÓuÔqÙ�ËPÍ�ÏXÍ+ÚbÙ�Ð9Ó1Ò´ãu×DÖ®Ö�Ù�ËqÍ�ÏXÐ®ß¤àPÖt×�Ù�Ð9Ó1ÒHÕ�Í/Ï�àPÖ9Ù�Ï×DÕ�Í)ÒPÓuÕ�ß�×DÖ®Ð®Ï�Í/ÎºÙ�ÓF93éHG"ÎPÍ\Öt×>ìuæ¤ÊÌËPÍ)Í��LÜ%Í\Õ�Ð9ß¿Í/Ò1Ùo×DÖ�Ï�ÍfÙ�àqÜ�Ð®ÒLÛÚfÖ®àqÎLÍ+Î¢Ð®ÒPÜPàLÙ3×DÒqÎ¢Ó1àLÙ�ÜqàLÙ
Ð®Ò�áuÍ\Õ�Ù�Í/Õ´ØPàLúxÍ\ÕoÏ/ó�Ù�ËPÍ·Ö®×DÙ�Í/ÒqÚfìTÏXËqÓ�âyÒÐ®ÒHÙ�ËPÍÌÑuÕo×DÜPË?Ï
Ð®ÒqÚ\Ö9àqÎPÍ/Ï3Ù�ËPÍ/Ï�ÍÌØPàLúxÍ\ÕoÏ\æ�ÿ�I�Ð®Ï�Í��»×uÒqÎTÿ`ÔZ×uÖ9ÖE�»Ð®Ò)Ù�ËPÍÕ�Í/Ï�àPÖ�ÙoÏ¬Õ�Í\Ô³Í\Õ¬Ù�Ó"Ù�ËqÍ)Ð®ÒPÜPàPÙ�Ï¢Ï�ËPÓ�âyÒ&Ð®Ò&Ù�ËPÍ)ùqÑuàqÕ�Í+Ï\ã�Í1æ Ñ?æ¤×�Ô|Ù�Í\ÕÙ�ËqÍ¢Ð9ÒPÜqàLÙ�ØPàLúxÍ\Õ+ãLÙ�Ó�Ï�Ð9ß¿ÜPÖ®Ð9Ô³ì"×uÒq×DÖ®ìLÏXÐtÏ\æ
ÀfÀ>ÁCJLK-Ã´È�M�N*OPKRQ�SPÆ�ÆTS<Q/ÉVU
Â

ï Ú\ÓuÒqÚ\Í\ÜLÙ�àq×DÖ Ð®ÎPÍ/×;ÓDÔMÙ�ËPÍ)ÎPÍ\á�Ð®Ú\ÍHÐtÏ«ÑuÐ®áuÍ\Ò&Ð9ÒW9 Ð9Ñ1àPÕ�Í0XH×-÷bæÊÌËPÍ»Ù^â»Ó«Ð®ÒPÜPàLÙBÏ�Ð®ÑuÒq×uÖ®Ï ×DÕ�ÍBÔ³Í+Î)Ð9Ò-Ù�ÓT×¬Üq×DÐ®Õ3ÓDÔ%Ö®×DÙ�ÚoËPÍ+Ï\ó�Ù�ËPÍ»ùqÕoÏ^ÙÐ®ÒPÜPàLÙ)Ù�Ó7ÜPÕ�ÓuÜq×uÑ1×�Ù�Í�Ù�ËqÕ�Ó1àPÑuË¼Ó1ÒPÍèÓuÔ�Ù�ËqÍ;Öt×�ÙoÚoËPÍ/ÏHâyÐ9Ö®ÖyÚ\×uàqÏXÍ×�ÜPàPÖtÏXÍº×�Ù¿Ù�ËqÍ¿ÿXÍ\Òq×uØPÖ®Í��;Ð®ÒPÜPàLÙ�ÓuÔ�Ù�ËPÍ"Ù^â»Ó&Öt×�ÙoÚoËPÍ/Ï/ãMÐ®Ò�Ù�àPÕ�ÒÚ\×uàqÏ�Ð9ÒPÑ¬Ù�ËPÍ�ÓDÙ�ËPÍ\ÕMÏ�Ð®ÑuÒq×uÖ®Ï Ù�Ó¢Ø?ÍyÜPÕ�Í\á1Í\Ò-Ù�Í+ÎHÔ³Õ�Ó1ß�ÜPÕ�ÓuÜq×uÑ1×�Ù�Ð9ÒqÑ



Ù�ËqÕ�Ó1àPÑuË7Ù�ËqÍ©Ö®×DÙ�ÚoËÞÔ³Ó1Õ¤×ºÑuÐ®áuÍ/Ò�Ù�Ð9ß¿Í1æºï«Ï¤Ú/×DÒÞØ?Í;ÏXÍ/Í\ÒÞÔ³Õ�ÓußÙ�ËqÍ)Ï�Ð9ß¿ÜPÖ®Í)Í��P×Dß¿ÜPÖ®Íuã?Ù^â·Ó;Ð®Ï�Ï�àPÍ/Ï«Ø?Í+ÚfÓ1ß)ÍHÓDÔBÜqÕ�Ð®ß�×DÕ�ì;Ð®ß¿Ü?Ó1ÕXÛÙ�×uÒqÚfÍ)Ð®Ò&Ù�ËPÍ�ÎLÍ/Ï�Ð9Ñ1Ò&ÓuÔ·ÏXà?ÚoË�ÎLÍ/á-ÐtÚfÍ+Ï\ý}ùqÕoÏ^Ù+ã�Ù�ËPÍ)Öt×�Ù�ÚoË�ÓDÔ·Ù�ËPÍÏ�Ð9Ñ1Òq×DÖÌ×DÕ�Õ�Ð®á�Ð9ÒqÑ;ÿ^Öt×�Ù�Í��èÏ�ËPÓuàPÖtÎ¼ÒqÓDÙ¿Í\Ò-Ù�Í/ÕHß¿ÍfÙo×uÏXÙ�×uØPÐ9Ö®Ð9Ù^ì%ó»ÏXÍ+ÚbÛÓuÒ?Î�ã�âyËPÐtÚoË�ÐtÏTÚfÓuÕ�Õ�Í\Öt×�Ù�Í+ÎºÙ�Ó;Ù�ËqÍHù?Õ�ÏXÙ/ãxÙ�ËPÍ)Ù�Ð®ß)Í¿Ø%ÍfÙ^â»Í\Í/Ò7×uÒÍ\á1Í\Ò-Ù¬Ù�Õ�Ð9Ñ1ÑuÍ\Õ�Ð®ÒPÑ�Ù�ËqÍHÜPàqÖ®Ï�Í)×uÒqÎ�Ù�ËPÍ¿ÜPàPÖtÏXÍ)Õ�Í/×uÚoËqÐ9ÒPÑ©Ù�ËPÍ¾ÿXÍ\ÒLÛ×DØqÖ9Í��TÐ®ÒPÜPàLÙ«ÓDÔ Ù�ËPÍ¾Öt×�ÙoÚoËPÍ/Ï}ÏXËPÓ1àPÖtÎ;Ø%Í¾ß¿Ð®ÒPÐ9ß¿ÐtÏXÍ+ÎºÐ9ÒºÓ1Õ�ÎLÍ/ÕÌÙ�ÓÚ\×uÜLÙ�àqÕ�Íè×1Ï¢ß�×DÒ�ì&Í/áuÍ/Ò1ÙoÏ¤×1Ï¢Ü?Ó-Ï�Ï�Ð®ØPÖ9Í1æºç`ÒÞÔZ×uÚbÙ+ã3Ð�ÔÌÙ�ËqÍèÖt×�ÙXÙ�Í\ÕÚfÓ1ÒqÎLÐ9Ù�Ð®ÓuÒ�ÎLÓ�Í/ÏMÒPÓDÙMËPÓ1Ö®Î´ãuÙ�ËPÍyÖ®×DÙ�Í�×uÕ�Õ�Ð9á�Ð®ÒPÑ¢ÏXÐ®ÑuÒ?×DÖLâyÐ®Ö9Ö?ÜPÕ�Ó1Üq×�ÛÑ1×DÙ�ÍyÙ�ËPÕ�ÓuàPÑ1Ë�Ø?Í\Ô³ÓuÕ�ÍyÙ�ËPÍ«Ö®×DÙ�ÚoË�Ëq×1ÏMØ%Í\Í/Òè×DØPÖ®ÍyÙ�Ó¾ÜPÕ�Í\áuÍ/Ò-ÙMÙ�ËPÐtÏÔ³Õ�Óuß Ëq×uÜPÜ%Í\ÒPÐ®ÒPÑqæÊÌËPÍ¬Ô³ÓuÖ®Ö9Ó�âyÐ®ÒPÑ¿ÎLÍ/Ï�ÚfÕ�Ð9ÜPÙ�Ð®ÓuÒ"ÓDÔ´Ù�ËPÍ¾ÏXìLÏXÙ�Í/ß Ð®ÏÌØ?×uÏ�Í/Î©Ó1ÒF9 Ð®ÑDÛàPÕ�Í�X�×1÷bã ØPàLÙ¤Ú/×DÒÞØ%Í©×uÎP×uÜLÙ�Í+Î&Ù�Ó�ÓDÙ�ËPÍ\Õ¾ÎLÍ+ÏXÐ®ÑuÒ?Ï\æ©í«ÍfùqÒqÍè×uÏ
dsetup

Ù�ËPÍ"ÏXÍ\Ù�àPÜûÎLÍ\Öt×>ì�ÓuÔyÙ�ËPÍ;Ö®×DÙ�ÚoËPÍ+Ï¤×uÒqÎ¼×uÏ
dq

Ù�ËPÍ"ÎLÍ\Öt×>ì
d → q

ÓDÔ Ù�ËPÍ¤Ö®×DÙ�ÚoË´æ 9PÕ�Óuß�Ù�ËPÍ¢ù?ÑuàPÕ�ÍuãLÙ�ËPÍ¾Ö®ÍfÙ�Ù�Í\ÕoÏ}× � Î"Õ�Í\ÜPÕ�ÍfÛÏ�Í\Ò-Ù«Ù�ËPÍ)Üq×�Ù�Ë�ÎLÍ/Ö®×>ìLÏ«ÓDÔMÙ�ËPÍHÐ®ÒqÎLÐtÚ\×DÙ�Í+ÎëÜq×DÙ�ËqÏ/ó�Ð9Ò7Üq×uÕXÙ�Ð®Ú\àPÖ®×uÕ/ãÎ�Õ�Í/ÜPÕ�Í+ÏXÍ/Ò-Ù�Ï«Ù�ËPÍ©ÎPÍ\Öt×>ì�Ø?Í\Ù^â·Í/Í\Ò�Ù�ËPÍ¿Öt×�Ù�ÚoË7Í\Ò?×DØPÖ®Í¿Ø?Í/Ð9ÒPÑºÕ�ÍfÛÖ®Í/×uÏ�Í/Î�×DÒqÎ&Ù�ËqÍ)Ó1àLÙ�ÜqàLÙ¢Ø?Í/Ð9ÒPÑºÑ1Í\ÒPÍ/Õ�×DÙ�Í/Î´æ¾ï}Ï�ÏXàPß¿Í)Ù�Ë?×�ÙTÙ^â·ÓÍ/ÎPÑuÍ/Ï)×DÕ�Í�Ù�Õ�×>á1Í\Ö®Ö9Ð®ÒPÑëÓ1ÒäÙ�ËPÍ"Ö®Ð9ÒPÝ¼×uÒqÎäâ»Í\Õ�ÍèÑ1Í\ÒPÍ/Õ�×DÙ�Í/ÎÞâyÐ9Ù�ËÎLÍ/Ö®×>ì
δ
Ø%ÍfÙ^â»Í\Í\Ò�Í/×1ÚoË�ÓDÙ�ËqÍ\ÕT×DÒqÎ�×DÕ�Õ�Ð®áuÍ¾×DÙ}Ù�ËqÍHÐ®ÒPÜPàLÙTÓDÔBÙ�ËPÍÚfÐ®ÕoÚfàPÐ9Ù�âyÐ�Ù�Ë�ÎLÍ\Öt×>ì

δin < δ
æÊÌËPÍ¢Ö®×DÙ�Í/ÒqÚfì©ÓuÔ
Ù�ËPÍ¢ÎLÍ\á�ÐtÚfÍ¢ÐtÏ»Ù�Õ�Ð9á�Ðt×DÖ®Ö9ì

λ = dq

æ�ç�Ô
δin < λ + a + b

ô X>÷
Ù�ËqÍèÏXÍ+ÚfÓ1ÒqÎ7Í/ÎLÑ1Í)âyÐ®Ö®ÖBÕ�Í/×uÚoË�Ù�ËqÍ©ÓuàLÙ�ÜPàLÙ¤ÓuÔ·Ù�ËPÍ©Öt×�ÙoÚoË7Ø%ÍfÔ³Ó1Õ�ÍÙ�ËqÍèÜPàPÖtÏ�ÍèÐtÏ¾ÑuÍ/ÒPÍ\Õo×�Ù�Í/Îä×uÒqÎ7Ù�ËPÍ/Õ�Í\Ô³ÓuÕ�Í�Ù�ËqÍ;ÚfÐ®ÕoÚfàPÐ9ÙHâyÐ®Ö9Ö·Ëq×>áuÍÒPÓ¿ÍfúxÍ/ÚfÙ/æMç�Ô

δin ∈ [λ + a + b ; λ + a + b + dsetup]
ô<ñu÷

Ù�ËqÍHÖt×�ÙoÚoËëß�×>ì;Í/Ò1Ù�Í\Õ¬ß¿ÍfÙ�×1Ï^Ùo×DØPÐ®Ö®Ð�Ù^ì1ã%×1Ï�Ù�ËPÍ)Ï�Í/Ú\ÓuÒqÎºÍ+ÎLÑuÍHâyÐ9Ö®ÖÕ�Í/×uÚoË¾Ù�ËPÍÌÖt×�Ù�ÚoË)ÎLàPÕ�Ð9ÒqÑ}Ù�ËPÍBÙ�Ð9ß¿Í»Ù�ËqÍ»ÜqàPÖ®Ï�Í»Ð®Ï Ø%Í\Ð®ÒPÑ«Ñ1Í\ÒPÍ/Õ�×DÙ�Í+Î×DÒ?Î�âyÐ®Ö®Ö�ÒPÓDÙ¾Õ�Í/Ï�Ü?Í+ÚbÙTÙ�ËqÍ�Õ�Í+Ï^Ù�Õ�ÐtÚbÙ�Ð9Ó1Ò&Ð®ß)Ü%Ó1Ï�Í/Î7Ø�ì�Ù�ËPÍ©ÏXÍ\Ù�àPÜÙ�Ð®ß¿Í¢ÓDÔ Ù�ËPÍ¢Öt×�ÙoÚoË´æ 9 Ð9Òq×uÖ9Ö®ìuãqâyËPÍ\Ò
δin > λ + a + b + dsetup

ôQø1÷
Ù�ËqÍ©Ö®×DÙ�ÚoËÞâyÐ®Ö9Ö·ÜPÕ�Í/áuÍ/Ò1ÙTÙ�ËPÍèÏ�Í/ÚfÓ1ÒqÎ7Í/ÎLÑ1Í¿Ù�Ó�ÜPÕ�ÓuÜ?×DÑ1×DÙ�Í¿àPÒ-Ù�Ð®ÖÙ�ËqÍ¢ÜPàPÖtÏXÍ¢ÐtÏyÚfÓ1ß)ÜqÖ9Í\Ù�Í/Î´æÊÌËPÍ¢Õ�Í+ÏXÜ%ÓuÒ?ÏXÍ«Ù�Ð®ß¿Í

ζ
âyÐ9Ö®Ö�Ù�ËqÍ\Õ�ÍfÔ³ÓuÕ�ÍTØ?Í1ý

ζ = λ + a + b + dsetup

ô G-÷
ÊÌËPÍ¢ÒPÓ1ß¿Ð9Òq×uÖ�á�×DÖ®àPÍTÓDÔ

δ
×DÙ»Ù�ËPÍ¢ÓuàPÙ�ÜPàLÙ�âyÐ®Ö®Ö´Ø?Í¢Í ü àq×DÖxÙ�Ó

δ = a + τ + c + d
ô��u÷

ÊÌËPÍ¾àPÜPÜ%Í\Õ¬Ø%ÓuàPÒqÎºØ%Í\ì1ÓuÒqÎºâyËqÐ®ÚoËºÙ�ËPÍ¤ÎLÍ/á-ÐtÚfÍHÎLÓ�Í/Ï�ÒqÓDÙ}Ð®ÒLÛ
� àPÍ/ÒqÚfÍ"Ù�ËPÍ�Üq×�Ù�Ë$ÎPÍ\Öt×>ì�Ï¿ÐtÏ¿ÑuÓ1Ð9ÒqÑ&Ù�Ó7Ø%Í

δmax = δ + λ
ó}Ð9ÒÔZ×uÚfÙ�Ð�Ô

δin > δ + λ
Ø-ìèÙ�ËPÍTÙ�Ð9ß¿Í¢Ù�ËPÍ¾Ï�Í/ÚfÓ1ÒqÎ"Í\á1Í\Ò-Ù�âyÐ9Ö®Ö´ÓLÚ\Ú\àPÕÙ�ËqÍ;Öt×�ÙoÚoË¼Ëq×uÏ¤Ø?Í/Í\ÒûÕ�Í/Ö9Í+×uÏ�Í/Î�æ���ÓDÙ�Í©Ù�Ëq×�Ù)Ð�Ô�Ù�ËPÍ"Ð9ÒPÜqàLÙHÙ�Ð9ß¿ÍÏ�Í\Üq×uÕ�×DÙ�Ð®ÓuÒºÐ®Ï}Ø?Í\Ù^â·Í/Í\Ò

δ
×DÒ?Î

δ + λ
ãqÙ�ËPÍ¾Ó1àLÙ�ÜPàPÙ«âyÐ®Ö9Ö Ï^Ù�Ð9Ö®Ö
Ø%Í

δ
æMÊÌËPÍ¾Ú/×DÜLÙ�àPÕ�ÍTÕo×DÒPÑ1Í

κ
âyÐ®Ö®Ö�Ù�ËPÍ/Õ�Í\Ô³ÓuÕ�ÍTØ?Í1ý

κ = δmax − ζ = τ + c + d − b − dsetup

ô��1÷
ÊÌËPÍ/Ï�Í}Í ü à?×�Ù�Ð®ÓuÒ?ÏBÚ\×uÒ©Ø%Í«àqÏ�Í/Î�Ù�ÓHÎPÍfÙ�Í/Õ�ß¿Ð®ÒPÍ«Ù�ËPÍ«á>×uÖ9àqÍ}ÓDÔ τÑuÐ®áuÍ/Ò
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Input time separation (FO4)

Response of PETRIFY−generated design
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�PSVi �4���èR¢p � 	�roc<[^v¬v+[XcQSViba¬WZ[^c<k>] _QcIn9YbW´v>[^c<SViba«SVa��PSVibk>WZ[��
ÊÌËPÐtÏ·Ú\ÓuÒ-Ù�Õ�ÓuÖ?Ö9Ó1ÑuÐtÚyÙo×DÝuÍ+ÏBÚ/×DÕ�Í}ÓDÔ´Õ�Í/Ï�ÍfÙ�Ù�Ð®ÒPÑ¾Ù�ËPÍ ���BÏÌ×�Ô|Ù�Í\Õ·Ù�ËPÍÓuàPÙ�ÜPàLÙ¬Ëq×uÏ}Ø?Í/Í\ÒëÑ1Í\ÒPÍ/Õ�×DÙ�Í+Î�óqÙ�ËPÍ\Õ�ÍfÔ³Ó1Õ�Í¾Ù�ËPÍHÒPÍ���Ù«Ð®ÒPÜPàPÙ«ß¤à?Ï^ÙØ%Í¾ÑuÍ/ÒPÍ\Õo×�Ù�Í/Î;ÓuÒPÖ®ì;×DÔ|Ù�Í\ÕÌÙ�ËPÍ¾ÜPÕ�Í\á�Ð®ÓuàqÏÌÓ1àLÙ�ÜqàLÙ}Ëq×1ÏyØ?Í/Í\ÒºÜPÕ�ÓDÛÎLàqÚ\Í/Î�æTÊÌËPÐtÏ}Ð®Ò-Ù�Õ�ÓLÎLàqÚfÍ+Ï}×èÖ9Ð®ß¿Ð�Ù¬Ô³ÓuÕ}Ù�ËPÍ)Øq×DÒ?ÎLâyÐ®ÎLÙ�Ë´æ 9 Ð9Ñ1àPÕ�Í
��ÏXËPÓ�â�Ï¤Ù�ËqÍ"Ó1àLÙ�ÜqàLÙ)Õ�Í/Ï�Ü%ÓuÒqÏ�ÍèÓuÔ}Ù�ËqÍ"Ú\Ð9ÕoÚfàPÐ9Ù/æûÊÌËPÍ;Öt×�Ù�Í\ÒqÚ\ìÓDÔ
Ù�ËPÍ¢ÎLÍ+ÏXÐ®ÑuÒ"ÐtÏÌÓDÔ ×uÕ�Ó1àPÒqÎ X�� 9 éHGqã�âyËPÐtÚoË"Ð9ÒqÚ\Õ�Í+×uÏ�Í/ÏÌÏ�Ö9Ð®ÑuË-Ù�Ö®ìâyËPÍ/ÒëÙ�ËqÍ¤Ð®ÒPÜPàLÙ¬Ù�Ð®ß¿Í)ÎLÐ9úxÍ\Õ�Í\ÒqÚ\ÍHØ%Í/Ú\Óuß¿Í/Ï«ÏXß�×DÖ®Ö<óxÙ�ËPÐtÏ¬Ð®Ï¬ÎLàPÍÙ�Ó)Ù�ËPÍ¢Ø?Í/Ëq×>á�Ð9Ó1àPÕÌÓDÔ Ù�ËPÍ
���·Ï¾ôZÏ�Í\Í þ Í+ÚbÙ�Ð®ÓuÒ�����÷fæMÊÌËPÍ¢ÓuàLÙ�ÜPàLÙ
δ
âÌ×uÏ}Ï�ÍfÙ«Ù�Ó �09 éHG?óqÙ�ËPÍ¤Õ�Í/Ï�Ü?Ó1ÒqÏ�Í¾Ð®Ï}Õ�Í/ß�×DÕ�Ý>×uØPÖ®ì � ×DÙ}Ø%Í\Ö®Ó�â

� 93éHGqæäÊÌËPÍ"ÎLÍ/Ï�Ð9Ñ1Ò�ÏXÙ�ÓuÜ?ÏHâ»ÓuÕ�Ý�Ð9ÒqÑëØ?Í/Ö9Ó�â��qæ � G 9 éHG�âyËPÍ\ÒÙ�ËqÍ �Té IÌÛ�Øq×uÏ�Í/Î���� Ð®ÏTàqÏ�Í/Î$ô9ÿ^ÔZ×DÖ®ÖE�¿ÚfàqÕ�á1ÍHÐ®Ò7Ù�ËPÍ¿ÑuÕo×DÜqË?÷bó
Ð�Ùâ»ÓuÕ�Ý�Ï¿×uÖ9ÖÌÙ�ËPÍ�â»×>ì¼ÎPÓ�âyÒ�Ù�Ó��qæ ������9 éHG�ôZÏ�Ð9ßHàPÖt×�Ù�Ð®ÓuÒ$Ö®Ð9ß¿Ð9Ùo÷âyËPÍ/ÒÞÙ�ËPÍ �«ï �«í�Û�Øq×uÏ�Í/Î ���êÐ®Ï¤àqÏ�Í/Î�æ&é«ÒPÍ�Ð®Ò-Ù�Í\Õ�Í/ÏXÙ�Ð®ÒPÑ�Ô³Í+×�ÛÙ�àqÕ�Í¬ÓDÔ´Ù�ËPÐtÏyÎLÍ/Ï�Ð9Ñ1Ò©ÐtÏBÙ�Ëq×�ÙyÐ9Ô´Ù�ËqÍ¬Ð®ÒPÜPàPÙ
δ
Ð®Ï»ÑuÕ�Í/×DÙ�Í/ÕMÙ�Ë?×DÒ;Ù�ËPÍÒPÓ1ß)Ð®Òq×uÖ´á�×DÖ®àPÍuãLÙ�ËPÍ¾Ó1àLÙ�ÜPàPÙyÙ�Ð®ß)ÍHÏXÍ/Üq×DÕo×�Ù�Ð9Ó1Ò;ÐtÏyÖ®Í/Ï�Ï»Ù�Ëq×uÒºÙ�ËPÍÐ®ÒPÜPàLÙ+æ)ÊÌËPÐtÏ¬Ð®ÏTÒqÓDÙ¢×DÖ®â»×>ìLÏ}Ù�ËPÍ�Ú\×1ÏXÍ1ã�×uÏ¬ÒPÓuÕ�ß�×DÖ®Ö9ì�Öt×DÕ�ÑuÍ/Õ}Ð®ÒLÛÜPàLÙMÎLÍ/Ö®×>ìLÏ ×DÕ�Í·Ð®ÑuÒqÓuÕ�Í/Î¢Ø�ìTÙ�ËqÍÌÚ\Ð9ÕoÚfàqÐ�Ù�Õ�ì1æR9PÓ1ÕIÙ�ËPÍ �¬é IÌÛ�Øq×1ÏXÍ+Î

����ØPÕo×DÒ?ÚoËèÙ�ËPÐ®Ï�Ð®ÏyÜ?×DÕ�Ù�ÐtÚfàPÖt×DÕ�Ö9ì�Í\ú%Í+ÚbÙ�Ð9á1Íuãq×1Ï»Ù�ËPÍ¢Õ�Í/Ï�Ü?Ó1ÒqÏ�Í¬ÐtÏ
� ×DÙ©Ø?Í\Ù^â·Í/Í\Ò X��ä×uÒqÎ��Pæ �,G 9 éHG?óÌÔ³ÓuÕ�Ù�ËPÍëÓDÙ�ËPÍ\Õ�ØqÕ�×uÒqÚoË$Ù�ËPÍÖ®Ð9ß¿Ð9Ù�Ï»×DÕ�Í��¤×uÒqÎ��Pæ �����
9 éHG?æ ï}Ø?Ó�á1Í�Ù�ËqÍ}ËPÐ®ÑuËPÍ/ÕBÖ®Ð9ß¿Ð9Ù·Ù�ËPÍ«ÎPÍfÛÏ�Ð9Ñ1Ò"Õ�Í/ÎPàqÚfÍ+Ï»Ù�ËPÍTÙ�Ð9ß¿Ð®ÒPÑ©ÏXÍ/Üq×DÕo×�Ù�Ð9Ó1Ò;ØqàLÙ�ÒPÓDÙyÙ�Ó¿Ù�ËPÍ¢ÒqÓuß¿Ð9Ò?×DÖá�×DÖ®àPÍuæÌÊÌËPÍ¾Õ�Í/ÎPàqÚbÙ�Ð9Ó1Ò´ãPËPÓ�â»Í\á1Í\Õ+ãPÚfÓuàqÖ®Î�×uÖ9Ö®Ó�âFÙ�ËPÍ¾ÒPÍ��-Ù¬Ï^Ùo×DÑuÍÙ�Ó¿Õ�Í\Ñ1Í\ÒPÍ/Õ�×DÙ�Í«Ù�ËPÍ¢ÒPÓ1ß¿Ð9Òq×uÖxÙ�Ð®ß¿Í¾ÏXÍ/Üq×DÕo×�Ù�Ð9Ó1Ò´æï�ÒäÐ®ß)Ü%ÓuÕ�Ù�×uÒ-Ù¾Ü?Ó1Ð9Ò-Ù¢Ô³ÓuÕ¾Ù�ËPÐtÏ¾ÎLÍ+ÏXÐ®ÑuÒÞÐtÏTÙ�ËPÍ©ÔZ×uÚbÙ¢Ù�Ëq×�Ù¤Ù�ËPÍÚfÓ1Ò-Ù�Õ�ÓuÖ Ö9Ó1ÑuÐtÚ¾âyËPÐtÚoËëÙo×DÝuÍ+Ï�Ù�ËPÍ)ÓuàLÙ�ÜPàLÙ�ÏTÓuÔMÙ�ËqÍ ���·Ï¢×DÒqÎëÙ�ËPÍÐ®ÒPÜPàLÙoÏ«×uÒqÎ;Ù�Ë�àqÏ«ÑuÍ\ÒqÍ\Õo×�Ù�Í+Ï»Ù�ËPÍ¤ÓuàLÙ�ÜPàLÙ�Ï«âÌ×uÏyÓ1ØLÙ�×uÐ9ÒPÍ+Î"àqÏXÐ®ÒPÑ×DàPÙ�Óuß�×DÙ�ÐtÚ�ÏXì�Ò-Ù�ËPÍ+ÏXÐtÏ/æ
ÊÌËPÍMÐ®ÒPÐ9Ù�Ðt×DÖ-ÏXÜ%Í/Ú\Ð�ù?Ú/×�Ù�Ð9Ó1Ò¬âÌ×uÏIÎLÍ/Ï�ÚfÕ�Ð9Ø%Í/ÎàqÏ�Ð9ÒqÑè×DÒ Q\Ã�UMó%Ù�ËPÐtÏ�âÌ×uÏyÙ�ËPÍ/Ò&×uÎ��^à?Ï^Ù�Í/Î"Ù�Ó©Ù�×DÝ1Í¢Ð9Ò-Ù�Óè×uÚ/ÚfÓuàqÒ1ÙÙ�Ð®ß¿Ð9ÒqÑ$×1Ï�Ï�àPß¿ÜLÙ�Ð®ÓuÒ?Ï\æ ÊÌËPÍ�ÎPÍ/Ï�Ð9Ñ1ÒFâ»×1Ï©ù?Òq×DÖ®Ö9ì�Ï�ì�Ò1Ù�ËPÍ/Ï�ÐtÏXÍ+Î×DàPÙ�Óuß�×DÙ�ÐtÚ\×DÖ®Ö®ì�àqÏXÐ®ÒPÑ0@<SLÃ�Ä�É��� åð7X\ò<æ
9
Ð®Òq×uÖ9Ö®ìuãL×DÒèÍ��P×Dß¿ÜPÖ®Í«ÓuÔ?ÿ^ß¿Í/Õ�Ñ1Ð9ÒPÑ,�}ÎLÍ/Ï�Ð9Ñ1Ò©ÐtÏ»Ï�ËPÓ�âyÒ©Ð®Ò09 Ð®ÑDÛàPÕ�Í��qæ ç`Ò�Ù�ËPÐtÏºÎLÍ/Ï�Ð9Ñ1ÒFÙ^â»Ó � �BÏ�×DÕ�Í&Í/ß)ÜqÖ9Ó�ì1Í/ÎF×1Ï;Ð®Ò�Ù�ËPÍÜPÕ�Í\á�Ð®ÓuàqÏTÚ\×1ÏXÍ1ã´ØPàLÙ¢Ù�ËPÍ�ÓuàPÙ�ÜPàLÙ¾ÐtÏTÑuÍ/ÒPÍ\Õo×�Ù�Í/Î�âyËPÍ\Ò7Ø%ÓDÙ�ËÞÐ®ÒLÛÜPàLÙoÏyËq×>á1Í¬×uÕ�Õ�Ð9á1Í/Î�æ3ÊÌËPÐtÏy×DÖ®Ö9Ó�â�Ï·Ù�ËPÍ¾ÚfÐ®Õ�Ú\àPÐ9Ù»Ù�Ó�Ð9Ò-Ù�Õ�ÓLÎLàqÚ\Í¬Ù�ËPÍÍ��LÜ%Í/ÚfÙ�Í/Î¢ÎPÍ\Öt×>ì«Õ�Í\Ñ-×DÕoÎLÖ9Í+Ï�Ï%ÓuÔ-Ù�ËPÍBÐ®ÒPÜPàPÙIÙ�Ð®ß¿ÍBÏ�Í\Üq×uÕ�×DÙ�Ð®ÓuÒ´æT9 Ð®ÑDÛàPÕ�Í"!ºÏ�ËPÓ�â�Ï¢Ù�ËPÍ©Õ�Í/Ï�Ü?Ó1ÒqÏ�Í©ÓDÔÌÙ�ËqÍ;ÎLÍ/á-ÐtÚfÍ1æëç�Ù¤ÐtÏ¤Õ�Í\ß�×uÕ�Ý�×DØqÖ9ìÿ � ×�Ù��oã�Ð®ÒëÙ�ËPÍ�ÏXÍ/ÒqÏXÍHÙ�Ë?×�Ù¬Ù�ËPÍ)Ù�Ð®ß¿Í�ÏXÍ/Üq×DÕo×�Ù�Ð9Ó1ÒëÓDÔMÙ�ËPÍ¿ÓuàLÙ�ÜPàLÙÏ�Ð9Ñ1Òq×DÖtÏ}ÐtÏ¬Ð9Ò?ÎLÍ\Ü%Í\ÒqÎPÍ\Ò-Ù¢ÓDÔMÙ�ËPÍ¤Ù�Ð9ß¿Í�Ï�Í\Üq×uÕ�×DÙ�Ð®ÓuÒ�ÓDÔBÙ�ËPÍ)Ð9ÒqÜPàLÙÏ�Ð9Ñ1Òq×DÖtÏ\æ �}ÓDÙ�Í©Ù�Ëq×DÙ¤Ù�ËqÍèÚ\×uÜLÙ�àPÕ�Í©Õo×DÒPÑ1Í

κ
ÐtÏ¾Ð®ÒLùqÒPÐ9Ù�Í1ãM×uÏ¾Ù�ËPÍàPÜPÜ%Í\Õ¬Ø%ÓuàPÒqÎ

δ
ÐtÏ�Ð®ÒLùqÒqÐ�Ù�ÍuóxËPÓ�â»Í\áuÍ/ÕÌÙ�ËPÍHÕ�Í+ÏXÜ%ÓuÒ?ÏXÍ¢ÓuÔ�Ù�ËPÍ¤ÎPÍfÛá�Ð®Ú\Í¤ÐtÏ}Ó1Ø�á-Ð®Óuà?ÏXÖ®ìèÖ®Ð9ß¿Ð9Ù�Í+ÎëØ�ì"Ù�ËPÍHß)Í\Ù�×1Ï^Ùo×DØPÐ®Ö9Ð9Ù^ìºÍfúxÍ/ÚfÙ¬ÓuÔ�Ù�ËPÍ

���BÏ/æ}ç�ÙTÚ\×uÒ&×DÖtÏXÓèØ?Í)ÏXÍ/Í\Ò�Ù�Ëq×�Ù«Ù�ËPÍHÓuàLÙ�ÜPàLÙ}Ù�Ð9ß¿Í¿ÏXÍ/Üq×DÕo×�Ù�Ð9Ó1ÒÚ\×uÒäØ?Í;ß�×uÎLÍ©á1Í\Õ�ì�Ï�ß�×DÖ®ÖQý)Ð9Ò¼Ù�ËPÐtÏHÚ/×uÏ�Í�Ð�Ù)â»×1Ï¢ÓuÒqÖ9ìÞ×DÕ�ÓuàPÒ?Î
G 9 éHGqã´×uÖ�Ù�ËPÓuàqÑuË&Ð9Ù¾ÚfÓ1àPÖ®Î&Ëq×>áuÍ)Ø%Í\Í\ÒÞ×DÕ�ØPÐ9Ù�Õo×DÕ�Ð9Ö®ìºÏXß�×DÖ®Ö®Í\ÕTÓuÕÖt×DÕ�ÑuÍ\Õ+æ¿ï»ÙTá1Í\Õ�ì&Ï�ß¿×uÖ9ÖMÎPÍ\Öt×>ì�Ï¿ô

δin < 0.02
9 éHG�÷�Ù�ËPÍ©ÎLÍ+ÏXÐ®ÑuÒ
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Input time separation (FO4)

Response of "merge" design
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Latency (rise)
Latency (fall)

�qSVi �����©R¢p � 	�roc<[^v¬v+[XcQSViba¬WZ[^c<k>] _QcIn9YbW´v>[^c<SViba«SVa��PSVibk>WZ[��
ÔZ×DÐ®Ö®Í/Î"Ù�ÓèÕ�Í/ÑuÍ\ÒqÍ\Õo×�Ù�Í¬Ù�ËPÍ¤ÎLÍ/Ö®×>ì"×uÏyÙ�ËPÍ¾Ó1àLÙ�ÜPàPÙ}á�×DÖ®àPÍ¾âÌ×uÏ�ÎLÐ9Ô|ÛÔ³Í\Õ�Í\Ò-ÙHÔ³Õ�Ó1ß Ù�ËPÍ;Ð®ÒPÜPàPÙ/æ�ÊÌËqÐ®ÏHÐ®ÏHÎLàPÍèÙ�Ó&ß¿Ð®Ò�àLÙ�Í;Ð9ßHØq×DÖt×DÒqÚ\Í/ÏÐ®ÒûÙ�ËPÍ�Ö®Ó1×uÎ�ÓDÔ¬Ù�ËPÍºÐ®ÒPÜPàLÙ"ÏXÐ®ÑuÒq×uÖy×DÒqÎûÓDÔ¬Ù�ËPÍ�Ó1àLÙ�ÜqàLÙ�ÓDÔ¬Ù�ËPÍ
���BÏ/ã»âyËPÐ®ÚoË$Ö®Í/×uÎ�Ù�ÓäÍ/Õ�Õ�ÓuÕoÏ/æ�ÊÌËPÐtÏ¿Ð®Ï¿Ù�ËPÍ�Ú\×1ÏXÍºÓuÒqÖ9ìäÐ®Ò$Ù�ËPÍ
�¬é IyÛ<Øq×1ÏXÍ+Î ����ýxÙ�ËPÍ �}ï �«í�Û�Øq×1ÏXÍ+Î ��� ÚfÓ1Ò1Ù�Ð9Ò�àPÍ+Ï}â»ÓuÕ�Ý�Ð9ÒqÑÙ�ËqÕ�Ó1àPÑuËPÓ1àLÙÌÙ�ËPÍ¢Õ�Í ü àPÐ®Õ�Í/Î©Õo×DÒqÑuÍuãPÎPÓ�âyÒèÙ�Ó��qæ ����� 9 éHG?æï�ÒPÓuÙ�ËPÍ/Õ¤àPÒ�âÌ×DÒ-Ù�Í+ÎÞØ?Í/Ëq×>á�Ð9Ó1àPÕ¾ÓDÔÌÙ�ËPÐ®Ï)ÎLÍ+ÏXÐ®ÑuÒäÐtÏ¢Ù�Ëq×�ÙHÙ�ËPÍÖt×�Ù�Í/ÒqÚfì�ÓuÔMÙ�ËqÍ)ÎLÍ/á�Ð®Ú\ÍHÐ®ÒqÚfÕ�Í/×1ÏXÍ+Ï}âyÐ9Ù�Ë�Ù�ËqÍHÐ®ÒPÜPàLÙTÙ�Ð9ß¿Í¿ÎLÐ�úxÍ\Õ�ÛÍ\Ò?ÚfÍuæ�ÊÌËPÐtÏ¾ÐtÏ¾ÎLàqÍ©Ù�ÓºÙ�ËPÍ)ÿXß¿Í\Õ�ÑuÐ®ÒPÑ4��ÚoËq×DÕo×uÚfÙ�Í/Õ�ÐtÏ^Ù�Ð®Ú/Ï¬ÓDÔÌÙ�ËPÐtÏÎLÍ+ÏXÐ®ÑuÒ´ý©×1Ï¾Ù�ËPÍ"ÜPÕ�ÓLÎLà?ÚbÙ�Ð®ÓuÒäÓuÔ�Ù�ËqÍèÓuàPÙ�ÜPàLÙ¿ÐtÏ)ÎPÍ\Ü%Í\ÒqÎLÍ/Ò-Ù)Ó1ÒÙ�ËqÍ¾ÜPÕ�Í/Ï�Í\ÒqÚ\Í¢ÓDÔ3Ø?ÓuÙ�Ë�Ð®ÒPÜPàLÙ�Ù�Õ�×uÒqÏ�Ð�Ù�Ð9Ó1ÒqÏÌÙ�ËqÍ¢Ö®×DÙ�Í\Ò?ÚfìèÐtÏ�Í ü àq×DÖÙ�Ó?ý

λ = δin + dC

ô !D÷
âyËPÍ\Õ�Í

dC

ÐtÏ;Ù�ËPÍ7ÜPÕ�ÓuÜq×uÑ1×�Ù�Ð9Ó1Ò�ÎLÍ\Öt×>ì�ÓDÔ¾Ù�ËPÍ�Ö®ÓuÑ1Ð®ÚëâyËPÐ®ÚoËÑuÍ/ÒPÍ\Õo×�Ù�Í/ÏIÙ�ËPÍ�ÿXÕ�Í\Ô³Í\Õ�Í\ÒqÚ\Í��·Ï�Ð9Ñ1Òq×DÖ<æ
ï}ÒHÐ®ß¿Ü?Ó1ÕXÙo×DÒ-Ù
ÒPÓuÙ�Í»Ù�ËqÓuàPÑ1ËÕ�ÍfÔ³Í\ÕoÏ�Ù�ÓäÙ�ËqÍ�ÚoËq×uÒPÑuÍ�Ð®ÒFØ%Í\Ëq×>á�Ð®ÓuàPÕ©ÓuÔ¢Ù�ËPÍ�Ö®×DÙ�Í/ÒqÚfìûÔ³ÓuÕèÙ�ËPÍÔZ×DÖ®Ö®Ð9ÒPÑ¿Ù�Õ�×uÒqÏ�Ð�Ù�Ð9Ó1ÒqÏÌâyËPÐtÚoË"ÓLÚ/ÚfàPÕ}×uÕ�Ó1àPÒqÎ"øPæ �?9 éHG¿Ð®ÒPÜPàLÙ�Ù�Ð9ß¿ÍÏ�Í\Üq×uÕ�×DÙ�Ð®ÓuÒ´æ)Ù�ËqÐ®Ï¢ÐtÏ¢ÎLàPÍ¿Ù�ÓºÙ�ËPÍ©Ï�Ö®Ó�â�Õ�Í+ÏXÜ%ÓuÒ?ÏXÍ¿ÓDÔ»Ù�ËqÍ��¬é IÌÛØq×1ÏXÍ+Î ���}óDØ?Í/Ö9Ó�â$øPæ � 9 éHG¬Ù�ËPÍ ���¼ÎPÍ\Öt×>ì¾ÎLÓuß¿Ð®Òq×�Ù�Í/Ï/ãuÏXÓ¬Ù�Ëq×�ÙÙ�ËqÍ}Õ�Í/ÎLàqÚfÙ�Ð®ÓuÒ�Ð®Ò©Ð®ÒPÜPàLÙyÎLÍ\Öt×>ì)Ð®Ï·ÚfÓuàqÒ1Ù�Í\Õo×uÚfÙ�Í/Î¿Ø�ì¿×DÒ©Ð®ÒqÚ\Õ�Í+×uÏ�ÍÐ®Ò ����Õ�Í/Ï�ÓuÖ®àLÙ�Ð®ÓuÒ7Ù�Ð9ß¿Íuã�âyËqÐ®ÚoË¼Ú/×DàqÏ�Í/ÏTÙ�ËPÍèÓ1àLÙ�ÜqàLÙ)ÎLÍ/Ö®×>ì&Ù�Ó
� ×DÙXÙ�Í/ÒºÓuàLÙ�Ø%Í\Ö®Ó�âFÙ�ËPÐ®Ï�Ü?Ó1Ð9Ò-Ù/æ

À��ºÁ��¢Ä�KIÂTQ/ÉVQ\Ã�Å
Ä�N*A.S	�RSBAºÆRS<Q\ÉVU
Â
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Abstract 
 
A communication scheme in which symbols are encoded by 
means of phase difference between transitions of signals on 
parallel wires is considered. A significant decrease in the 
reliability of such a channel is caused by capacitive crosstalk 
between adjacent wires.  A more robust high-speed phase 
encoded channel can be designed by minimising its vulnerability 
to crosstalk noise. This paper investigates the impact of 
crosstalk on phase encoded transmission channels. A functional 
fault model is presented to formulate the problem. Three fault 
tolerant schemes are introduced which are based on information 
redundancy techniques and the partial order coding concept. 
These schemes are simulated with CADAECE using AMS 
CMOS 0.35µm process. Area overheads, performance and fault 
tolerant capability of those methods are compared. It is shown 
that a substantial improvement in the performance can be 
obtained for four wire channels when using the fault tolerant 
design approach, at the cost of 25% of information capacity per 
symbol. 
 
Introduction 
On-chip global buses are increasing in length with increasing die 
sizes, resulting in large propagation delays [1], [3]. The delays of 
those buses have two impacts; namely: 

• They limit the system performance in many high-speed 
microprocessors [2], [3]. 

• They lead to an increase in the clock skew, which makes it 
difficult to accurately distribute a single global clock 
across the entire system [4].   

This trend is anticipated to exacerbate in the future due to the 
increasing gap between gate delays and interconnect delay brought 
about by shrinking feature sizes [5]. Globally asynchronous locally 
synchronous (GALS) electronic system design is a methodology that 
addresses these problems. In GALS functional modules are designed 
using conventional design techniques. Each module is 
complemented by its own local clock generator and a self-timed 
wrapper that enables the modules to communicate using 
asynchronous handshake protocols [7]. It is expected that 40% of 
the electronic design in 2020 will be driven by handshake clocking 
[6].  Although the issue of self-timed communication protocols has 
been intensively investigated in terms of power efficiency, speed, 
area overheads and reliability in many papers, the effect of transient 
errors on self-timed channel reliability was first addressed in [8]. 
Transient errors caused by cross-talk, cross-coupling, ground 
bounce or environment interference, become more prominent as 
integration increases. Thus signal integrity is put at risk [9]. This 
motivates the fault tolerance approach to design.  Multi-rail phase 
encoding is a novel fault tolerant, self-timed signalling protocol, it 
was proposed in [8]. The data is sent using the phase relationship 
between differentially delayed copies of a reference signal. Mutual 
Exclusion elements [10] are employed as phase detectors for data 
recovery. This technique outperforms many of the existing self-
timed communication methods such as 1 of 4 RTZ (Return to Zero). 
It also exhibits high robustness against Single-Event Upsets (SEUs), 
hence it is more reliable.  

However, capacitive crosstalk between adjacent wires may 
deteriorate their phases, which will strongly affect the integrity of 
the data being sent [8]. This problem can create a bottleneck to the 
system and may prevent the use of this technique to send data on 
long wires and/or at high frequencies. Crosstalk can be defined as a 
disturbance, caused by electromagnetic interference, along a circuit 
or a cable pair. A telecommunication signal disrupts a signal in an 
adjacent circuit or wire and can cause the signals to become 
confused and cross over each other. 

 
 
 
 
In the case of adjacent wires the crosstalk noise effect can be 
explained as follows; when two wires are placed close together, the 
current flowing down one (which we will call “aggressor”) induces 
a current in the other wire “victim”. The electric field causes a 
current in the victim that flows both ways, backwards and forwards. 
For example if a single electron was at a point along the aggressor, it 
will tend to repel electrons in the victim in both directions away 
from that point. This type of coupling is often called “capacitive” 
coupling. The aggressor wire also generates a magnetic field, which 
in turn generates a current in the reverse or backward direction in 
the victim wire. This type of coupling is often called “inductive” 
coupling. So crosstalk is a direct result of the electromagnetic field 
radiated from the aggressor wire, therefore its coupling effects 
attenuate with distance. This means the crosstalk between non-
neighbouring wires is less than that between neighbours. This fact is 
going to be exploited in the fault tolerant techniques introduced in 
this article.  
There are two types of Crosstalk noise: Functional Noise and Delay 
Noise. A functional noise occurs when a transition on a wire (A) 
leads to a glitch on a neighbouring wire (B) as shown in figure 1-a. 
A delay noise occurs when two neighbouring wires switch 
simultaneously, which causes transition slowdown or speedup in the 
victim wire. This leads in both cases to a reduction in the original 
time distance between the two transitions as can be seen in figure 1-
b.  
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Fig. 1: Crosstalk Noise Types 
 
In the case of phase encoded channels all wires switch close in time 
and in the same direction, they can be considered allies, i.e. they 
reinforce each other. This reinforcement is manifested as a reduction 
in the original phase between transitions. Figure 2 shows the 
transient response of the inputs (2-a) and the outputs (2-b) of a four 
wire phase encoded channel whose length is 2mm. As can be clearly 
seen the time distance 500ps between the first and the second 
transition (in1 & in2) was reduced at the outputs (out1 & out2) to 
230ps. This also applies for (in3 & in4). This phase corruption does 
not generate errors as long as the mutex elements at the receiver side 
can decide which transition was the first one. However, our 
simulations showed that the crosstalk noise can in some cases lead 



to phase conversion i.e. the transitions are received in an order 
different to their original one. Errors can also occur if glitches (see 
figure 1) are perceived as transitions by the mutex elements. These 
errors are filtered out if they happen outside the event window; 
otherwise they cause faults [8]. This problem is fatal to the multi-
phase encoding technique.  
The impact of crosstalk noise on communication channels has been 
addressed in many papers. Researchers have proposed several 
techniques aimed at reducing the crosstalk induced delays. The 
insertion of repeaters and shielding of bus wires are the most 
common methods. The selection of a proper global wire 
configuration has also been proved to significantly minimise the 
impact of crosstalk. Furthermore, research has recently shown that 
fault tolerant techniques can be employed   to increase 
communication channels reliability in the presence of crosstalk. 
Other techniques rely on crosstalk avoidance codes . 
 This article provides a comprehensive study on the use fault 
tolerant techniques to minimise the effect of crosstalk noise on 
multi-phase transmission protocol.  
For deep submicron circuits the capacitive coupling is more 
prevalent, and the delay is dominated by the capacitance and the 
resistance [11]. Therefore our focus will be only on the impact of 
capacitive crosstalk. 
The organisation of the paper is as follows, Section 2 introduces a 
functional fault model which formulates the impact of crosstalk 
noise on multi-phase transmission protocol. The background theory, 
implementation and simulation results of each technique are 
presented and analysed in section 3. Finally the conclusions are 
drawn in section.  
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Fig. 2: Crosstalk Effect on Four Wire Phase Encoded Channel 

 
2. Transient Fault Model 
As explained previously the information is encoded as a differential 
phase between signal transitions on wires. The crosstalk noise may 
corrupt this phase leading to systems failure. In order to tackle this 
problem, a fault model based on a functional abstraction of the 
crosstalk errors is introduced in this section. It consists of three 
types of faults, namely:  

• Type 1 is a result of the conversion of phase between 
transitions on adjacent wires. 

•  Type 2 is a result of the phase conversion between 
transitions on non-adjacent wires  

• Type 3 which includes both type 1 and 2, i.e. it is a result 
of the phase conversion between transitions on all wires. 

Consider the case of a four wire phase encoded channel. The first 
wire is denoted a. The second is b, the third is c and the forth is d. 
Each combination of transitions (information symbol) will be 
represented by those four letters whose order indicates the order of 
signal transitions in time. For example badc means the second wire 
b transition first then the first wire a follows, and then the fourth 
wire d. Finally the last transition occurs on the third wire c. This 
notation will be used throughout the article. 
Let us now assume that the combination bacd was sent.  When the 
combination bacd is received, i.e. the transition order was preserved, 
no errors are said to have occurred. If the combination abcd is 
received, type 1 fault is said to have occurred, i.e. a conversion in 
phase between transitions on two adjacent wires (a, b). If the 
combination bcad is received, a type 2 fault is said to have occurred, 
i.e. a conversion in phase between transitions on two non-adjacent 
wires (a, c). Finally, if the combination cbad is received, a type 3 
fault is said to have occurred, i.e. a conversion in phase between 
transitions on two adjacent wires (b, c) and on two non-adjacent 
wires (a, c). 
 
3. Fault Tolerance Techniques 
In this section three fault tolerance techniques for phase encoding 
transmission protocol are introduced. The first one is based on the 
traditional theory of concurrent error detection and correction [12]. 
The second one is based on the concept of partial order coding. The 
essence of the third technique is to encode each data bit as phase 
between signals on two particular non-adjacent wires. This allows 
the detection or detection and correction of type 2 faults.    
 
3.1. Cluster-based Concurrent Error Detection and/or 
Correction Techniques (CCED) 
The essence of this method is to map the normal output vector space 
of a system onto an extended code space such that only a subset of 
the code space represents valid information. This mapping can be 
obtained by adding extra bits, which are called check bits, to the 
data word to form a codeword which has useful error detection or 
detection and correction properties. Our simulations showed that the 
occurrence of type 1 faults is more frequent than type 2 and/or type 
3 ones, therefore it was decided that the phase encoder should be 
designed in such a way that phase conversion between any two 
signals on adjacent wires should only cause one bit error. This 
reduces the effect of the crosstalk noise on the data integrity. For 
example, let us study the case of a 4 wire phase encoded channel. 
Assume that the data word (0000) was phase encoded as (abcd) and 
during its transmission was altered to (abdc). Here we have two 
possibilities. The first one is when the hamming distance between 
the two original codes   is equal to one, e.g. the code of (abdc) 
represents (0001), (0010), (0100) or (1000). The second possibility 
is when the hamming distance between the two codes is more than 
one, e.g. (abdc) code is (0111). As can be clearly noticed type 1 
faults causes one bit error in the first case and 3 bit error in the 
second case. The detection or/and correction of such errors requires 
adding extra testing circuitry to the design. We have designed two 
schemes. The first one has error detection properties. The second 
one has error correction properties. These circuits were simulated in   
CADENCE and simulated using AMS CMOS 0.35µm process. The 
simulation showed that both schemes function correctly. All type 1 
fault has been detected and/or corrected.  
 
3.2 Cluster-based Partial Coding Technique(CPC) 
Although CCED method improves the reliability of the channel, it 
has large area overheads. CPC is another approach based on partial 
order coding concept; it has the same fault tolerance ability but 
requires less area overheads. The idea of this method is to encode 
the data by means of phase difference between transitions of signals        
……………………………………………………………………….



on non-adjacent wires so that the phase between any two signal on 
neighbouring wires does not carry any information. The theory 
behind this method is that the crosstalk between signals on non-
adjacent wires is less than it is between signals on adjacent wires 
because of the fact that capacitive coupling effects attenuate with 
distance. This partial order coding masks type 1 fault and does not 
require any additional hardware. However less number of bits can 
be sent as not all combinations can be used. The circuitry of this 
method has also been designed and simulated and proved correct.  
 
3.3. Direct Mapping Technique (DM) 
This method consists of encoding each data bit as phase difference 
between signals on two particular non-adjacent wires as illustrated 
in table 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Data Wires 

I1 a & c 

I2 a & d 

I3 b & d 

 
Table 1: Direct Mapping for 4 wire phase Encoded Channel 

 
Direct mapping masks all type 1 faults as phase between adjacent 
wires does not carry any information. It also allows the detection 
and/or the correction of type 2 faults if extra testing circuitry is 
included in the design. This technique was implemented on a four 
wire phase encoded channel in order to detect single type 2 error. 
DM circuitry has been designed in CADENCE and simulated using 
AMS CMOS 0.35µm process. Its functionality has been verified by 
applying all possible combinations on the encoder and receiving 
them correctly at the decoder. 
Table 2 shows a comparison between the three mentioned methods 
in terms of information capacity (column 3 and 4), extra hardware 
(column 5), fault tolerance capability (column 5), and its effect on 
performance (column 7) and on the design (column 8). The first 
column represents the number of wires in the phase encoded 
channel. The second column represents the method of fault tolerant 
design.

 

NO. of  
Wires 

Method Symbols No of 
bits 

Additional 
hardware 

for Testing 
circuitry 

Fault 
Tolerance 
Capability 

 

Effect 
On 

Performance 

Effect on 
The  

Design 

CCED 24 4 Yes 
Type 1 
Detection 

None None 

CPC 8 3 No 
Type 1 
Masking 

Three Times 
Improvement is 

possible 
None 4 

DM 8 3 Yes 

Type 1 
Masking 
Type 2 
Detection 

Three Times 
Improvement is 

possible 

The 
receiver 
requires 
90% less 
area. 

CCED 120 6 Yes 
Type 1 
Detection 

None None 

CPC 42 5 No 
Type 1 
Masking 

Improves 
Performance 

None 5 

DM 16 4 Yes 

Type 1 
Masking 
Type 2 
Detection 

Improves 
Performance 

The 
receiver 

requires 97 
% less area 

CCED 720 9 Yes 
Type 1 
Detection 

None None 

CPC 258 8 No 
Type 1 
Masking 

Improves 
Performance 

None 6 

DM 32 5 Yes 

Type 1 
Masking 
Type 2 
Detection 

Improves 
Performance 

The 
receiver 
requires 

99%  less 
area  

Table 2: The Characteristics of CCED, CPC and DM Techniques 



Conclusions 
The phase encoded data integrity is put at risk by 
crosstalk-related delays. The phase between transitions 
deteriorates in long parallel wires due to coupling 
capacitance which depends on wire length and the 
operating frequency. This deterioration may lead to errors 
i.e. phase conversion, hence to system failure. The 
simulation showed that crosstalk related errors become 
prohibitively large for wire longer than 2 mm and at 
frequencies higher than 0.6 GHz. Therefore faults tolerant 
techniques are a necessity in order to allow the use of this 
communication protocol reliably. A fault model has been 
introduced to formalise the crosstalk problem. Three 

methods have also been presented. All of them are based 
on the partial order coding concept. The CCED technique 
allows the detection of type 1 faults. The CPC method 
masks type 1 faults. It also leads to a significant 
improvement in the channel performance. This 
compensates for the reduction in the number of symbols 
that can be sent. The DM technique allows the detection of 
type 2 faults. It also masks type 1 faults. Improvement in 
channel speed is also possible. The DM method 
significantly simplifies the design of the phase decoder 
and reduces its area, which facilitates the implementation 
of phase encoded transmission protocol on a higher 
number of wires.  
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Abstract— This paper considers the propagation of transient
faults in dual-rail combinational logic through C-element latches.
The paper considers which faults may propagate in a standard
latching structure. The method of duplication is described. A new
latching scheme is then introduced and compared with previous
schemes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Transient faults in electronic circuits were previously only
of concern in space and high altitude applications. As fab-
rication technology sizes have become smaller these faults
have become a concern in terrestrial level applications [2].
The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor
(ITRS) [1] also highlights transient faults as an increasing
problem. This has caused an increase in research in this area
in the last few years with work being carried out to analyse a
circuit’s susceptibility to a fault and to produce fault tolerance
techniques. Only a small fraction of this work has focused on
asynchronous circuits, such as: [3].

This paper addresses the issue of transient faults which
affect dual-rail combinational logic of an asynchronous circuit
and their propagation through a C-element latch. The scheme
introduced exploits the build-in redundancy of dual-rail cir-
cuits to detect faults and stop them from being present at the
output of the latches.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
introduces asynchronous circuits, the assumptions made in
this work and muller pipelines; in Section 3 the method of
duplication is described, Section 4 introduces the new latching
scheme, Section 5 shows the results of several benchmarks,
Section 6 concludes the paper and describes future directions
of work.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Asynchronous Circuits

Asynchronous circuits have no global clock to provide
synchronisation, instead methods such as matched delay and
completion detection can be used to mark the completion
of an operation. Data can be passed between modules by
means of handshaking. The ITRS [1] sees asynchronous circuit
techniques at global or local level as a possible solution
in future technologies for the problems of communication,
robustness and power consumption.

B. Dual-Rail

One way of representing data in asynchronous circuits is to
use dual-rail encoding. Here two lines are used to represent
each bit as shown Table I. Alternating spacer and code-word
states (logic 0 and logic 1) are passed through the circuit’s
logic. The current state is detected by completion detection.

dt df State
0 0 Spacer
0 1 code-word - Logic 0
1 0 code-word - Logic 1
1 1 Not used

TABLE I: Dual-Rail encoding

C. C-Element

The C-Element shown in Figure 1 is a common component
in asynchronous circuits. A C-Element with inputs A and B
and output C has the following behaviour: C = AB + C(A+B).
Therefore the output changes only when the inputs are the
same state, at which point the output changes to that state.

Fig. 1: C-Element

D. Muller Pipelines

Muller Pipelines [4] form the basis of the control circuits
in many asynchronous circuits. Figure 2 shows a single stage
Dual-Rail Muller Pipeline. The pipeline works as follows, the
output (dto,dfo) holds a spacer causing acko to be logic 1. This
leads to the previous stage latching data and the next stage to
setting acki to logic 1. When a code-word appears at the input
(dti,dfi) it is latched. This causes acko to change to logic 0
leading to the previous stage latching spacer. The spacer is
presented to the input of the latch and is latched when acki
changes to logic 0. The spacer moves to the latches outputs
causing acko to change to logic 1.
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Fig. 2: Dual-Rail Muller Pipeline Stage

E. Analysis of Faults Propagation

To asses how prone to transient fault propagation the latch is
each input combination must be considered to see if a fault will
propagate. Consider the single stage from Figure 2. If dti,dfi
are 1,0 and acki transitions to 1 the value 1,0 will appear at
the stage’s output. If before acki goes to 0 dfi goes to 1. The
output will change to 1,1. The erroneous 1 value will remain
till the following spacer state arrives at the latch due to the
function of the C-element.

F. Assumptions

The following assumptions are made with regard to this
work:

1) Transient faults are considered as a digital pulse
2) One fault occurs and the circuit returns to normal opera-

tion before the next fault occurs
3) A fault can not cause a change in value of a data state

i.e. 01 to 10
4) When a dual-rail channel changes from spacer to data to

11 error. The data state is long enough to be recognised
and trigger latching.

III. DUPLICATION METHOD

The simplest method of hardening is the duplication of the
circuit. Here the combinational logic is duplicated and the C-
elements modified to have inputs from both the combinational
logic blocks. Figure 3 shows an architectural level diagram of
this scheme, Figure 4 shows the latches used in this scheme.
Only when both the data inputs match is a code-word / spacer
latched. This scheme has the advantage of simplicity with no
extra control logic needed. But has a significant overhead in
terms of area. Duplication is tolerant to single faults and has
only a small increase in latency caused by extra inputs to the
C-elements.

Fig. 3: Duplication Architecture

Fig. 4: Duplication Latch

State Signal
dti dfi en1 dt1 df1 en2 dto dfo done

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
4 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

/home/a4706838/

TABLE II: Signal States

IV. DOUBLE LATCH SCHEME

From the transient fault analysis view point the Muller
Pipeline has two features which give poor fault tolerance.
Firstly, the behaviour of the C-element means that a transient
fault is latched any time the enable signal is in a state which
allows it. Secondly, any erroneous change in the output of the
latch is presented straight away to the follow stage. A solution
is to latch the data and then check it validity. A second latch
is needed to stop the data being presented to the next stage
until it is considered correct.

The proposed latch is shown in Figure 5 the Signal Transi-
tion Graph (STG) for the control circuit is shown in Figure 6.
The first latch, L1, is composed of two C-elements L1a and
L1b with a reset input that forces the output of the C-element
to logic 0. The second latch, L2, is made up of two standard
C-Elements L2a and L2b. Between the two latches are a NOR
gate to detect spacer and a XOR gate to detect data. The XOR
gate is used as the OR gate usually used to detect data in dual-
rail circuits will detect the 11-state as a valid code-word. After
the second latch is a NOR gate to produce a done signal which
also doubles up as the acko signal. Table II shows the state
of each signal for the cycle of latching data and spacer. The
table shows the inputs, outputs, internal data signals and done
signal. The data and spacer signals are not shown and can be
easily derived form the internal data signals. The table shows
the state of the latch as it operates in a fault free condition.
The enable signals must pass through these states to ensure a
fault does not propagate through the latching element.

A. Operation

In fault free conditions the latch operates as follows: Initially
the latch holds a spacer and EN1 is high ready to receive data.
When data is detected EN1 falls low before EN2 two goes high
to latch the data in the second latch, followed by done going
low. The change in done causes a spacer state to arrive at the
latches input which passes through the first latch. EN2 goes
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Fig. 5: Double C-element latch

Fig. 6: Double C-element latch control STG

low allows the spacer state to pass, causing done to go high.
This in turn causes EN1 to go high and for data to arrive at
the input from the previous stage.

Of course there is the possibility that the latching scheme
itself introduces more possibilities for a fault to propagate.
Indeed as the discussion below shows this does indeed happen
but does not cause a visible error. To consider the fault
tolerance of the scheme the effect of a fault in each case
shown in Table II must be examined. This table allows states
in which the latch may pass a fault to be identified. In state
2 the fault dti=1, dfi=1 can be passed to the internal state this
fault is referred to as F1 and is the same fault as passed by the
standard scheme. In states 3 and 4 a spacer state my be passed

to the output, named F2 and F3 respectively. In the case of F1
the latch L1 is reset and the data state is re-sampled till a valid
data state is latched. In the case of F2 and F3. The spacer fault
passes to the output of the latch but at this point the output
is in a spacer state so no change occurs. To remedy this EN2
goes low followed by the data state being re-sampled.

B. Timing Assumptions

This scheme has a number of timing assumptions which
must be observed. The time before the data of dti,dfi is
evaluated for a fault must be long enough for the outputs of
latch L1 to settle after latching. The time between EN1- and
EN2+ must be long enough to ensure EN1 is low before EN2
goes high. If both EN1 and EN2 are high at the same time a
11 fault may propagate through the latch into the next stage.
All these delay must of be set after layout so the path delays
can be taken into account and must include an allowance for
process variability effects.

V. COMPARISON

The three schemes above were compared in terms of over-
head when applied to a AES look-up S-Box and a Kasumi S9
S-Box. The results are shown in Table III.

Scheme Area
AES Overhead Kasumi Overhead

(µm2) (%) (µm2) (%)
Muller 119519 N/A 78114 N/A

Duplication 237929 99 155027 98.4
Double C-Element 128692 7.67 88088 12.7

TABLE III: Area Comparsion

The overhead of duplication is high as expect. In both cases
the overhead is not 100% as the acki signal was not duplicated.
The overhead for the proposed method is low.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new scheme to stop the propagation of faults through C-
Element latches was presented and compared to the method
of duplication. The size of the overhead of the new method
was found to be small. It is planned to expand the benchmarks
to include a more S-Box designs and to compare the schemes
in terms of power and latency with and without the existence
of a fault. The new method will also be compared with that
proposed by Monnet et. al. in [3]. The latency metric is
particularly important in order to measure the effect of needing
to wait before assessing the validity of input that has been latch
into latch L1 and the extra time need to re-sample the inputs
when a fault occurs.
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ABSTRACT 

 
As a result of advances in technology and shrinking 
device dimensions, the occurrence of transient errors is 
increasing. This together with the concomitant 
reduction in supply voltages has decreased noise 
margins, causing system reliability to be reduced, all 
this at a time when electronic systems are being used 
increasingly in 'safety critical' applications.  
Previous work has demonstrated that an information 
redundant Concurrent Error Detection (CED) scheme 
using Dong's Code can be applied efficiently to an ALU 
within an asynchronous design in which the area 
overheads incurred were approximately 12% [1]. This 
paper extends the work to the application of this 
checking scheme to the integration of a multiplier 
function into an ALU enabling the advantages of using 
asynchronous design style, for example power 
reduction, to be used in a wider arena of DSP 
applications. The work outlined in this paper has 
demonstrated that up to a 24% area saving can be made 
in comparison with similar CED scheme on the 
multiplier function, and with many parts of the circuit 
used within other processor functions, large savings are 
found on the ALU as a whole. This has shown that 
despite the complexity of multiplier structures, an 
overhead of 13% may be obtained when implementing 
an asynchronous self checking ALU with multiplier 
functionality as opposed to a system without any CED. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
With the ever increasing need for lower power, faster, 
more efficient designs there is much attention focused 
on the potential of asynchronous design. However, these 
do exhibit the unfortunate characteristic of higher error 
probabilities due to the lack of a global timing clock 
which leads to incorrect state transitions within both 
fully and locally asynchronous applications. The nature 
of transient faults (short duration and random 
occurrence), render them undetectable by standard test 
strategies using BIST or scanpath which are only 
applied periodically. In order to detect transient or 
intermittent faults, which can manifest themselves as 
'soft errors' and 'silent' data corruption, it is necessary to 
implement some form of Concurrent Error Detection. 
This allows functional blocks to be tested concurrently 
within their normal operation, creating a fault tolerant 
system. With long pipelined functions such as those 
within DSP structures, the opportunity for data 
corruption increases as the number of functions 
increases. Without error checking within the pipeline, 

silent data corruption may occur, leading to incorrect 
results. 
Many different methods for test and detection of faults 
within systems have been implemented, ranging in their 
complexity, cost of manufacture and fault and error 
coverage. Hardware, time or information redundancy 
methods may be used, each with its own advantages and 
disadvantages. Implementation of time redundancy 
leads to time penalties as operations will take much 
longer, due to re-computation of results. The cost for a 
hardware redundant system often outweighs that of the 
information or time redundant systems making 
hardware redundancy less popular with chip producers 
unless extremely high error checking and/or reliability 
is required. Information redundancy is more often 
chosen over time redundancy due to the higher speed of 
operation obtainable. 
Unfortunately there is no one way of providing the 
information redundancy and many chip makers 
implement their own proprietary designs or use existing 
Intellectual Property (IP) designs which often lead to 
poor error coverage and the use of multiple codes within 
a single chip, leading to inefficiencies, for example in 
increased area overheads due to the need for code 
conversions and thus an increased probability of failure 
due to the larger area. 
There are several types of information redundancy 
codes which are commonly used, namely Berger, 
Residue, Parity and Dong’s Code, all providing error 
coverage suitable for certain implementations. With the 
exception of Dong’s Code all of the codes mentioned 
above have a set of arithmetic and logical prediction 
equations including the functionality of a multiplier. 
Dong’s Code has predictive equations for several ALU 
functions such as add/subtract and the logical functions 
rotate/shift [2] but lacks multiplication protection.  
 
This paper studies the implementation of a predictive 
scheme to allow detection of errors during an 
asynchronous multiplicative operation on a set of binary 
numbers using the information redundant code, known 
as Dong’s Code. 
 
2. Berger and Dong’s Code 

 
Dong’s Code is a modified Berger Code, as such it 
exhibits some similar characteristics, for example, both 
are separable codes [3]. This allows the data bits and 
check bits to be clearly identified and removed if 
necessary without decryption. Although separable codes 
do increase the number of bits required to represent an 
output and thus more storage space to represent the 



output value; it has the advantage that some area 
overheads may be reduced as no encoding and decoding 
circuit is required. In using Dong’s Code a much greater 
control over the level of error and fault coverage can be 
obtained, permitting it to be tailored to a given 
application. Berger Codes, by definition, require  

⎡ ⎤)1(log2 += mn bits for the code, i.e. for a 16=m bit 
informational word, 5 bits are required. Dong’s code is 
in fact made up of 2 codes, C1 and C2, C1 being the 
count of the number of zeroes mod (2k) and C2 being 
the number of zeroes in C1 mod(2k). This provides a 
check on the check bits themselves. The completed 
Check Symbol Sc, is thus C1+C2 and requires 

⎡ ⎤kkn 2log+=  bits, where k is a positive integer 
value. i.e. for a 3 bit code, 5 bits are required in total. By 
increasing the value of ‘k’, the error coverage may be 
increased, this also increases the area overhead by doing 
so. 
 
In this paper for the 8 bit implementation of a 2 operand 
multiplier with 16 bit output and length ( 3=k ) in the 
first part of the code (C1), and thus 2 bits for the second 
part (C2) to represent the number of zeroes within C1. 
This will provide 99.04% error coverage [4], hence will 
be suitable for many medium error tolerant systems 
such as a data logging DSP processor.  
Initially it may be considered that Dong’s Code seems 
to have no advantages, it would require 3 bits to 
represent the information data (C1) and then a further 2 
bits for the second part of the code (C2). Berger’s Code 
would require 5 bits in total to represent the maximum 
of 16 zeroes. However, the system savings are later 
realised through minimisation of the prediction scheme. 
 
Example: X=1100110011111111  
Berger Code: Xc(number of zeroes) = 4, so Sc= b00100 
Dong’s Code: Xc=4, so C1=4Mod(8)= b100,  
C2=b10, Sc=C1+C2=b10010 
 
4. Dong’s Code Check Symbol Prediction  

 
In order to implement a CED scheme it is necessary to 
compare the calculated code with some predicted value 
so that errors may be detected, this is done through a 
small degree of parallelism. During the calculation of 
the product a Check Symbol Prediction (CSP) 
calculation is used to determine the output of the Check 
Symbol Generation (CSG).  
It has been shown [4] that the check bit prediction of 
Berger Code for the multiplication of two binary 
numbers using array multipliers is possible, as such a 
Dong’s Code prediction scheme is obtainable. 
 
For the multiplication of 2 binary values X and Y, 
 

nCcXcYcnYcnXcSc +−−+=   (1) 
Sc: Berger check-bit code 
Xc: Number of zeroes in term X 
Yc: Number of zeroes in term Y 
Cc: Number of zeroes within the carries register 
n: Highest number of bits in Xc or Yc 

Equation (1) may be modified to provide the Dong’s 
Code equivalent C1 value,  
 

1)2)((C1 ++= kModCcXcYc    (2) 
 
This equation may then be implemented into the CSP 
block within the ALU as shown in Figure 1. 

Braun’s Array 
Multiplier

0 s counter
Xc x Yc

Adder Mod(n)CSG

S

0 s counter

0 s counter Yc

Xc

CSP

Sc

2 s Complement

Compare

Sc

Result

X Y

Carries

Fault/No Fault
 

Figure 1: Multiplier error detection operation 

The application of this form of error detection on an 
asynchronous ALU will also provide a faster method for 
soft error recovery. As transient faults occur the system 
outputs the fault signal, this error may then be 
interpreted by the environment in different ways; 

• Transient error, attempt recovery 
This method allows the environment outside the 
ALU to sit and wait for the transient error to pass. 
Without the concurrent operation of the testing 
system this transient error would propagate leading 
to data corruption. With a fully synchronous system 
the sit and wait method would require full clock 
cycles to pass before allowing the system to 
continue, leading to larger delays.  
• Extreme transient/permanent fault 
By assuming the system is affected only by 
transient errors which affect for a short period the 
system will be prone to lock-up in the case of 
permanent faults. These may then place the system 
in a permanent faulted state if using the transient 
error recovery method at all times. To avoid this, 
the application of a maximum length recovery time 
could be implemented to then force a reset 
(watchdog timer). 

 
5. Results 
 
Previous papers [5] have shown the multiplier function 
alone may be implemented with a 24% reduction in area 
by using Dong’s Code rather than Berger on simple 8x8 
multipliers, and 10% on 16x16bit. The following 
implementations show different pipelines with different 
features, using the same technology. The area 
comparisons are based on Ambit area reports from the 
Cadence Design Suite on a 0.35µ process. 
 
Presented in this paper is the application of Dong’s 
Code Check Symbol Prediction for array multipliers 



into an existing CED 32bit RISC ALU. With the added 
benefit of a multiplier, an area overhead of 13% has 
been realised for the implementation of CED to all ALU 
operations and all ALU register files. 

 
 

 

Figure 2: Pipeline comparisons 

 
6. DISCUSSION 

 
This study has focused on a single information 
redundant code being incorporated into the ALU. By 
maintaining single codes throughout a system in order 
to protect register files, and operations, there is the 
potential for area savings to be made due to the reuse of 
large sections such as those within the CSP and CSG 
circuits. All Dong’s Code CSP circuits utilise a number 
of large “zeros counters” and many make use of the 
“mod n” adders. There is also reuse of the CSG and 
comparison circuit within every process as shown in the 
generalised block diagram of the ALU in  
Figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 3: Pipelined process 

7. Conclusions 
 

Synchronous system design has become more 
problematic with issues of clock skew growing. 
Asynchronous systems require no clock, and no 
unnecessary power is wasted in generating it, nor 
distributing it, and by using CED, systems may detect 
errors as they occur at the cost of area overhead (13%).  
 
Dong’s Code and Berger Code are able to detect all 
single and unidirectional errors, with Dong’s Code 
providing error checking on the check bits themselves to 
determine errors within transmission or check bit 
generation. This increased awareness leads to far greater 
error coverage than that provided by many other codes. 
The area overhead savings have been found to be 13% 
for the Dong’s Code asynchronous ALU with multiplier 
functionality, compared to the equivalent synchronous 
implementation.  
 
The use of Dong’s Code has thus been expanded with 
this implementation of a multiplication Check Symbol 
Prediction circuit. Thus, Dong’s code may now be 
utilised in a wider variety of implementations, for 
example an ALU used for DSP applications where 
multiplication may used extensively. The continuing 
work of this project involves the study of logarithmic 
processors and the potential implementation of 
information redundancy to protect their operation. 
 
Previous work has demonstrated that an information 
redundant Concurrent Error Detection scheme using 
Dong's Code can be applied efficiently to an ALU 
within an asynchronous processor in which the area 
overheads incurred were approximately 12%. This 
paper extends the work to the application of this 
checking scheme to the integration of a multiplier 
function into an ALU enabling the advantages of using 
asynchronous design style, to be used in a wider arena 
of DSP applications. The work outlined in this paper has 
demonstrated that despite the large structure of an array 
multiplier and the complexity of check symbol 
predictions, these savings can be maintained.  
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Pipe Size (µ2) 
Synchronous 1525x103 
Synchronous CED 1733 x103 
Synchronous Multiplier 1846 x103 
Synchronous CED Multiplier 2100 x103 
Asynchronous 1458 x103 
Asynchronous CED 1693 x103 
Asynchronous Multiplier 1774 x103 
Asynchronous CED Multiplier 2010 x103 

Table 1: Asynchronous vs. Synchronous areas 
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Talk outline
• Petri net unfoldings 
• Model checking based on unfolding prefixes

deadlock checking
encoding conflicts

• Beyond model checking
resolution of encoding conflicts
logic synthesis

• Further developments
unfoldings of high-level nets
merged processes
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State space explosion problem

• For efficient synthesis the state space of the 
system must be explored. 

• However, the number of reachable states is 
often exponential in the size of the spec, 
particularly when the degree of concurrency 
is high.

k

… 2k states

4

Petri net unfoldings

• Represent system 
states implicitly, 
using an acyclic net

• Rely on the partial-
order view of 
concurrent 
computation

• Alleviate the state 
space explosion 
problem
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Example: Dining Philosophers
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Example: Dining Philosophers
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Configurations
• A partial-order analog of traces
• The order of execution of concurrent events 

does not matter and should not be enforced
hence have to explore fewer runs 
compared to the interleaving semantics

k

… k! traces reaching a deadlock
only one configuration

8

Structural characterisation

Causality must 
be obeyed

No choices 
allowed
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Example: Dining Philosophers
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Local configuration
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• The local configuration [e] of e is the smallest 
configuration containing e

comprised of e and its causal predecessors

e
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Final marking of a configuration
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Cut-off criterion
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e

• An event e is cut-off iff there is a [local]
configuration C with the same final marking 
such that C<[e] (< is a certain order partial order 
on configurations)
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The ERV unfolding algorithm
Unf ← places from M0

pe ← transitions enabled by M0

cut-off ← ∅

while pe ≠ ∅

extract e ∈ min< pe
if e is a cut-off event then cut-off ← cut-off ∪ {e}
else

add e and its postset into Unf
UpdatePotExt(pe, Unf, e)

end while
add cut-off events and their postsets to Unf

14

State Graphs:

☺ Relatively easy theory
☺ Many efficient algorithms

Not visual
State space explosion problem

State Graphs vs. Unfoldings

15

State Graphs vs. Unfoldings
Unfoldings:

☺ Alleviate the state space explosion problem
☺ More visual than state graphs
☺ Proven efficient for model checking

Quite complicated theory
Not sufficiently investigated
Relatively few algorithms

16

Talk outline
• Petri net unfoldings 
• Model checking based on unfolding prefixes

deadlock checking
encoding conflicts

• Beyond model checking
resolution of encoding conflicts
logic synthesis

• Further developments
unfoldings of high-level nets
merged processes
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Model checking on PN unfoldings
• A Boolean expression  ϕ is built using 

the prefix, such that:
ϕ is unsatisfiable iff the property holds
every satisfiable assignment of ϕ
gives a violation trace

• ϕ has the form CONF∧VIOL
• Some of the variables of ϕ are 

associated with the events of the 
prefix

18

The CONF constraint

If an e is executed 
than all its [direct]
causal predecessors 
are also executed

)fe(/\/\ →
••∈ efe

e

If an e is executed than 
no events in [direct]
choice relationship with 
e can be executed

)fe(/\/\
}{\)(

¬∨¬
••∈ eefe

e

The satisfying assignments of CONF
correspond to the configurations of the prefix

∧

19

VIOL: Deadlock

No event is enabled to fire, i.e. 
for every e:

• some [direct] predecessor 
of e has not fired, or 

• an event in [direct] conflict 
with e or e itself has fired

)\/\/(/\
)(

ff
efefe

¬∨¬
•••• ∈∈

e

••e
(•e)•

The method works for other 
reachability-like properties as well!

20

Asynchronous circuits
Asynchronous circuits are circuits without clocks

☺ Low power consumption
☺ Tolerant to process, voltage and temperature 

variations
☺ Low electro-magnetic emission
☺ No problems with the clock skew

Hard to synthesize
The theory is not sufficiently developed
Limited tool support
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Example: VME Bus Controller

lds-d- ldtack- ldtack+

dsr- dtack+ d+

dtack- dsr+ lds+

D
eviceVME Bus

Controller

lds
ldtack

d

Data Transceiver
Bus

dsr
dtack
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Example: Encoding Conflict
dtack- dsr+

dtack- dsr+

dtack- dsr+

00100

ldtack- ldtack- ldtack-

00000
10000

lds- lds- lds-

01100 01000 11000

lds+

ldtack+

d+

dtack+dsr-
d-

01110 01010 11010

01111 11111 11011

11010

10010

M’’ M’
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Example: Encoding Conflict

lds-

d-

ldtack-

ldtack+ dsr-dtack+d+

dtack-

dsr+ lds+ lds+

dsr+
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7

e9 e11

e12

e10e8

Code(conf’)=10110 Code(conf’’)=10110

24

Detection of encoding conflicts
• A special case of model checking!
• ϕ has the form CONF1∧CONF2∧VIOL
• VIOL is a constraint stating that the 

two configurations have the same final 
encodings and enable different sets of 
output signals
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Talk outline
• Petri net unfoldings 
• Model checking based on unfolding prefixes

deadlock checking
encoding conflicts

• Beyond model checking
resolution of encoding conflicts
logic synthesis

• Further developments
unfoldings of high-level nets
merged processes
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Beyond model checking

Problem: model checking just tells you 
whether some property holds, but it’s not 
enough for resolution of encoding 
conflicts and for deriving equations!

27

Example: Resolving the conflict
dtack- dsr+

dtack- dsr+

dtack- dsr+

001000

ldtack- ldtack- ldtack-

000000 100000

lds- lds- lds-

011000 010000 110000

lds+

ldtack+

d+

dtack+dsr-
d-

011100 010100 110100

011111 111111 110111

110101

100101

011110

csc+

csc-

100001

M’’ M’
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Example: Encoding Conflict

lds-

d-

ldtack-

ldtack+ dsr-dtack+d+

dtack-

dsr+ lds+ lds+

dsr+
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7

e9 e11

e12

e10e8

Code(conf’)=10110 Code(conf’’)=10110

core
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Example: Resolving the conflict

lds-d- ldtack- ldtack+

dsr- dtack+ d+

dtack- dsr+ lds+csc+

csc-

30

Visualising conflicts: Height map

• Cores often overlap
• Highest ‘peaks’ are good candidates for 

signal insertion
• Analogy with topographic maps

Core1

Core2 A1
A2
A3

Core3

31

Height map: an example
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Logic synthesis: Next-state function
• The next-state function of each output or 

internal signal will be implemented as a 
logic gate in the circuit

• Defined for each such signal z at each 
reachable state M as

Nxtz(M) = Codez(M) ⊕ Enabledz(M)
• The value is undefined (‘don’t care’) for 

unreachable states
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Example: Deriving equations
dtack- dsr+

dtack- dsr+

dtack- dsr+

001000

ldtack- ldtack- ldtack-

000000 100000

lds- lds- lds-

011000 010000 110000
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dtack+dsr-
d-
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100001
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Example: Deriving Equations

dsr∧
(¬ldtack∨csc)csc ∧ ldtackd ∨ cscdEqn

0
0
1
1
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0
1
0
0
0
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0
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Example: Resulting Circuit

D
evice

d

Data Transceiver
Bus

dsr

dtack lds

ldtack

csc
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Logic synthesis on unfoldings

Challenge: how to do this without 
building the state graph, and using only 
the unfolding prefix?
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Logic synthesis on unfoldings

Need to know how to compute projections!

• Problem: given a prefix and a set X of 
signals which are known to be a 
support of the given output or 
internal signal z, compute the truth 
table of Nxtz

• Let ϕ = CONF ∧ CODEX where CODEX
relates the values of all signals in X
with the configuration

• Compute the projection of ϕ onto X
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Example: computing projections

a b c d e
0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 1 1

Proj{a,b,c} ϕ

a b c
0 1 0
0 1 1
1 0 0
1 0 1

a ⊕ b

ϕ=(a ∨ b)(¬a ∨ ¬b)(c ∨ d ∨ e)
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Computing projections

0 1 0 0 1

Proj{a,b,c} ϕ
a b c d e

0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 0
UNSAT

(a∨b∨c)(a∨b∨c)(a∨b∨c)(a∨b∨c)
a ⊕ b

ϕ=(a∨b)(a∨b)(c∨d∨e)

Incremental SAT
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Talk outline
• Petri net unfoldings 
• Model checking based on unfolding prefixes

deadlock checking
encoding conflicts

• Beyond model checking
resolution of encoding conflicts
logic synthesis

• Further developments
unfoldings of high-level nets
merged processes
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Further developments

Roadmap:
• Unfoldings of more complicated then 

low-level Petri nets models
• More concise then unfoldings 

representations of state spaces
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Coloured (high-level) PNs
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Expansion

1 2

w<u+v
vu

w

{1,2} {1,2}
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☺ The expansion faithfully models the 
original net
Exponential blow up in size
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Unfolding
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u=1
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Example: computing GCD
3 2

2 1

1 0

1

u=3, v=2

u=2, v=1

u=1

v≠0
m n

v

u%v

u

v

0u

u

{0..100}{0..100}

{0..100}
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Relationship diagram

Coloured PNs

unfolding

Low-level prefixColoured prefix

unfolding

Low-level PNs
expansion

?~
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Relationship diagram
1 2

w<u+v
vu

w

{1,2} {1,2}

{1..4}

1 2

u=1
v=2
w=1

1 2

u=1
v=2
w=2
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Relationship diagram

Coloured PNs

unfolding

Prefix

unfolding

Low-level PNs
expansion
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Benefits

☺ Avoiding an exponential blow up when 
building the expansion

☺ Definitions are similar to those for LL 
unfoldings, no new proofs

☺ All results and verification techniques for 
LL unfoldings are still applicable

☺ Existing unfolding algorithms for LL PNs 
can easily be adapted

50

Experimental results

☺ Tremendous improvements for colour-
intensive PNs (e.g. GCD)

☺ Negligible slow-down (<0.5%) for control-
intensive PNs (e.g. Lamport’s mutual 
exclusion algorithm)
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Merged processes

Problem: Unfoldings do not cope well 
with other than concurrency sources of 
state space explosion, e.g. with 
sequence of choices and non-safe PNs

52

Example: sequence of choices

No event is cut-off, the prefix is exponential
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Example: non-safe PN

m m

Tokens in the same place are distinguished 
in the unfolding, the prefix is exponential
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Example: non-safe PN

Wanted
A data structure coping not 

only with concurrency but 
also with other sources of 

state space explosion
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Occurrence-depth

1 1 1 3 2

1 2 1

Merged Process:
☺ Fuse conditions with the same label and 

occurrence-depth 
☺ Delete duplicate events

56

Examples

Merged processes of 
these nets coincide 
with the original nets, 
even though unfoldings 
are exponential!

m m
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Advantages
• Merged processes can be used for model 

checking
• In practice, they are often by orders of 

magnitude smaller than unfolding prefixes
• In many cases they are just slightly larger 

than the original PNs
• In some cases they are smaller than the 

original PNs due to removal of dead 
places

58

Thank you!
Any questions?
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1 Introduction

Previous attempts to decompose STGs (and to synthe-
sise the resulting components, instead of synthesising
the original STG directly) turned out to be quite suc-
cessful regarding the runtime [VW02, VK05]. While
this was even the case for a first näıve implementa-
tion, recent improvements of our decomposition algo-
rithm [SVWK06] improved the runtime even more.

Unfortunately, decomposition also reduces the solu-
tion space for synthesis, sometimes in a way that the
resulting components could not be synthesised due to
irreducible CSC conflicts. But even when the compo-
nents are synthesisable it is often needed to solve CSC
with additional signals, though increasing area; this
can also happen if the original STG has CSC initially.

In this paper, our latest decomposition algorithm is
described, which tackles this problem by reducing the
components only to the point where CSC is satisfied
by signals already belonging to the circuit instead of
solving CSC with new signals. This is an advantage
for STGs which satisfy CSC initially; if this is not the
case, CSC has to be solved for the STG as well as for
the final components.

For the time being, the new decomposition algorithm
is merely a proof of concept and in the last section,
some possible optimisations are discussed.

The paper is organised as follows: in the next section
a brief introduction to our decomposition approach is
given. In Section 3 the new algorithm is described and
some experimental results are given. Finally, there is a
conclusion and an outlook to future work.

Due to lack of space, STGs (and CSC in particular)
are not explained; a detailed introduction can be found
e.g. in [CKK+02].

2 STG Decomposition

A detailed introduction to our decomposition ap-
proach can be found in [VW02, VK05, SV05,
SVWK06]; our decomposition tool DesiJ can be
found at www.informatik.uni-augsburg.de/en/chairs/-
swt/ti/research/tools/desij.

Synthesis with STG decomposition works roughly as
follows: a partition of the output signals of the given
specification STG N is chosen, and the decomposition
algorithm decomposes N into component STGs, one

for each set in this partition. Then, a circuit is synthe-
sised from each component, and the interconnection
of these circuits has a behaviour that conforms to the
specification.

This correctness is formally proven in [VW02, VK05]
on the level of STGs. Interconnection on the physical
level simply means to connect the circuits with a wire
for each common signal, i.e. if an output x of a com-
ponent C1 is also an input of a component C2. On the
STG level, interconnection corresponds to the ordinary
parallel composition for Petri nets.

To describe the decomposition algorithm in more
detail, we discuss below the notion of auto-conflicts,
which plays an important part during decomposition.
The second subsection deals with the decomposition
algorithm itself.

STGs can model more behaviour than a real-life cir-
cuit can show. For example, inconsistent STGs cannot
be implemented although they are allowed in princi-
ple. Another problematic case are dynamic conflicts,
i.e. two transitions of an STG enabled under some
reachable marking, where firing one would disable the
other.

If the conflicting transitions correspond to different
input signals then they model a choice made by the
environment, and this is not a problem. However, if
at least one of the signals is an output, then the spec-
ification cannot be implemented as an asynchronous
circuit. There are three problematic cases:

1. One transition is labelled with an input edge, the
other with an output edge. This conflict is very
hard to implement, since both signal edges are in-
dependently generated and may occur at the same
time. Nevertheless, our decomposition method
and our tool DesiJ cover such conflicts, but we
will not discuss them here any further.

2. Both transitions are labelled with different output
edges. A circuit which can handle such conflicts
is called an arbiter and cannot be implemented as
a purely digital circuit. STGs with such conflicts
can also be handled by our decomposition method,
which does not introduce new conflicts of this kind.
For a detailed discussion see [VW02, VK05].

3. Both transitions are labelled with the same sig-
nal edge, a so-called auto-conflict. Such a non-
deterministic choice can hardly be handled by cir-
cuits, and we assume that decomposition is only
applied to STGs without auto-conflicts. During

1



our decomposition algorithm, auto-conflicts could
be generated; this is considered as an indication
that too many signals were lambdarised in an
STG. In this case backtracking is performed and
a signal is delambdarised, see below for more de-
tails.

Observe that conflicts between λ-labelled transi-
tions are ignored.

Auto-conflicts are dynamic in nature, i.e., to detect
them one has to generate the reachability graph, which
we want to avoid because of their potential exponential
size. A much simpler notion is that of a structural auto-

conflict, where two equally labelled transitions have a
common place in their presets. This is a necessary pre-
condition for auto-conflicts and can be checked struc-
turally. Consequently, the decomposition algorithm of
[VW02] checks only for structural conflicts, conserva-
tively treating them as dynamic ones.

In the following, we assume that we are given a deter-
ministic, consistent specification N without structural
auto-conflicts; first, one chooses a feasible partition, i.e.
a family (Ini, Outi)i∈I for some set I such that the sets
Outi are a partition of Out, Ini ⊆ Sig \ Outi for each
i and furthermore:

• If two output signals x1, x2 are in structural con-
flict in N , then they have to be in the same Outi.

• If there are t, t′ ∈ T with t′ ∈ (t•)
•

(t is called
syntactical trigger of t′), then l(t′) ∈ Outi implies
l(t) ∈ Ini ∪ Outi.

Clearly, for each STG N there is a minimal feasible

partition ΥN such that the Outi are minimal and only
necessary inputs are included in Ini.

If we have a feasible partition, we can build another
feasible one by adding additional input signals to one of
the members or by merging two members (In1, Out1)
and (In2, Out2) to a new one ((In1 ∪ In2) \ Out1 ∪
Out2, Out1 ∪ Out2).

All possible partitions can be generated by applying
these operations repeatedly to ΥN .

For each member (Ini, Outi) of a partition an ini-

tial component is generated from N : in a copy of the
original STG N , every signal not in Ini ∪Outi is lamb-
darised, i.e. labelled with λ, and the signals in Ini are
considered as inputs of this component – even if they
are outputs of N .

The following operations are applied to each of these
components; this process is called reduction:

• secure contraction of λ-transitions

• deletion of redundant places

• deletion of redundant transitions

• backtracking

We call the first three of these operations reduc-

tion operations. The reduction of an initial component
leads to a component-STG without λ-transitions. Each

component-STG is then synthesised, usually by con-
structing its reachability graph. Very often, adding up
the sizes of these graphs gives a number much smaller
than the size of the reachability graph of N , in which
case the decomposition can be seen as successful. Actu-
ally, it might already be beneficial if each reachability
graph is smaller than the one of N , in particular for
reducing the peak memory usage.

We will now describe the above operations in more
detail. The contraction of a transition t generates a set
of new places {(p, q)|p ∈ •t, q ∈ t•} (each one of them
inherits the tokens and arcs of its ‘inner’ places) and
removes t, •t and t• from the net; cf. Figure 1.

p1 p2

p3 p4

Ia+ Ack+

Ro+ λ

Ia- Ro+

(a)

p1p3

p1p4

p2p3

p2p4

Ia+ Ack+

Ro+ Ia- Ro+

(b)

Figure 1: Transition contraction with generation of
structural auto-conflict. (a) Initial net. (b) After con-
traction of the λ-labelled transition.

Contractions are only performed if they are ‘secure’
(implying language preservation) and no new structural

auto-conflict is generated. It is easy to see that the
contraction of a transition t increases the number of
places by |•t| · |t•| − (|•t| + |t•|).

Redundant places are a subclass of implicit places

which can be deleted without changing the firing se-
quences of the STG. The difference is that looking for
implicit places requires the reachability graph while re-
dundant places can be detected structurally; hence, we
only look for the latter ones during decomposition.

There are two kinds of redundant transitions. First,
if there are two λ-labelled transitions which are con-
nected to every place in the same way, one of them can
be deleted without changing the traces of the STG. Sec-
ond, a λ-labelled transition t with W (t, p) = W (p, t) for
every place p can also be deleted, since its firing does
not change the marking and is not visible on the level
of traces.

These two operations may seem trivial, but espe-
cially the deletion of redundant places is essential for
getting small components, since very often the exis-
tence of such places prevents further transition con-
tractions. The same is also true to some extent for
redundant transitions.

Backtracking means to delambdarise a signal of the
initial component, to consider it as an additional in-
put signal and to start reduction anew. This is applied
if there are still λ-transitions left but none of the re-
duction operations can be performed. In particular,



if the contraction of a λ-transition t would generate
a new structural auto-conflict, this is considered as
an indication that too many signals of a component
were lambdarised to produce its output signals appro-
priately; this can be changed by delambdarising t, i.e.
restoring the initial label, and – informally speaking –
providing more information to the circuit.

After the last backtracking, when enough signals are
added to the initial component, only the reduction op-
erations have to be applied to get the final compo-
nent. This means that backtracking is only needed
to detect these additional signals; if they are known
in advance, one can perform decomposition completely
without backtracking.

3 The New Algorithm

A decomposition tree is a tree with sets of signals at-
tached to the nodes; the tree is traversed starting at
the root and the initial STG, in every node the cor-
responding signals are contracted such that every leaf
corresponds to a desired final component; for more de-
tails of tree decomposition, see [SVWK06].

The main idea of CSC-aware decomposition is as fol-
lows (cf. Figure 2):

1. A decomposition tree as described above is gen-
erated and completely traversed in a depth-first-
search manner, starting from the root.

2. Every time a node k is entered for the first time,
i.e. coming from parent(k), the respective signals
sig(k) are contracted.

3. When a leaf l was finished, CSC is checked for
the resulting component Cl. If it is satisfied, Cl

is saved as final result. Otherwise, the CSC viola-
tion traces of Cl are determined and a solve-task is
generated out of them and associated to parent(l).

4. Every time a node k is entered coming from
children(k), every solve-task associated to k is
considered separately: the contained violation
traces are inversely projected to the component
Ck. Depending on the result CSC is solved and
the corresponding component is generated, or the
solve-task is updated and associated to parent(k).

The single steps are now considered in more detail.

The generation of the decomposition tree uses the
same algorithm as for tree decomposition, only addi-
tional parent pointers are saved for each node (except
the root). The traversal of the tree was changed from
a recursive pre-order algorithm to the described depth-
first traversal.

To perform CSC-aware decomposition more effi-
ciently, the implementation of the STG class in our tool
was enhanced with an undo support; instead of saving
an intermediate result for each node explicitly, there
is only one STG—initially the specification—which is

solve task

solve task
2

4

4

3
CSC?

parent(l)

parent(k)

k

l

no

other
children

Figure 2: Depth-first-search traversal (dashed line) of
a decomposition tree with the new algorithm.

modified when going down in the tree and restored
when going up.

CSC is checked externally with the tools Punf and
Mpsat [Kho02, KKY04a, KKY04b], which can return
all CSC violation traces for a given STG.

If there are actually CSC conflicts in Ck, the corre-
sponding trace pairs are stored in a solve-task. This
data structure contains additionally the outputs of Ck,
thus always a proper component can be generated.

Furthermore, there is a counter for the number of
updates of a task; if this counter exceeds a given value
it is no longer tried to solve CSC internally, but by
adding new signals. This prevents a certain task from
being moved up to high (producing large components)
if the corresponding CSC conflict is there initially.

The solve-task is associated to parent(k) and han-
dled there when the depth-first-search is going up and
the modifications in Ck were undone, thus allowing the
inverse projection of the violation traces.

Let vl and vk be traces of Cl, Ck respectively. Trace
vk is an inverse projection of vl if vl = vk|Sigl

. Of
course, there are many different inverse projections of
vl; our algorithm looks for the shortest one, which can
be proved to be unique.

Given the trace pair (v1
l , v2

l ) which leads to a CSC vi-
olation, the shortest inverse projections of both traces
(v1

k, v2
k) are calculated. If now codeChange(v1

k) 6=
codeChange(v2

k), the corresponding CSC conflict was
possibly destroyed. Additionally, it might be possible
that the additional signals caused new CSC conflicts,
and therefore it is checked for CSC externally again.

If there are actually new conflicts, a new solve-task
is generated and associated to the respective parent
If, on the other hand, CSC was solved the respective
component is saved as final result.

The new algorithm was applied to some benchmark
examples, the results can be found in Table 1. The
value in the Petrify column denotes the time (in sec-
onds) used by the tool Petrify (by J. Cortadella) for



STG Petrify DesiJ

2pp.arb.nch.03.csc.g 1 1
2pp.arb.nch.06.csc.g 14 2
2pp.arb.nch.09.csc.g 116 4
2pp.arb.nch.12.csc.g ≥ 300 10

2pp-wk.03.csc.g 1 1
2pp-wk.06.csc.g 9 2
2pp-wk.09.csc.g 31 3
2pp-wk.12.csc.g ≥ 300 18

3pp.arb.nch.03.csc.g 4 1
3pp.arb.nch.06.csc.g 134 3
3pp.arb.nch.09.csc.g ≥ 300 7
3pp.arb.nch.12.csc.g ≥ 300 22

3pp-wk.03.csc.g 1 1
3pp-wk.03.csc.g 31 3
3pp-wk.03.csc.g ≥ 300 7
3pp-wk.03.csc.g ≥ 300 22

Table 1: Results of the benchmark examples. Time
values are given in seconds.

synthesis, the value in the DesiJ column denotes the
time used by DesiJ for decomposing the STG plus
the time used by Petrify for synthesising the com-
ponents. In every case a complex-gate implementation
was derived. If Petrify was not able to derive equa-
tions within 5 minutes, synthesis was aborted, denoted
by ’≥ 300’ entries.

One can see that DesiJ leads in every case to a much
faster synthesis; most of the time was used for decom-
position; synthesising all components usually took less
than 1 second. Compared to tree decomposition, the
runtime was increased by about 10%.

4 Conclusion

We introduced a new algorithm for STG decomposition
which tackles one of the most important problems of
our decomposition approach: deriving implementable
components more often. Although in most cases only
a small part of the components was not implementable,
this was enough to prevent the synthesis of the original
specification in some cases. Furthermore, when pos-
sible the CSC conflicts of the derived components are
now ‘solved’with signals already belonging to the STG
instead of using additional signals.

Still, there are possibilities for optimisation. At the
moment, if a CSC conflict was resolved, the final com-
ponent will contain all signals whose contractions were
undone. Since more additional signals might lead to
more new CSC conflicts, a future implementation will
only keep the needed signals, i.e. the ones which actu-
ally resolve the conflict. For this, it will be needed to
redo some decomposition steps.

If this is not desired, it is possible to produce a com-
ponent representing all descendent components of a
node, i.e. all outputs assigned to the leafs below the cur-

rent node are merged to one output set and produced
by the STG assigned to the current node. This is very
similar to tree aggregation, described in [SVWK06], ex-
cept that the reasons for this procedure are different.
A disadvantage of this method might be, that adding
outputs to a component can easily increase the number
of CSC conflicts.

It could also happen, that more than one solve-task
is associated to a node during the depth-first search and
it might be an advantage to combine these tasks, esp.
in combination with the first optimisation proposal.

Acknowledgements: I would like to thank Victor
Khomenko for providing me his tools Punf and Mpsat

and for pointing me to the concept of undoing STG
modifications.
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Abstract

When synthesising a design, validation must be per-
formed on the synthesisable modules to ensure the gate-
level modules behave as expected. Existing synchronous
design flows are mature and ensure the gate-level netlist
matches the register-transfer-level (RTL) specification.
Asynchronous synthesis flows do not have this level of con-
fidence and require alternative validation methods to
ensure correctness of the synthesisable modules. These
methods improve the quality of asynchronous design flows
and elevate the confidence in synthesised designs. The
work here presents a simulation-based method to validate
synthesisable asynchronous handshake circuits. The
method uses a behavioural simulation model to identify
validation errors in handshake component designs. Tools
have been integrated with the Balsa design flow to demon-
strate the effectiveness of this method in identifying valida-
tion errors in handshake component designs.

1. Introduction

Validation is the process of ensuring a design behaves as
expected. For synthesis design flows, this process usually
involves ensuring the gate-level design matches a behav-
ioural-level specification. Validation of synchronous
designs consists of performing functional and timing vali-
dation. Functional validation is performed pre-synthesis at
the register-transfer-level (RTL) to ensure the logic of the
behavioural model matches the initial specification. Timing
validation is performed post-synthesis at the gate-level to
ensure timing constraints are met between registers or
latches. Synchronous design flows have a level of confi-
dence in the synthesis process and ensure the synthesised
gate-level netlist matches the behavioural specification.
Thus functional validation of the gate-level netlist is not
performed. Asynchronous design flows are still maturing
and do not follow synchronous design flows. Correctness of
the behavioural model does not ensure correctness of the
gate-level model. Functional and timing validation must be
performed on the gate-level design to ensure correctness of
the synthesisable gate-level modules and increase the level

of confidence of asynchronous synthesis flows.
The method presented here focuses on performing v

dation of asynchronous circuits in a modular way th
allows back-end designers of the synthesis flow to valida
individual handshake component designs and easily in
grate them into the synthesis flow. The method relies on t
model of handshake circuits to simplify the validation proc
ess by abstracting away the specification of communicat
protocols for each channel. Although this method
intended for back-end designers, the method can be use
circuit designers to perform timing validation of entire
designs.

2. Handshake Circuits

Handshake circuits can be specified using a langua
that easily describes the functionality of the circu
[1][3][4]. These circuits can be compiled into a behaviour
handshaking model and synthesised into a gate-level ne
without requiring the designer to specify the communic
tion protocol for each element. Handshake circuits can
constructed independent of the implementation style (i
the handshake protocol and data encoding). Detailed exp
nations of the various asynchronous handshake protoc
and data encodings can be found in [11][13]. This wo
focuses on using single-rail handshake circuits [11] th
implement four-phase handshaking protocols, but appl
to other implementation styles.

3. Validation of Handshake Components

Validation ensures the implemented circuit is behavin
correctly as expected, ensures design requirements
being met, and also helps to debug design errors. In or
to validate a handshake component, a number of che
must be made to ensure correctness [2]. These checks
based on analyzing the behaviour of each communicat
channel of the implemented handshake component
ensure no unexpected transitions occur. Because handsh
circuits follow specific protocols, the behaviour is fixed fo
each channel and can easily be validated. Below is an exp
nation of the various critical errors that must be validate
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3.1. Handshake Protocol Violation

A handshake protocol violation occurs when transitions
on the request and acknowledge signals of a channel are not
sequenced correctly. This type of error is considered a func-
tional validation error. Correct sequencing of control sig-
nals ensures data operations are sequenced in the correct
order. Figure 1 illustrates the correct and incorrect sequenc-
ing of four-phase handshake protocols.

Figure 1: Illustration of handshake protocol viola-
tion

3.2. Bad Data

A bad data error occurs when data is undefined or incor-
rect at start of the data validity period. The data validity
period is the time required for data to remain stable, and is
signalled by transitions on the request and acknowledge
signals. During this period, the handshake component
assumes the data is stable and correct, and thus operates on
the data. Figure 2 illustrates the minimum validity period
needed for common data validity protocols of four-phase
single-rail handshake circuits [11], based on whether the
sender of data actively starts the communication (push
channel) or passively waits for the communication (pull
channel). Figure 3 illustrates when a bad data error would
be flagged if data is still changing at the start of the validity
period, but this error should also be flagged if stable but
unexpected data is detected at this point.

3.3. Data Validity Violation

A data validity violation occurs when data is stable and
correct at the start of the validity period, but changes before
the end of the validity period. Figure 3 illustrates this vio-
lation for the broad protocol. As explained above, if data
changes during the validity period, the handshake compo-
nent may operate on incorrect data. Data validity violations
typically appear as timing errors when delays are incor-
rectly matched, but actually are functional errors in the
design or composition of handshake components.

Figure 2: Common data validity protocols for
four-phase single-rail handshake circuits

Figure 3: Illustration of bad data errors and data
validity violations

4. Simulation-Based Validation

Because validation requires checking that implement
circuits behave as expected, simulation-based methods
common. They usually involve validating the implemente
design against a behavioural model. The method here u
a similar approach, but relies on the properties of synth
sised handshake circuits to simplify the approach.

Previous methods of asynchronous validation rely hea
ily on specifying communication models and signal trans
tion graphs, rather than taking advantage of the abstract
provided by handshake circuits. Karlsen [8] and Vanbe
bergen [12] present methods that require the designer
specify state graphs for each communicating eleme
which can be a time consuming process as designs beco
larger. Abstracting away the communication protocols
desired to allow the designer to focus more on the functio
ality of the design. The methods presented by Davies
and Furber [5] are similar to the method presented here a
can be applied to handshake circuits, but do not actua
perform behavioural validation. The methods rely on
brute-force approach that simply checks bundling co
straints on the simulated design, rather than validati
against a behavioural model to ensure correctness of
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design. The process of validation should be automated for
synthesised handshake circuits since these circuits are very
deterministic and follow specific protocols.

The method here relies on validating handshake circuits
generated by Balsa [1][3], an asynchronous handshake cir-
cuit synthesis tool, but can be adopted for other design
flows. Balsa takes a circuit description and automatically
compiles it into a set of interconnected handshake compo-
nents. These handshake components are completely deter-
ministic, with the exception of the Arbiter handshake
component (see Section 4.1). This results in each channel
following an exact behaviour given a specific test pattern.
The Balsa design flow incorporates a behavioural simulator
that simulates the compiled handshake circuit design. The
resulting behavioural simulation gives the exact sequence
of events on each channel that should occur for the synthe-
sised circuit, essentially yielding behavioural model that
can be used during validation. If each channel in the syn-
thesised design is monitored independently, then the entire
circuit can be validated by performing an equivalence
check on each channel between the synthesised netlist sim-
ulation and the behavioural simulation to ensure that each
channel is correctly sequencing transitions on the hand-
shake signals and the data.

The above validation method relies on sufficient cover-
age of the test patterns provided to the simulators to exer-
cise the various states of the design. The design may
validate for the given test patterns, but if the test coverage
is limited, the circuit may still fail. As with all simulation-
based methods, this method relies on good test coverage to
be effective in validating whether a design works.

4.1. Arbitration

If a circuit requires an arbitrated choice, Balsa allows the
designer to place an Arbiter handshake component to arbi-
trate the choice. This component is the only component that
introduces non-determinism in a Balsa handshake circuit
design. In order to deal with this problem, the non-deter-
minism must be removed from the simulation. The proposal
is to force the simulations to follow each other in order to
determine whether the behavioural model and netlist design
behave the same. The netlist simulation is forced to make
the same arbitrated choices as the behavioural model while
stalling the other choice if that input request arrives first.
This will result in the netlist simulation making the same
choice as the behavioural model, but only for the purpose
of validating the behaviour. Once the design has been vali-
dated, the arbiters can assume their original behaviour.

5. Results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the method above,

validation tools were integrated into the Balsa design flo
They were used to identify functional validation errors i
Balsa handshake component designs. Two synthesis ba
ends were chosen for the tests, the broad and early imp
mentations. The broad back-end implements a single-r
broad data validity protocol while the early back-end [6
implements a single-rail early data validity protocol. A sim
plified version of a synthesised ARMv5-compatible SP
core [10] was used as the test subject (called the nanoS
The Hello World program was chosen for the simulation
because it activates a large number of channels and e
cutes in a reasonable time. The program performs at le
one handshake on a majority of the channels (as measu
by the validation tools). Because the validation metho
above validates the functionality of handshake componen
tests that explore a large state space are needed.

Upon running the program on the nanoSpa, validatio
errors were detected in a number of places. A major fun
tional validation error in the composition of Balsa hand
shake components was identified upon running t
validation tools on a nanoSpa implementation that used
conventional style option for a PassivatorPush handsha
component. The PassivatorPush component is respons
for transferring data between two independent blocks in t
design. The problem occurs when the output of a Passi
torPush component is connected to a Fetch componen
illustrated in Figure 4. The single-rail broad implementa
tion of these components allowed the data validity protoc
to be violated due to a mismatch of delays within the Fet
component. The gate-level implementation allowe
changes on incoming data to propagate to the output ch
nel of the PassivatorPush before the Fetch component
ished the handshake on its output channel. Because
Fetch component was implemented only using wires, t
composition of the PassivatorPush and the Fetch cause
data validity violation on the Fetch component’s outpu
channel, causing incorrect data to be processed. The e
was subsequently fixed by placing data storage within t
PassivatorPush component to maintain the data valid
protocol and recognising this composition in the Bals
compiler. Another solution to this error was to allow th
output of the Fetch to complete a full four-phase handsha
before acknowledging the activation channel by using an
element [11].

Another major error was detected in the composition
CaseFetch and Fetch components (see Figure 4). T
CaseFetch component is responsible for transferring in
data from a particular channel based on an index. The co
position of these two components caused the same d
validity violation as above, but unlike the error above, th
error was implementation specific. The error only occurre
when the design was synthesised using the Xilinx bac
end. The Xilinx implementation requires a different gate
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level implementation of the CaseFetch component due to
the lack of keeper inverters (a state-holding element used in
asynchronous designs). The CaseFetch implementation
removed data from outgoing channels as soon as the outgo-
ing acknowledge reset. This caused a data validity violation
along the output channel of the Fetch component because
of the wire-only implementation of this component. Data
storage can be placed in the CaseFetch component to
resolve the issue, or an S-element placed in the Fetch com-
ponent, similar to the solution above.

Figure 4: Hazardous handshake circuit composi-
tions

A data validity violation was detected in the early imple-
mentation of the Variable component. The Variable compo-
nent assumes exclusive writes and reads, but due to the
early protocol, a write-after-read hazard may occur. When
these two operations are sequenced, the return-to-zero of
the read may overlap with the writing to the Variable. This
may cause a race to occur, causing the output of the Varia-
ble to prematurely change. The error is fixed by recognizing
this behaviour in the compiler and ensuring exclusivity, or
adding an exclusive element in the Variable component.

6. Conclusions

A method of performing validation of asynchronous
handshake circuits has been presented. The method takes
advantage of the abstraction provided by handshake circuits
and suggests performing validation at the channel level. A
synthesised ARM core was used as a test subject to demon-
strate the effectiveness of this method in identifying valida-
tion errors. Once these errors were identified, these parts
were fixed and validated independently, then integrated
back into the synthesis flow. Future work will involve run-
ning the validation suite on other designs to find and debug
design errors in Balsa handshake components and improve
the quality of the Balsa back-ends.

The method presented here adds value and increases
confidence in the Balsa design flow. The tools mentioned
above integrate with this flow, allowing back-end users to

validate designs of handshake components as well as v
date choices made by the compiler. Specific compositio
of handshake components may cause validation errors, s
gesting an error with the compiler. Thus the present
method can be used to test the compiler and increase co
dence in the way it composes handshake circuits.

Although the tools integrate with the Balsa design flow
the methods above can be generally applied to other des
flows that implement handshake circuits, such as the Tim
less Design Environment flow provided by Handshak
Solutions [7]. The method above relies on the abstracti
and determinism of handshake circuits, allowing th
method to be adapted to various design flows. As long a
behavioural simulation of the channel communication c
be acquired and the channel activity extracted from t
gate-level netlist simulation, the method above can be ge
erally applied to other synthesis flows.
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Abstract

Potentially, asynchronous circuits can execute faster than
their synchronous counterpart because of their average-case,
rather than worst-case, performance. In practice, such an
advantage is difficult to achieve. A major reason is the difficulty
in identifying timing-critical regions of the circuit and analysing
the results of changes to the system. The problem arises because
static critical path extraction tools used by synchronous
designers do not work with asynchronous circuits.

This paper introduces a novel, pragmatic dynamic timing
analysis approach to determine bottlenecks in asynchronous
circuits. This approach evaluates the behaviour of a circuit within
a specific test-bench designed to exercise the circuit in a manner
typical of its final application.

Extracted information can then be used to determine which
optimisations should be applied, and where those optimisations
should be applied. Circuit behaviour information can also be fed
back to the designer to allow circuit bottlenecks to be visualised.

1. Introduction
There are many circuit design methodologies which do not use

a global clock as a timing reference to mark the completion of
operations[1]. Of these, the most relevant in this paper are circuits
where the timing of each operation is not bounded but rather is
implicit in the data encoding, and in particular circuits with Delay
Insensitive (DI)[1] data encodings. Circuits with data dependant
timing (e.g. operand dependant matched delays) or data
dependant control sequences (in systems made with languages
such as Balsa[2]) are also amenable to the approach described in
this work, but will not be considered in depth.

Circuits with DI data encodings can have non-uniform timing
which is dependant on the operation executed. This is different
from synchronous circuits where every operation’s execution time
is bounded by the predictable clock period. This bounding leads
to predictable timing which allow circuit analysis to take place in
a static manner. In synchronous systems this takes the form of
critical path extraction[4]. The predictability of synchronous
systems, and the bounding which the clock provides, naturally
leads to systems with worst case performance, irrespective of the
pattern of data processed.

Static timing analysis has become the method of choice for
synchronous circuit analysis as it has the advantage of high speed
of analysis and complete coverage of all significant paths. The
lack of simple timing references across an asynchronous circuit
can make static analysis difficult. This paper attempts to use

simulation and dynamic analysis to exploit the potential fo
average case performance[3] in asynchronous circuits, wh
data-dependent timing exists.

One of the design methodologies which tries to exploit avera
case performance isearly output logic[5]. In this paper early
output circuits will be used to demonstrate the dynamic timin
analysis method and the optimisation system.

1.1. Early Output Logic
Early output logic attempts to increase performance of

system by first decreasing the latency of each stage: Through
use of 1-of-n delay insensitive codes, the completion
computations can be determined through the use of complet
detection logic on the data outputs of a stage rather than
estimation of stage timing using a worst case delay model. B
level pipelining allows the generation of partial results which ca
be forwarded to the next computational stage while the remaind
of the outputs are still being processed. In cases where the inp
which have arrived to a function are sufficient to generate
output, the output generation is not synchronised with the arriv
of the remaining inputs. The output is generated in parallel wi
the gathering of the inputs to the stage. This allowsearly output
[5] generation, yet correctly acknowledges all inputs to the sta
even if they were late (and so unnecessary for generating
output).

Figure 1 shows a segment of an early output circuit. Th
communication is done across 4 wires: request zero (R0) and
(R1), validity (V) and acknowledge (A). The early output OR gat
is constructed from an AND/OR pair which generate the two da
output signals. The validity output from the gate is formed b
gathering all validity inputs. The latch cannot acknowledge un
the validity becomes high. It asserts its validity output once it
outputting data becomes valid. This style of early output circu
construction is described in more detail elsewhere[5].

Figure 1: Example early output circuit segment
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1.2. Asynchronous Circuit Construction
Most asynchronous circuits are constructed in a manner very

similar to that of synchronous circuits. The circuit is composed of
computational logic which takes inputs and generates outputs based
on those inputs. Latches are used to store data and keep it stable
while it is being processed by the combinatorial logic. The main
differences in the numerous asynchronous design methodologies
come from the use of differing handshaking protocols and data
encodings used to co-ordinate transfer of data between latches.
Each approach has its advantages and disadvantages. In particular,
it is advantageous to ensure that control signalling happens with the
same set of signal transitions for each transfer. The power and speed
attractive two-phase protocols[6] make this difficult. The use of a
‘reset’ phase with four-phase protocols[8] leads to simpler circuits,
but considerable effort is requires to hide the latency of the reset
phase by overlapping it with other circuit activity. Encodings such
as four-phase 1-of-4 encoding are popular as the circuits produced
are simple and the energy efficiency of the code is good[7].

1.3. Asynchronous Circuit Properties
Early output logic tries to tackle the overheads of the four-phase

1-of-n codes when used in combinatorial logic. Unfortunately, due
to the use of the four-phase protocol there remains the reset period
problem. A generally accepted method of reducing the effect of the
reset period is to doubling the pipelining in the system while
keeping the number of tokens the same. This allows half of the logic
stages to compute while the other half resets, ready to accept new
values.

Fine grain pipelining is not always benefial. It can lead to an
increase in the latency of data flowing through the pipeline. Other
optimisations such as C-element tree balancing improve response
time for each input equally. This often does not take into account the
case where inputs arrive in sequence and so balancing the tree can
shift the last input to arrive from a position where it was close to the
output to a position further from the output.

In order to determine where these optimisations should be
applied, the circuit’s performance must be analysed when
performing ‘typical’ operations.

2. Static Timing Analysis
There are some static methods which can be adapted to

asynchronous circuits.

2.1. Slack matching
Slack matching [9] allows a crude balancing of the level

pipelining between two paths with the same start and end points.
This method adds additional pipelining latches into the path with
the lower pipelining. This ensures that at the start of the fork the two
paths are capable of accepting an equal number of data tokens and
a stall due to one pipeline being full becomes less likely. This
system makes many assumptions such as a equal execution time of
each stage, a bundled data system (no bit level pipelining) and no
data dependant delays. Another limiting factor is only optimisation
which can be applied using this method is pipelining latch insertion.

2.2. Critical path extraction
Synchronous circuits use static timing analysis to extract the

critical path and the optimisations rely on making this shorter.
The extraction of the critical path from synchronous designs

uses an algorithm which finds the route and the length of the critic
path [4]. This process is made simpler because of the assump
implicit in the use of clocked latches that all inputs are applied
the same time.

The algorithm marks the time of arrival of data at each point
the circuit. This is done by determining the latest arriving input
each gate and marking the output time as that time plus the dela
the gate. The outputs of the latches after the active clock edge
marked as occurring at time zero. Once this has been performed
all signals in the circuit, the signal with the latest arrival time can b
found and its route between latches can be determined.

This method has several limitations: combinatorial logic loop
are not permitted due to the cyclic dependencies produced, and
critical path can include more than one mutually exclusive pa
which gives a critical path which cannot occur.

This method is sufficient for simple synchronous circuits
Unfortunately most asynchronous circuits do not have predicta
and cyclic timing and the static timing approach is not applicabl

3. Blame Passing
A method to analyse asynchronous circuits is crucial to allow t

asynchronous engineer to tackle system bottlenecks. As this can
easily be done statically, it must be performed dynamically.

3.1. Simulation
The basis of the dynamic timing analysis approach is the abil

to simulate the examined circuits. In order to observe realis
operation of the unit, the circuit must be placed into a test-ben
emulating the environment in which the unit would be use
Because the delays and sequencing of the operations are
dependant, the test-bench must accurately reflect the environm
otherwise the optimisations applied will be optimising the circuit t
execute operations or react to environment stimuli sequences wh
may never occur.

The absolute accuracy of the simulator used is not important
long as relative delays are reasonably consistently represented)
any level of simulation between behavioural models and post-layo
transistor-level analogue simulations could be used. In this paper
example fixed delay gate level simulator has been used
demonstrate the methodology. A custom gate level simulator w
implemented as it is fast and it does not rely on external tool sui
to generate satisfactory results for all components.

Once the circuit and the test bench have been loaded into
simulator, the simulation begins with the release of the reset sign
The simulation then continues until the benchmark has be
completed. The completion of the benchmark can be signalled
raising a specific signal or it can be time bound and instead
recording the time taken to perform a set number of operations,
number of operations executed in the set amount of time is record

The simulation performs two tasks: 1) measuring th
performance of a proposed circuit and 2) extracting informatio
about its behaviour in order to improve the performance furth
Even inaccurate simulators, where the exact delay of ea
component is not known, can be used to extract reasona
comparative performance results, giving a good idea if a
optimisation would have a positive or a negative effect.

3.2. Slowest Path Extraction
This paper introduces the concept of aslowest path. The slowest
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path follows the actual sequence of transitions which accumulated
into the delay of the system during the full benchmark. This is
different approach from determining the critical path in a
synchronous system because the analysis required to find the
slowest path need not be exhaustive. Such a restricted analysis
allows it to rapidly observe average case performance (rather than
worst case). A slowest path is allowed to pass through any unit as
many times as is required. This enables the approach to extract the
path from long multi-cycle operations and thus also observe the
signal interactions in latches as well as logic. The method of
extracting the slowest path is loosely based on static timing
analysis.

In static timing analysis each wire in the system is marked with
the arrival time of the data in a worst case scenario. Once the wire
with the latest arriving time has been found the critical path can be
extracted. This can be done in a single pass over the circuit (marking
signal times can be done at the same time as identifying the
currently most critical path). For the sake of simplicity, in the
following example we will presume this is done using another pass.

To extract the critical path with a known end point, a path back
from that point towards the previous latch for the gate with the latest
arrival point at the end point must be found. This path passed back
through gates with the latest input arrival times until the output of a
latch is reached. The path follows a theoretical sequence of
transitions which could happen and so require the clock to have a
period longer than the delay of the critical path.

In the dynamic timing analysis, the end point of a simulation run
is the benchmark completion signal. In fixed time simulations any
signal which transitioned towards the end of the simulation run can
be picked. This end point is the last point in the slowest path. The
previous point in that path can be determined by finding which was
the last input to arrive to the transitioning gate. If this input would
have transitioned sooner the operation would have taken less time,
and so this input bears the ‘blame’ for the delay of the circuit. Blame
passes from gate input to gate input back through the path (hence
“blame passing simulation”) until the initial signal is reached
(usually the release of the reset).

Unfortunately, if only a single time is recorded for each gate, the
cyclic nature of the slowest path will cause that value to be
overwritten on each cycle of the simulation. Instead, the proposed
technique generates the slowest path forward rather than in reverse
during the simulation. As the simulation executes, each transition of
a gate is recorded, along with its cause, as the output of the gate
could become a part of the slowest path. Should its transition not
cause any subsequent gate outputs to change, the transition is
counted as adead end. This can now be forgotten as it can not form
a part of the slowest path. The recorded transitions keep a reference
counter in order to allow their removal should all transitions caused
by them have reached dead ends. Discarding dead ends prevents the
simulation memory footprint from growing out of control.

3.3. Slowest Path Analysis
The slowest path in any simulation represents the sequence of

transitions which accumulated to the complete delay of the
simulation. This shows the exact points where the optimisations
should be applied as applying optimisations in areas not passed
through by the slowest path would not effect the path and the
operation will still take the same amount of time. There are
exceptions to this rule: optimisations could cause a unit, not on the

path, to become slower and become a part of the path, causing
whole system to operate slower. The other exception is in ga
where a number of inputs which transition can cause the outpu
transition. Here the easiest target to focus on is to optimise
sequence of events which led to the transitioning of the first inp
which triggered the gate. It is possible to also shorten the slow
path by generating a new path through an optimised unit whi
feeds one of the other inputs which could trigger the transition
the gate before the original first input reaches it.

The optimisation to be applied to the units passed though by
slowest path can be determined by observing the route of the p
through known constructions.

4. Optimisations
To demonstrate a number of optimisations, a simple exam

circuit was designed. The circuit takes a number from an intern
constant source and decrements it (storing the result in a regis
until it reaches zero, at which point it reads a new number from t
constant source. Figure 2 shows the design which consists o
constant source (Const) which feeds a number to the unit each cy
a register (Reg) which holds the current value, a decrementer (D
which reduces the number by one, an OR gate which tests for
number being equal to zero and a multiplexer which picks either t
new value or the external constant to be written to the register.

The design was heavily pipelined to allow parts of the circuit t
reset in parallel with others processing. The shaded blocks in
figure show the placement of half latches which increase t
pipelining of the design. In addition to these, the decrementer w
vertically pipelinedto a single bit level (a half-latch placed on the
carry path between each bit slice). This may seem excessive
these latches should be treated only as possible latch location
any latches which restrict the performance of the design can
removed through one of the optimisations.

The circuit was simulated and its slowest path extracted. T
simulation is set to run for a fixed time of 100 000 gate delays, af
which a random signal which transitioned in the last time-slice
taken as the end point of the slowest path. The signal can
randomly picked as no matter which signal is chosen, the pa
within a small number of gate delays, converges into the same ro
as with any other signal selected.

One of the methods the designer can use to observe the slow
path (in order to find the bottleneck in the system) is to annotate t
path onto the schematic used to design the circuit or a diagr
which represents the design. In figure 3 the slowest path is pla
on top of a representation of the design. The arrows represent
transitions in slowest path. As the simulation executes ma
operations of the unit, the paths often take the same route a num
of times. In the figure, the thickness of the arrow represents t
number of times a particular gate crossing had occurred. Not visi

Figure 2: Decrementer circuit
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on the diagram is the distinction between the rising and falling
transitions.

The zoomed segment in the figure shows the a part of a sequence
of transitions which occupy the majority of the slowest path (77%).
These are falling transitions along the carry chain of the
decrementer.

In this benchmark the constant, which is loaded and
decremented, is large (232-1) with the simulation time
comparatively small and so the decrementer never has a long carry
chain dependency. The use of early output logic allows a fast
generation of a result as the carry signals can be generated locally
rather than needing to propagate the full length of the unit.

The generation of the result is not the bottleneck in this
benchmark. Instead, the circuit takes a very long period of time to
release the signals on the carry chain despite the fact the chain is
broken up into small one-bit segments. The root of the problem is
the construction of the half latches on the carry chain which prohibit
their outputs from dropping while their inputs remain high (after the
acknowledge has been applied). This dependency causes the full
carry chain to reset sequentially from the bottom and ripples the
release of the data signals through the entire unit. This problem can
be remedied using an early-drop latch[5]. This latch drops its data
outputs upon receiving an acknowledge even if the data inputs
remain high.

4.1. Early Drop Latch
The application of optimisations can be described by tables. A

positive effect of applying an optimisation can be predicted through
the observation of a frequently occurring sequence in the slowest
path passing through the element to be optimised. This path is
shown in the “Pos” column in each optimisation table. As each
optimisation has a possibility to cause a lengthening of the slowest
path, the “Neg” column depicts the path which, if observed in the
pre-optimised design, is likely to cause the optimisation to decrease
the performance of the system. The “Apply” column in each
optimisation table presents the optimisation to be applied. Figure 4
shows the table for the early-drop latch optimisation.

The early drop latch releases the request (data) signal as soon as
the acknowledge has been released rather than waiting for the
request on the input to fall. This optimisation is particularly
effective in circuits with the slowest path passing through many

latches on the falling data signal transitions (an example of whi
is the carry chain reset in the decrementer example). The patter
be matched for the optimisation to be effective is the down-goin
transition (dashed arrows) of a request out signal being depend
on the request in signal. Replacing the latch with an early drop la
would allow the release of the request out signal to be do
concurrently (before the request in signal is released).

An early drop latch does have an additional delay on the risi
transitions (solid arrows) of the data signal propagation and sho
not be used in situations where this frequently occurs in the slow
path.

4.2. Latch Removal
As mentioned before, the number of latches placed in t

example design is high and many of them will have a negative effe
on the performance of the design by adding latency to the slow
path. Removing a latch can reduce the cycle time by two gate del
(if the latch is on the slowest path in both the set and the re
periods). The danger in doing this is the latch may have been add
pipelining crucial to make the system free flowing. There is littl
way to determine which latches add pipelining which is useful to th
system from the slowest path and this is why the table in figure
has that entry missing.

Instead the optimisation system has to rely on a simulation of t
system along with the proposed optimisation to determine if it h
a positive effect.

4.3. Latch Insertion
In situations where insufficient number of pipelining latche

were placed in the design the optimisation system can spot whe
latch is separating two regions which are unable to store tw
different tokens due to the latch not providing enough decouplin
Only once the stage in front has completed its phase can it allow
stage behind to enter its next phase e.g. the stage in front m
complete its reset phase and accept the data from the stage be
before the stage behind can enter the reset phase and releas
data. Such situations can be avoided by inserting an additio
pipelining latch where the stage behind can commit its data (a
enter the reset phase) before the stage in front is not ready to ac
it. This can be seen in figure 6.

The danger of inserting latches is the addition of latency. Shou
the slowest path pass through the latch data signals, the path
become one gate delay longer for every pass.

The combination of latch removal and latch insertion effective
reproduces the effect of slack matching. The areas concentrated
by the slack matching techniques [9] (unbalanced pipelines) sh
up in the slowest path as recommendations to remove latches fr

Figure 3: Slowest path in the decrementer design

Figure 4: Early drop latch optimisation

Figure 5: Latch removal optimisation

Figure 6: Latch insertion optimisation
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the over-pipelined path and to insert latches in the under-pipelined
path.

4.4. Anti-Token Latch
In early output circuits, it is often possible to generate the result

of a function without the presence of all inputs. Unfortunately, the
late unnecessary input must be synchronised with and
acknowledged to correctly group inputs. The anti-token latch [5]
allows a stage to acknowledge an input which has not arrived yet.
The latch then effectively holds an anti-token which propagates
back through the pipeline and removes the undesired token.

The slowest path in situations where a stage waits for the token
to arrive before acknowledging it passes through a latch from the
data input arriving to the validity output rising, signalling the latch
is ready to accept an acknowledge. The anti-token latch asserts the
validity signal before any data has arrived which exposes it to
receive an acknowledge before it holds any data to remove. Here an
anti-token is formed and the stage becomes free to process a new set
of inputs. Figure 7 shows the table for the anti-token optimisation.

The anti-token latch is larger and slower in a number of
transition sequences than an ordinary half latch. The negative effect
box in the figure shows just one of the routes which if exist in the
slowest path would gain an additional gate delay.

5. Results
To demonstrate the effectiveness of these optimisations they

were applied to three circuits and the performance improvement due
to each one was recorded. The performance of the original early
output design is presented (labelled “Early None” in the graphs),
along with the performance after the latch insertion and removal
optimisations (Early Half), early drop latch optimisations (Early
Drop) and anti-token optimisations (Early Anti). To give a good
comparison of the performance of the resultant circuits they are
compared with the synchronous equivalent (Synchronous) for
which the timing is determined by extracting the critical path. The
delay of the latching element and margins for clock jitter are not
factored in.

Also presented is a DIMS implementation generated from the
same design specification (DIMS None). The DIMS design cannot
take full advantage of the early-drop and anti-token latch
optimisations but the latch removal and insertion rules apply
equally to this design style and the result of these optimisations is
also presented (DIMS Half).

Each benchmark was run for 100 000 gate delays and the
number of operations executed in that time was recorded.

5.1. Decrementer Benchmark
The decrementer circuit has already been shown, and forms one

of the circuits upon which the optimisations will be demonstrated.
Because the circuit has behaviour dependant on the data being
processed, it is benchmarked with two different internal constant
values. The ‘Zero’ benchmark sets the constant to zero, which
causes it to continuously reload the constant. The ‘Full’ benchmark

decrements from the maximum (32 bit) integer which causes it
never load the number form the constant. The circuits were not o
benchmarked for use with the differing constant values but al
optimised with them. The results for the circuit are given in figure

The insertion and removal of latches optimisation in this circu
removes many of the latches in the carry path since they do not a
to the pipelining of the circuit and instead add latency. This yield
a 50% improvement in performance in both circuits. In the ‘Ful
benchmark, another large increase in performance is gained thro
the use of early-drop latches. The same effect was not seen in
‘Zero’ benchmark as it does not suffer from the same proble
Instead, a lot of additional performance was gained through the
of anti-token latches which were able to pass anti-tokens to t
decrementer once the value was loaded from the constant. T
decreased the reset time of the decrementer which was a bottlen
in the performance.

5.2. GCD Benchmark
The GCD benchmark determines the greatest comm

denominator of two numbers. To keep the design simple, t
numbers are restricted to 8 bits. The design comprises two divid
which only generate the remainder while discarding the result of t
division, two registers to record the current number pair bein
worked on, a comparator which determines either of the tw
numbers have become zero and a pair of internal constants. The
loads a pair of numbers from the constants and then repeate
divides them by each other each time recording the remaind
Eventually one of the numbers reaches zero and the result is
other number. In this benchmark, the result is discarded and a n
pair of numbers is loaded from the constants. The two modes
operation the design is worked on are: two numbers in the Fibona
sequence, and two zeros. The Fibonacci sequence numbers (223
144) require a large number of operations before the result
generated and a new set of numbers is loaded. The zero test lo
new numbers on each cycle as the greatest common denominat
two zeros cannot be determined.

The results of the optimisations on this circuit are shown
figure 9. The zero benchmark received a reasonable increas
performance due to the use of anti-token latches. These w
effective at removing the results of the unnecessarily execu
divisions and allowing the circuit to progress to the next phas
Because the placement of half latches was good, little performa
gain is attributed to the removal and insertion of half latches.

5.3. CPU Benchmark
The CPU benchmark uses the datapath of an open sou

microprocessor [10]. The control signals are attached to pseu

Figure 7: Anti-token latch optimisation

Figure 8: Decrementer benchmark results
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random number generators which cause it to execute random
instructions. The memory stage is formed from a delay which is
triggered once all address inputs are present. The result of all
memory operations is always zero. The delay of the memory stage
is either zero for the ‘Zero’ benchmark or 50 gate delays for the
‘Long’ benchmark.

The results are shown in figure 10. Because the circuit was
already relatively balanced and tuned, in the Zero benchmark none
of the optimisations had a great effect. The DIMS circuit gained a
reasonable performance increase due to the latch removal. In the
Long benchmark, the anti-tokens were able to keep the design
executing during memory accesses, the results of which were not
requested by the register forwarding multiplexers. Instead, the
circuit continued to execute while allowing the memory access to
perform a delayed write to the register bank. The anti-token latches
placed in the register bank effectively generated a register locking
system where the registers which were not being written to
generated anti-tokens on their inputs and continued with the next
cycle of operation.

6. Conclusions
Blame passing dynamic timing analysis offers an insight into the

operation of a system which allows designer to make decisions
about the circuit based on actual system behaviour, rather than
making educated guesses about the effect of each alteration. The
optimization system automates this process and allows poorly
designed circuits to be balanced and offers even good designs
additional performance with its use of advanced latch designs.

The blame passing extensions to the custom gate level simulator
increased the simulation execution time by 30%. This is relatively
small and allows the system to simulate, optimise and re-simulate
in short cycles (about 3 seconds per cycle for each of the example
designs).

The optimisations performed on the example designs showed
cases where designers would be unaware of the real bottlenecks or

of possible optimisations. The decrementer circuit was ve
inefficient due to its long reset time. Engineers tend to concentr
on the processing periods rather than reset periods and so
inefficiency like this would be easily overlooked. On the CPU
example circuit, the addition of a register locking scheme by t
designer would require a lot of additional work. A simple versio
of this was constructed by the optimisation system with no design
input. The optimisation system, by replacing a small number
latches, managed to construct a conceptually complex sche
which increases the system performance.

6.1. Future Work
The optimisation system is currently very specific. Only ear

output and DIMS designs which have been specified in a cust
netlist format are allowed. Only a few optimisations have bee
specified and applied and the simulator can only execute in a fix
gate delay level setup. Future extensions to the system will all
different design methodologies such as bundled data pipelines (s
as Micropipelines[6]) and non-pipelined approaches (such
handshake circuits [12]) to be exploited.

The simulator will be extended to read more accurate del
models of components and allow extraction of the slowest path fro
the event logs of other simulators. Additional optimisations will b
added to the current set (stage retiming [11] and tree reshaping
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Figure 9: GCD benchmark results

Figure 10: CPU benchmark results
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Abstract— This paper presents an algorithm for efficient dis-
tribution of completion detection blocks in a dual-rail self-timed
circuit to ensure correct computation of the completion signal.
Layer-wise optimisation technique is used with the width of layers
selected so as to satisfy timing constraints and use the least
possible number of completion detection blocks. The presented
algorithm is implemented in a tool for asynchronous design flow.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Asynchronous design is commonly accepted nowadays to
be better theoretically than synchronous design in terms of
speed, power consumption, electromagnetic noise etc [1].
However, asynchronous design is hard to implement efficiently
in practice that stops industry to accept it as a standard. One
of the reasons for that is absence of a stable CAD-supported
design flow. Furthermore, most of today asynchronous im-
plementations suffer from large area and power overheads
caused by mechanisms ensuring correct functionality of the
circuits. The size of the mechanisms (such as completion
detection logic) sometimes exceeds the size of the logic part
of the circuit that eliminates any possible benefit of using
asynchronous design.

Modern automated design flows often separate data and
control paths synthesis [2]. Data path synthesis based on the
NCL-D [3] architecture has quite a straightforward principle of
work: each gate in it has its own built-in completion detection
mechanism. This mechanism requires large area overheads. To
improve it a more recent NCL-X architecture was introduced
in [4]. Addition of signalsgo and done helped to decrease
the area and power overhead but still each gate had to be
equipped with a completion detection block to guarantee speed
independence.

At the same time it has already been demonstrated that
control path in asynchronous circuits can be designed using
the idea of relative timing [5]. This helps to simplify the
logic substantially (leading to speed and power consumption
improvement) without violating the circuit functionality. While
the importance of relative timing in control logic synthesis
has been addressed in [5], the question about its use in data
path is still open. Of course the application of conventional
bundled data techniques can be considered as an example
of relative timing, but this is clearly an overkill in many
situations as worst case constraints prevent from exploiting
data-dependence in delays as well as put large safety margins
to compensate parametric variability [6]. Initial attempts to use

the idea of relative timing to improve data path synthesis more
gradually from speed independent design were made in [7].
This has led to techniques such aspath-wiseand layer-wise
optimisationswhich are discussed in depth in Section III.

This paper presents an algorithmic development of these
techniques and their automation in combination with accurate
timing analysis, which gives excellent results. The presented
technique reduces the number of completion detection blocks
significantly that leads to decreasing area overheads. And
this naturally also decreases power consumption and increases
speed.

II. BACKGROUND

There are two main approaches to asynchronous data path
design:bundled dataandcompletion detection. The difference
between them is the way they produce signaldone which
tells the environment that combinational logic has finished
computation and produced valid outputs.

A. Bundled data

The bundled data approach uses a delay buffer to produce
signaldone(see Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Bundled data

The environment produces signalgo to confirm that it has
set valid inputs for combinational logic. The buffer delay
should be selected so that for any input transition the com-
binational logic has finished computation before signaldone
is produced. Such a delay is called theworst case delayof a
circuit. It should be emphasised that there are two main aspects
of worst case delay: one is based on data-dependency, the
other on parametric variability. So the matched delay should
be sufficient to exceed the circuit computational time for any
input data under any process and physical variations. The use
of the worst case delay leads to an intrinsic disadvantage



of the bundled data approach: circuit performance is fixed
to the worst case computational time regardless of actual
input values and variations. This kills major benefits of asyn-
chronous design - average case performance and the ability
of automatic adaptation to physical properties. However, the
bundled data approach is widely adopted because standard
synchronous single-rail combinational logic can be used in
data path without any modifications such as conversion to
hazard-free logic etc. It should also be mentioned that in
spite of worst case performance the bundled data approach is
better than fully synchronous design in terms of speed because
timing constraints are localised within a relatively smaller part
of the whole system.

B. Completion detection

Completion detection methods use additional logic to detect
that the circuit has actually finished computation and produce
signaldonewithout conservative overestimation of completion
time. Completion detection is better in terms of handling
variability because it does not make any assumptions on
process and/or physical variations. Some of the completion
detection methods are not fixed to worst-case performance
and thus can exploit full speed potential of asynchronous
design. But the key disadvantage of the methods is that they
need acompletion detection networkand standard single-rail
components cannot be directly used as they do not provide
any completion information. This leads to area and power
overheads and various optimisations are needed.

III. C OMPLETION DETECTION OPTIMISATIONS

To reduce overheads of completion detection different op-
timisation techniques have been proposed. A method based
on partial acknowledgementhas been developed in [8]. This
technique leaves a circuit to be speed independent and thus
very robust under process and environmental variations.

An initial idea to use relative timing for optimisation of
data path was indicated in [7]. This leads topath-wiseand
layer-wise approaches.They are investigated in depth in our
present paper. The methods use relative timing information and
therefore the resultant circuit is no longer speed independent
and less tolerable to variations but timing constraints are put
only on gates. This eliminates the data-dependent aspect of
worst case and minimises the effect of parametric variability.

A. Path-wise optimisation

This method assumes that the longest delay of circuit sta-
bilisation is determined by the circuit’s critical path. Therefore
it is enough to put completion detection blocks only on the
outputs of the gates on the critical path. Unfortunately the
assumption of the method is incorrect in general case as for
some input transitions shorter paths can have longer delay of
stabilisation.

B. Layer-wise optimisation

This technique is another possible optimisation of NCL-
X architecture and is based on the following observation. A

few gates just near the circuit outputs can be left without
completion detection because multi-input C-element that is
used to produce signaldoneis very slow. If its switching delay
is larger than the delay of propagation of a codeword (and
spacer) through several gates of combinational logic which
produce circuit outputs, then the completion detectors for these
gates are redundant. Following the same idea, after a layer of
logic with completion detectors it is again possible to skip
completion detection in a layer of gates whose cumulative
delay is less than the delay of C-element.

A straightforward way is to keep the width of layers con-
stant throughout the circuit but in fact careful timing analysis
of a given circuit allows the width to be increased from layer to
layer and eventually obtain substantial reduction to the number
of used completion detection blocks. This paper presents an
algorithm for refined layer-wise optimisation that uses layers
whose width can potentially grow in geometric progression.

IV. L AYER-WISE OPTIMISATION REFINEMENT

To start the description of the algorithm two timing func-
tions should be introduced. Letf(C) denote the maximum
time for a circuit C to stabilise on all possible input data
after all inputs ofC become valid. Also letg(C) denote the
minimum time for thecircuit C outputs to stabilise on all
possible input data after all inputs ofC become valid. Note
thatf(C) is responsible for the stabilisation of all the internal
gates ofC while g(C) is responsible for the outputs ofC
only. Both functions should takeearly propagation effectinto
account. The minimum delay of the multi-input C-element will
be denoted as∆C . Functionsf and g as well as the value
∆C are calculated given the real delay intervals of gates in
the circuit C and implementation of multi-input C-element.
As the number of inputs of C-element is not defined before
the run of the algorithm (and therefore we cannot determine
∆C) we first start the algorithm with number of C-element
inputs to be equal to the number of dual-rail gates in the circuit
which is the exact upper bound given by the NCL-X approach.
After having calculated the optimised number of completion
detection blocks we rerun the algorithm with corrected∆C

and so on until this iterative process converges to the optimal
∆C value.

Now it is possible to derive the constraint for the width of
the first layerL0 (layers are counted from the right side of the
circuit). Its width is determined by the following inequality:

f(L0) ≤ ∆C

It is quite easy to understand the reasoning behind: the first
layerL0 has no completion detection blocks attached to it and
therefore it has to stabilise completely before the completion
signal from the previous layer propagates through the C-
element (see Figure 2 for clarification). Notice that the multi-
input C-element works in parallel with the last layerL0 and
thus its delay is not added to the overall circuit stabilisation
delay.

Now we can derive a bit more complex constraint for the
second layerL1:

f(L1) ≤ ∆C + g(L1)
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Fig. 2. Refined layer-wise optimisation

Here layer L1 must stabilise not later than its outputs
stabilise (g(L1) term) and completion detection from them
passes through the C-element (∆C term). A naive way to
compute the constraints for the next layerL2 would result
in:

f(L2) ≤ ∆C + g(L2) ,

which is similar to layerL1. But in fact the constraint for
L2 width can be relaxed in the following way:

f(L2) ≤ ∆C + g(L1 ∪ L2)

The reasoning behind this is that layerL2 must stabilise
not later than all outputs ofL1 stabilise (g(L1 ∪ L2) term)
and the completion detection from them passes through C-
element (∆C term). It is hard to realise now why there should
be completion detection blocks after layerL2 if they are not
mentioned inany constraint at all. The reason is that these
blocks are used not for correct computation of completion
signal for layer L2 but rather for correct computation of
that for L1 as they behave like signalgo for this layer and
guarantee correctness of either completion signal fromL1 or
completion signal fromL2.

The general inequality for layerLn can be now easily
derived by induction:

f(Ln) ≤ ∆C + g(
n⋃

k=1

Lk) (1)

The above inequality implies that the width of layerLn

is not less than the width ofLn−1 and can potentially be
proportional to the sum of the widths of the previous layers.
The latter comes from the fact that:

n
max
k=1

{g(Lk)} ≤ g(
n⋃

k=1

Lk) ≤
n∑

k=1

g(Lk)

The exact growth factor is determined by particular circuit
but it can be estimated to be greater than one. That can
optimise the number of used completion detection blocks
significantly especially for large circuits.

V. A LGORITHM FOR LAYER-WISE OPTIMISATION

Algorithm for the refined layer-wise optimisation is shown
in Algorithm 1. Its complexity isO(nL + m(log(n) + no)),
wheren is number of dual-rail gates in the circuit,m - number
of wires, L - number of obtained layers andno - number of
outputs of layerL1 . It can be assumed (and that was the
case for the circuits in our benchmarks) that in an average
circuit L andno are proportional tolog(n) and therefore the

algorithm complexity can be rewritten in a more compact way:
O(m log(n)).

Algorithm 1 Refined layer-wise optimisation
Given : G - set of dual-rail gates of the circuit
Result: L - set of layers for completion detection

n=0; // current layer
while ( G 6= Ø)
{

Let Q =
Sn

k=1 Lk;

<Select dual-rail gate x ∈ G such that:>
1) all outputs of x are in Q ∪ L0;
2) f(x ∪ Ln)− g(x ∪Q) is minimised.

if f(x ∪ Ln) ≤ ∆C + g(x ∪Q) then
{

<Add x to the current layer Ln>;
<Update functions f and g for gates in G
that belong to fanin of x>;
<Delete x from G>.

}
else
{

<Update functions f for all the gates in G>;
n++; // Layer Ln is finished.

}
}

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The presented algorithm was implemented in a tool to be
used within the existing design flow for data path synthesis [7].
It has been tested on several real and artificially created dual-
rail circuits modelled using AMS-0.35µ gate library. The
experimental results are shown in Table I. The benchmarks
were selected to show the effect of the proposed technique
on circuit optimisation for different types of circuit structure.
We used a collection of different AES S-box implementations,
several small circuits (aes_multiplier, ISCAS85 benchmark
circuits C-449, C-1908) and huge circuits generated specially
and having different repetitive structures (1024 bit ripple-carry
adder, inverter matrix and triangle) which were useful as a
stress timing test for our tool.

As can be seen from the table the algorithm returns
significantly fewer completion detection (CD) blocks than
conventional NCL-X. Coupled with the fact that for a smaller
number of CD blocks a multi-input C-element occupies much
less area it yields an average of 80% in CD area savings. This
save of CD area can result in the whole circuit area reduction
of 40% on average. Note that these results are extremely
pessimisticin sense that we used the intervals of gate delays
in a very conservative way: we took minimum and maximum
delays of a gate under all physical and fanout conditions. So,
for example, a maximum delay of an inverter was more than
four times higher than the minimum one. But these margins
can sometimes be reduced taking into account a real gate
working mode.

The algorithm works better on circuits with repetitive struc-
ture such as adders, comparators etc. However, the circuits
that have more complicated structure, with paths of various
lengths, slow down the growth of layers thus leading to an



TABLE I

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

CL CL conventional NCL-X optimised NCL-X save CD comp.
module gates trans CD CD total CD CD total CD total extra time

count trans trans count trans trans trans trans delay (ms)
1024_bit_adder 8188 63456 2048 20502 83958 11 130 63586 99% 24% 0.2% 1753
aes_multiplier 342 2258 171 1738 3996 63 654 2912 62% 27% 37% 21
sbox_computed 928 4628 425 4274 8902 86 886 5514 79% 38% 9% 100
sbox_kasumi 688 3156 344 3466 6622 98 1002 4158 71% 37% 34% 54
sbox_no_pipeline 516 3084 257 2598 5682 50 518 3602 80% 37% 11% 54
sbox_oc_balanced 1166 6672 582 5846 12518 170 1722 8394 71% 33% 26% 132
sbox_oc_unbalanced 960 5776 480 4822 10598 153 1554 7330 68% 31% 26% 114
spinv_matrix_10000 20000 40000 10000 100034 140034 190 1926 41926 98% 70% 0.9% 3045
spinv_triangle_100 10100 20200 5050 50530 70730 647 6486 26686 87% 62% 10% 1162
circuit_1908 614 3646 307 3098 6744 79 806 4452 74% 34% 22% 62
circuit_449 480 2896 232 2338 5234 65 670 3566 71% 32% 30% 34
average 80% 40% 19%

TABLE II

AREA COMPARISON OF LAYER-WISE OPTIMISATION WITH OTHER TECHNIQUES

NCL-D RDL PA NCL-X optimised NCL-X
module pessimistic medium optimistic

count save count save count save
sbox_computed 14180 6860 5386 8902 5514 38% 5442 39% 5050 57%
sbox_kasumi 11020 5800 4540 6622 4158 37% 3898 41% 3722 56%
sbox_no_pipeline 9804 4663 3500 5682 3602 37% 3534 38% 3270 58%
sbox_oc_balanced 36644 15804 9924 12518 8394 33% 8122 35% 7646 61%
sbox_oc_unbalanced 35720 15071 9188 10598 7330 31% 6958 34% 6682 63%
circuit_1908 11828 5737 4120 6744 4452 34% 4240 37% 3848 57%
circuit_449 8094 4171 3326 5234 3566 32% 3310 37% 3126 60%
average 35% 37% 59%

almost constant width of layers. Nevertheless in the worst of
the observed benchmarks the algorithm uses only about 36%
of completion detection blocks in comparison with NCL-X
design - see aes_multiplier. It should be mentioned that this
circuit is the smallest amongst the benchmarks and this might
be the reason for the worst result: the width of layers did
not have a chance to grow enough as only 3 layers were
obtained. Another interesting observation is that the results of
the algorithm are very much dependant on the initial single-
rail implementation of the circuit. For example 5 different
implementations of the same AES S-box gave results that
differ greatly in the number of used layers (4 vs. 11) and
the percentage of CD blocks reduction (68% vs. 82%). This
shows that to achieve better results it might be useful to tune
synthesis tools to work together with our tool.

Table II shows the comparison of the obtained results with
NCL-D, RDL, partial acknowledgement (PA) and NCL-X
designs in terms of area. Note that in addition to pessimistic
results from table I we addedmediumandoptimisticcolumns
which are obtained by shrinking the gates delay margins
in 30% (medium) and 70% (optimistic). One can see that
even pessimistic results are much better than NCL-X and
comparable with PA method.

Careful observation of the structure of the obtained distri-
butions of CD blocks shows that the layer-wise technique has
intrinsic limitations and no further improvements are possible.
The only way to get results of new quality would be, instead
of layering, to solve the problem in general, i.e. to select sets
of acknowledged gates without strong geometrical bias. But
this, at present, remains a difficult problem if one seeks for a

computationally efficient algorithm.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

A new algorithm and tool for dual-rail data path optimisa-
tion is presented. The key feature of the technique is that it
is based on relative timing characteristics of circuit paths and
makes use of delays in signal propagation through layers and
a multi-input C-element. The presented algorithm for layer-
wise optimisation is quite fast that allows it to be used for
large circuits. It is very pessimistic however and here is the
main direction of the future research.
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Abstract— Automatic Test Pattern Generation for asynchronous 
circuits have been considered one of the primary areas to be probed 
for advancing asynchronous design research. Absence of global 
clock in these types of circuits makes testing difficult. This paper 
analyzes the stuck at fault test generation of the asynchronous speed 
independent circuits based on two different approaches namely scan 
latch insertion and state transition graph based test generation. 
Preliminary steps involved in each approach are briefed and their 
effective test figures are compared. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Synchronous circuit design has been considered the 

standard for industrial practice due to the availability of 
advanced CAD tools and testing strategies available. At deep 
submicron levels, global clock synchronization, power 
consumption and noise factors are affecting the design 
performance. Asynchronous circuit based design is gaining its 
momentum currently over its synchronous counterpart. On the 
other hand, asynchronous circuits need thorough research on 
CAD tool development for the whole design flow with test 
generation. Clock-less design paves certainly an alternative 
and effective way for efficient design with less power, less 
noise and without clock synchronization problem. 
Asynchronous designs are further classified into speed 
independent, delay insensitive, quasi delay insensitive circuits 
[1], [2]etc. Thus it has different models and architectures to be 
designed with and each of them has its own circuit models and 
delay assumptions. Significant efforts have been taken to 
develop CAD tools for synthesis of asynchronous circuits 
which lead to several tools available for the same like 
Petrify[9], Tangram [3] etc.,. Currently, very few tools are 
available for test generation for asynchronous circuits. Testing 
is essential for the designed systems, as the fabrication and 
component aging will cause defects in the designs. This paper 
deals with the analysis of two approaches for test pattern 
generation of asynchronous circuits. The first approach is 
using a symbolic method based on state traversal, while the 
second one is based on an adaptation of the well-known scan 
insertion technique.  

Section 2 introduces the basic concepts of Petri nets. 
Section 3 describes the State Transition Graph (STG) based 
automatic test pattern generation. Section 4 describes the test 
pattern generation based on the scan insertion technique. 
Section 5 gives a comparison of test generated by two 

approaches for a number of small benchmarks. The paper is 
concluded at section 6. 

II. PETRI NETS 
A Petri net [6] is a compact model to represent concurrent 

systems. A Petri net is a quadruple N = {P, T, F, m0}, where P 
is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions, 

P)(TT)(PF ×∪×⊆  is the flow relation, and m0 is the initial 
marking. A transition Tt∈  is enabled at marking m1 if all its 
input places are marked. An enabled transition t may fire, 
producing a new marking m2 with one less token in each input 
place and one more token in each output place.  A free choice 
Petri net (FCPN) where the value changes on input, output or 
internal signals of the specified circuit are the interpretation of 
the transitions.  

A. Signal Transition  
STG is an interpreted FCPN introduced by Chu [4] for 

representing asynchronous control circuits. It is a quadruple 
{T, P, F, m0}, where T is a set of transitions described by a x 
{+, -}, where a+ represents a 0 to 1 transition on signal a and 
a- represents a 1 to 0 transition, P is a set of places which can 
be used to specify conflict or choice. F represents flow 
transition relation between transitions and places: 

)()( TPPTF ×∪×⊆ .  M0 is the initial marking. An example 
of STG is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

B. State Graph 
A state graph [6] (Fig. 2) is a finite automaton given by    

G = <A, S, T, δ, so>, where OI AAA ∪=  is the set of input 
and non-input (output and internal) signals such that 

∅=∩ OAIA , T is a set of signal transitions, each transition 
can be represented as (+ai,j) or (-ai,j) for the j-th 0 → 1 or 1 → 
0 transition of signal a. δ : SxT → S is a partial function 
representing the transition function such that if  δ(s,t) = s', then 



Fig. 3 Majority gate based 
C-element 

Fig. 4 State graph for the 
circuit model of Fig. 3 

signal t is said to be enabled and it takes the system from state 
s to s'. s0 ∈ S  is the initial state. Each state in the state graph 
is labeled with a binary vector according to the signal values 
of the system at that state. 

III. SYNCHRONOUS TEST PATTERNS FOR ASYNCHRONOUS 
CIRCUIT TEST GENERATION  

This section briefs the approach of automatic test pattern 
generation used in [7]. It proposed a testing strategy with 
following features: 

• The behavior of the asynchronous circuit is modeled as a 
synchronous finite state machine. 

• Test patterns are generated using symbolic technique from 
the modeled FSM. 

Test patterns can be synchronously applied to the 
asynchronous circuits and faults are made available at the 
output. An asynchronous circuit in this approach is modeled as 
an interconnection of gates and delay elements. The delay 
model used here is unbounded gate delay model [5]. 

A. Definitions 
A state graph (SG) is a pair <S,E>, where s is the set of 

states and SSE ×⊆  is the set of edges (transitions).  
A circuit state graph (CSG) is a 7-tuple <S,E,P,G,So,λP,λG> 

where <S,E> is a State Graph, P = {p1....pm} is the set of 
primary inputs, G={g1....gn} is the set of gates and S0S ⊆ is 
the set of initial states. The labeling functions λP: S→ {0,1}m 

and λG: S →{0,1}n map each state s with binary vector 
consisting of the values s of primary inputs and gates 
respectively. The next state of a circuit under unbounded gate 
delay model depends on its present state. A gate is said to be 
excited if its output differs from the function it implements 
and stable other wise. A next state function δ: SxG→ S can be 
defined for each gate. Function δ(s, gi) returns either the state 
reached by switching the output of gi if it is excited or s if gi is 
stable. A transition relation, R relates pairs of predecessor/ 
successor states. If state s' is an immediate successor of state s, 
it will be assumed that both states are in relation R, denoted 
sRs' or R)s'(s, ∈ . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

By using the next state function of each gate, the transition 
relation associated with circuit gates were defined as:   

G)ig()s'sstable is (s|SS)s'{(s,δR ∈∃∨=∧×∈=  

s)})igδ(s,s'such that ≠=  For each pair (s,s') ∈ Rδ, if s is 
stable, its successor is the same s, otherwise the successor is 
obtained by switching an excited gate. The transition relation 
associated to input signals were defined as follows:  

∧≠∧×∈= )(s'pλ(s)pλ stable is s|SS)s'{(s,IR
)}(s'λ(s)λ GG =  

Thus the transition relation of the circuit in test mode is 
defined as R = RI ∪ Rδ.  

B. Synchronous Abstraction of the Circuit State Graph:  
To calculate the synchronous abstraction of the testable 

Circuit State graph, the pairs of states (s,s') such that s' is 
reached from s at the end of the test cycle is defined. Each pair 
has an associated input pattern based on the different values of 
inputs in s and s'. Set of all these pairs were called Test Cycle 
Relation (TCR). For practical reasons it was assumed that the 
circuit must settle in at most k transitions. The k-step test 
cycle relation (TCRk) represents the pairs(s,s') distant atmost k 
transitions. TCRk for a given CSG in test mode 
<S,E,P,G,So,λP,λG> is defined as: 

TCRk = {(s,s') ∃×∈ |SS  s1......,sk such that s RI s'∧ ( kΛi=2 si-

1 Rδ si ) ∧ sk = s'}.  
The next step involved removing invalid pairs of states. 
Vectors causing non-confluence are detected if pairs (s, s') and 
(s, sN) such that s' and sN have the same input values exist. 
Patterns producing oscillation or unacceptably long test cycles 
are found if s' is unstable. The k-Confluent Stable Stable State 
Graph, denoted as CSSGk, is formed by those pairs in TCRk 

that present neither non-confluence nor cause the circuit to be 
unstable after k transitions. Formally it was defined as, CSSGk 

= {(s,s') ∈  TCRk | s' is stable ∈∧∃ )s'(s,  TCRk such that [s' ≠ 
sN ∧  λI(s') = λI(sN)]}. Thus each one of the CSSGk 'S nodes 
represents a stable state. An arc between two nodes s and s' 
exists if s' stable and the only state reachable from s in at most 
k transitions by applying some input pattern.  
 An example to show the approach of the above theory is 
given below using the C-element, implemented by a majority 
gate, shown in Fig. 3. The C-element shown is a model with 
two input signals r1 and r2 and four gates. The circuit state 
graph modeled for this circuit is a 7 tuple <S,E,P,G,So,λP,λG>, 
where <S,E> is a State Graph, P = {r1,r2,reset} is the set of 
primary inputs (the reset signal is added by the testify tool 
which initializes any memory element in circuit), 
G={l,m,n,a1} is the set of gates and So ∈   S is the set of initial 
states. The labeling functions λP: S → {0,1}3 and λG :S 
→{0,1}4 map each state s with a binary vector consisting of 
the values s of primary inputs and gates respectively. Thus the 
elements of set, S (set of reachable states) has a binary vector 
of length 7. Totally 128 states forms the set S. The reachable 
states can be calculated by using a symbolic traversal 
algorithm like the one used in [10]. The set SSE ×⊆  for this 
circuit is obtained by enumerating over the 128X128 states. 
The next state function for each gate defined for this circuit 
are (δl: Sx l → S), (δm: S x m→ S), (δn: S x n→ S), (δy: S x 
y→ S) which are operated over the gates l, m, n and y 
respectively.  From this circuit state graph model and next 
state functions, the transition relation R = RI ∪ Rδ,, which 
forms a set of stable state pairs are obtained. Then 
synchronous abstraction involving computation of TCRk and 



Fig. 6 LSSD Latch [8] Fig. 7 C-element with the 
LSSD Latch 

Fig. 8 Fault sites for the C-
element covered by testify

Fig. 9 Faults covered by 
testify for half 

CSSGk is made. The state graph evaluated for this circuit 
model is as shown in the Fig. 4. Testify generated 34 edges 
which form the transition relation between the states. For 
clarity, only part of the state graph is shown. After several 
iterations, the set of stable state pairs are ready for the test 
generation. With above obtained set of stable states, test 
pattern generation was performed using three phases: fault 
activation, state justification and state differentiation. Detailed 
briefing on these three phases can be obtained from [7]. The 
test generation is carried out using Random TPG and Ternary 
simulation [7].  The stable state pairs picked for test 
generation for this circuit are (s1, s127), (s127, s1), (s2, s3), 
(s127, s89), (s64, s65), and (s127, s22). The encoded binary 
codes on these state pairs correspond to the test patterns 
covering 24 fault sites were generated. The test patterns 
obtained for this circuit are   (0000001, 1111111), (1111111, 
0000001), (0000010, 0000011), (1111111, 1011001),  
(1000000, 1000001), (1111111, 0010111). The size of the test 
pattern was 7, which is equal to the size of the binary encoded 
state variables in the state pairs. 12 patterns were generated for 
24 faults. To validate the approach several benchmarks 
synthesized by petrify were tested and the results are analyzed 
in section V.  

IV. SCAN INSERTION BASED TEST PATTERN GENERATION 
 

This section briefs the test pattern generation based on scan 
latch insertion [8]. Asynchronous circuits can be represented 
as combinational blocks with feedback loops as shown in Fig. 
5.a. Effective test pattern generation involves breaking these 
feedback loops and insert scan latches at these loops, thus 
making it completely combinational. Level sensitive latches 
are used as it restores the asynchronous operation during the 
normal mode of operation by keeping them transparent.  The 
loops may be global or local feedback loop. In test mode, the 
asynchronous circuit operates synchronously with the scan 
latches are fed in with test patterns and the outputs are 
scanned out as shown in Fig. 5.b. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The LSSD scan design [8] is shown in Fig 6. It was 

designed with a 2:1 multiplexer and two latches and operates 
using 2 phase level sensitive clocks. The signals ‘x’ and ‘y’ 
provide the path for normal operation of the circuit. The 
signals si and y form the test mode path.  This design is fully 
stuck-at testable. Several optimized circuits [8] are possible 
for the scan latch design inserted at the feedback loop of the 
C-element. The simplest and robust scan design is shown here. 
The scan mode is used for several cycles to apply the test 
patterns to the scan latches. The scanned output reveals the 
potential faults in the design. To illustrate this approach, again 

a majority gate based C-element is considered. The circuit 
consists of 2 input signals r1 and r2 with the output signal a1.  
Thus the LSSD Latch is inserted at the node 10 to break the 
feedback [8].  The modified circuit is shown in Fig. 7 The test 
generation for the modified circuit can easily be carried out by 
using standard test pattern generation tools. This is an 
important aspect of this method since such tools are fast, 
reliable and produce high-quality test patterns. 

The above approach can be automated on the whole and is 
summarized as follows: 
1) Read in the design net-list  
2) Remove local loops by adding scan latches for each C-

element (if present). 
3) Break the global feedback loops 
4) Insert the proposed scan latch at the feedback loop points 
5) Generate the modified net-list of the original design file 

with local and global loop scan insertion. 
6) Apply the net-list to the ATPG tool to generate the test 

patterns.  
The fault coverage obtained over different benchmarks by 

using this method in comparison with that obtained using the 
symbolic technique is discussed in the next section. 

V. COMPARISON OF RESULTS  
This sections compares the results of the two approaches 

described earlier obtained by applying them to few 
benchmarks synthesized from petrify which is widely used in 
the asynchronous community [9].  The fault coverage and test 
patterns based on first approach was generated using the tool 
testify [7] which is developed from the same approach.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For the C-element, the faults covered by testify are 24 out of 
28 faults as shown in Fig. 8. As it is evident from the figure, 
testify generated tests based on the primary input and the 
gates. So it could not detect the faults at the nodes 11 and 12 
which are represented by (x/x). Even though, the test at 10 
covers the fault 11, it does not cover fault at 12. The output of 
the gate a1, node 10 was taken into account as a single node 
which comprises of nodes 10, 11 and 12. But the fan-out 
nodes (13 and 14) from 12 are considered test nodes as they 
form the input for the gates n and m respectively.  

Testify generated 12 test patterns of length 7 covering 24 
fault sites in the circuit. The test patterns should be applied 
synchronously to stabilize the circuit at each pattern interval. 
Similarly for the benchmark half (Fig. 9), the faults covered 
by testify are only the inputs and outputs signals of all the 
gates. For this benchmark, even 5 more faults at input/output 
fault sites namely 10(0/x), 12(0/1), 15(x/1), 21(x/1) were not 



detected by testify. Other intermediate node fault sites include 
6(x/x), 13(x/x) 16(x/x), 22(x/x). Testify generated 24 patterns 
of length 11. From the above discussed results, it is evident 
that any new test generation algorithm to be developed should 
focus on testing the intermediate nodes which will be overseen 
by the circuit models which are modeled with only the input 
and output signals of each gate. Table 1 gives the fault 
coverage obtained for several benchmarks using testify. 

Table 1: Fault coverage using symbolic technique 

Table2: Fault coverage using scan insertion technique 

 
The fault coverage and test patterns based on the second 

approach was generated by cutting the global loops manually 
and by inserting the scan latch at the feedback paths. After 
inserting the latches, the netlist was fed to the Synopsys 
Tetramax ATPG tool to generate the test patterns and 
calculate the fault coverage.  Table 2 gives the fault coverage 
for the same benchmarks and summarizes the test patterns 
generated using the scan insertion method. The difference in 
the total number of faults compared to the previous approach 
is due to the addition of scan latches, which increases the 
number of primary inputs and fault sites. Test pattern 
generated using the first method seems to be expensive in 
terms of number of test patterns and provides lower fault 
coverage than the second method. Also it generates longer test 
vectors compared to that of scan insertion approach. With the 
increase in test vector and number of pins the test patterns can 
be further reduced by using partial scan design instead of full 
scan. It also reduces the area overhead due to these scan 
latches. Another advantage of the second approach is that 
currently available synchronous test pattern generation tools 

can be used to generate test patterns, thereby makes this 
approach for testing asynchronous circuits industrially 
feasible. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The test pattern generation for the asynchronous circuits 

using two different approaches, was discussed in this paper. 
The basic steps involved in each method were discussed. The 
scan latch overhead used in the scan insertion method 
provides a better fault coverage compared to the symbolic 
technique. But for area sensitive designs symbolic technique 
based test pattern generation seems to be promising with 
compact design. To balance the area overhead introduced by 
the scan insertion approach, partial scan based design can be 
introduced, which reduces the number of memory elements 
inserted and also the area overhead. As the continuation of this 
analysis, future work will be focused on developing 
algorithms for a partial scan insertion based test pattern 
generation. To improve the test generation based on STG, the 
fault model used should be improved from stuck-at fault 
model to transition fault model which improves the total 
number of faults detected. Several global feedback breaking 
algorithms and synchronous sequential testing based 
algorithms have to be adopted to develop algorithm for 
asynchronous sequential test generation.  
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No of faults Testify No of 
patterns 

No of 
Vectors 

Fault 
Coverage 

Total Detected 

C-element 10 7 85.71% 28 24 

half 11 5 67.39% 46 31 

chu172 6 8 100.00% 26 26 

hazard 5 8 100.00% 28 28 

No of faults Scan 
insertion 

No of 
patterns 

No of 
Vectors 

Fault 
Coverage 

Total Detected 

C-element 6 7 92.86% 28 26 

half 6 7 100.00% 46 46 

chu172 7 10 100.00% 36 36 

hazard 12 7 100.00% 46 46 
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    On-FPGA communication is important to provide high bandwidth and reliable data 
transfer between coarse-grained modules, and is therefore fundamental to overall FPGA-
based system performance. Recently, pre-fabricated coarse-grained modules including 
microprocessors, DSP units and memory modules are immersed into the fine-grain 
programmable fabric to provide significant improvements in computation speed, 
hardware area as well as hardware configuration time. However, as the number of the 
coarse-grained modules increases, the available communication bandwidth between these 
modules becomes a critical concern in system design. Furthermore, capacity of FPGA is 
increasing rapidly and it is becoming more difficult to distribute a global clock signal 
across entire chip in a single clock cycle. It is essential to partition FPGA into multiple 
clock tiles and provide reliable asynchronous channels for communication across 
multiple clock domains.  
    Currently, bit-level interconnect-fabrics are the only available resources to create 
point-to-point communication between both Look-Up-Tables (LUTs) and coarse-gained 
modules. As a result, on-FPGA communication architectures can only be implemented by 
joining the short wire segments together using programmable switches. These 
programmable switches will significantly contribute to overall circuit delay, power 
consumption, hardware area and will introduce extra performance overhead. There were 
several attempts to improve the interconnect efficiency by modifying the bit-level 
interconnect architecture, such as by removing some of the switches and introducing 
hardwired junctions, introducing extra interconnects to decrease the number of hubs 
between neighborhood logics and implementing other conventional hardware layout 
techniques, such as buffer insertion and transistor sizing. Nonetheless, bit-level 
interconnect-fabric is still the sole resources for implementing on-FPGA communication 
architectures. 
    Alternatively, to improve the on-FPGA communication efficiency, we can embed a 
dedicated communication infrastructure with multiple-bit or even packet-based 
communication channels into the FPGA fabrics. The embedded communication network 
would provide high performance and asynchronous communication between coarse-
grained modules. FPGA and the communication network will be properly interfaced with 
pre-fabricated network switches, which will also provide efficient data arbitration and 
routing for the communication network (See Figure 1). The embedded communication 
network would also provide reliable asynchronous communication between different 
FPGA synchronous tiles with different clocking frequency to form a FPGA-based 
Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS) system. 



 
FPGA-embedded

communication network

FPGA programmable
interconenction network

Network switch

 
Figure 1. On-FPGA communication architecture consists of the FPGA-embedded communication network and the 

FPGA programmable interconnection network 
 

    An important aspect of the FPGA-embedded communication network design is to 
determine its topological structure, which is fundamental to the computational 
performance and hardware resources utilization. The topological structure design is 
complicated by large potential applications of FPGA. Data traffics are difficult to predict 
with the configurable hardware fabrics and software contents. A proper formulation and 
systematic evaluation methodology for the embedded communication network design is 
crucial. Furthermore, the design of the asynchronous/synchronous interface at network 
switches and the FPGA-based GALS implementation will be challenging issues. In this 
talk, we will first present our recent work on the FPGA-embedded communication 
network topology design based on a tile-based FPGA communication model. Then we 
will discuss some open questions regarding to the FPGA-based GALS architectures. 
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                  Abstract 
 

Many papers have been published in the area of 
metastability and synchronization in digital systems, 
mainly describing techniques for minimising the effects of 
metastability in synchronisation and arbitration. With the 
recent use of FPGA devices and their extensive use in a 
wide range of applications, some of the synchronization 
techniques used do not apply. The area around these 
devices have been left mainly unexplored as to what 
happens when an FPGA is in metastability or what 
information about the device can be extracted by 
measuring metastability. This paper is a work in progress, 
which presents findings so far from our measurements in 
two FPGA from different vendors. It mainly demonstrates 
the phenomenon of metastability in FPGA devices and 
how metastability affects bistable elements, which are 
critical components of Asynchronous Circuits. 

 
1. Introduction: 

 
FPGAs have been used for many years. Although, the 
advantages of using such a device are well known, they 
were mainly used as prototyping platforms. In recent 
years, FPGA complexity has progressed to a point where 
System-on-Chip (SoC) designs can be built on a single 
device. The number of equivalent gates and features has 
increased dramatically to compete with capabilities once 
offered only through ASIC devices.  With designs 
becoming more complex, a single clock will be very 
difficult to accurately distribute across the entire system.  
To avoid the problem of clock distribution, multi clock 
domain systems have been designed.  Although this 
solves the problem of clock distribution, they create the 
problem of synchronisation of data between blocks of 
different clock frequencies. 
 In the case of data transfer between two blocks of 
different clock frequencies, the data crossing the new 
clock domain will be considered as asynchronous; this 
can cause a violation of the set-up and hold time 
requirements of the storage element, which can then lead 
into metastability.  A simple way of decreasing the 
probability of failure is to use a synchronous circuit 
shown in Figure 1, consisting of two flip-flops in series; 
the idea behind this is that even if one of the two flip flops 
goes into metastability, the next one will catch the correct 
logic output in the next clock cycle. 

 
 
 

     

   
Figure 1. Two Flip-Flop Synchroniser 
 

Although the synchroniser above has a good MTBF (Mean 
Time Between Failure) if the clock period is long, this is not 
always the case, and often more robust circuits are needed, 
in order to improve latency and thus the performance of the 
overall circuit. Designing synchronisers for FPGA based 
circuits can be difficult due to the limited choice of 
components that can be implemented in this technology. 
Semiat and Ginosar [1] successfully designed a series of 
synchronisers for FPGAs.  However, our work will not 
concentrate on synchroniser designs, but on extracting 
metastability characteristics from different FPGA families 
and vendors, and designing on-chip timing circuits to 
measure accurately the changes in the propagation delays of 
the storage elements. 
Section 2 describes the experimental set-up used for taking 
measurements in the two FPGAs used. In section 3 the 
measurements taken and the results obtained are analysed, 
also a bistable element is constructed using NAND gates in 
the Xilinx device to demonstrate the effects of metastability 
in circuits with feedback loops passing through LUTs (Look 
Up Tables). Finally in section 4 we present our conclusions.  

 
2. Experimental set-up: 

 
In order to extract the metastability characteristics of the test 
devices, the circuit configuration [1,2] used as shown in 
Figure 2. The FPGA devices used were the FLEX10K20 
and the Virtex-II from Altera and Xilinx respectively.   
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            Figure 2. Experimental set-up 
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Two asynchronous oscillators are used to drive the D and 
clock inputs of a D-type edge triggered flip-flop under 
test. With a slight difference in the frequency of the two 
oscillators, 10.01MHz for data and 10MHz for the clock, 
the rising edge of the clock may, or may not produce a 
change in the output Q of the Flip-Flop. According to 
Kinniment et al [3], metastability can only be observed if 
the D input is different in successive clock edges.  
Since the two oscillators are not locked together, all
overlap times between 0 and 100ns cycle time for data
and clock are generated with equal probability. In order to
observe the delay due to metastability, the change of the
Q output from low to high is used to trigger the recording
of each clock rising edge for a potential metastable event. 
The only events that can be observed are those events 
where clock and data overlap by less than the difference 
of the two oscillators periods (<100ps), since they are the 
only events to produce a change in the Q output. These 
events are then presented as a histogram of the number of 
events collected against the time from the Q output to the 
clock.  The events that result in deep metastability, and 
thus in long propagation delays are very rare. These kinds 
of events require less than a 100ps overlap, which occur 
every 1000 clock cycles. However, not all of the 
metastable events will be collected; this is because the 
oscilloscope used to capture the events, a 54850 series 
Agilent Infinium oscilloscope, has a significant dead time 
between successive measurements.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
3. Measurements: 

 
 This section presents the measurements taken from two 
FPGAs, first the Altera FLEX10K FPGA is tested, 
followed by the Virtex 2. All the measurements were 
obtained using an Agilent technologies 54855A Infinium 
oscilloscope. It is useful to note the importance of these 
measurements, since FPGA vendors rely mostly on 
metastability detectors such as those described in [4, 5, 6], 
which can be inaccurate and in most cases produce results 
which are misleading. Measurements of metastability 
characteristics were also taken from a bistable element 
constructed from gates in the Xilinx Virtex 2 FPGA.  

 
 

3.1 Metastability in FLEX10K: 
 

Using the circuit configuration outlined in section 2 the 
metastability behaviour was collected over a period of 4 
hours. Our results are shown in Figure 3, where the 
oscilloscope is in colour grade mode, so that the density 
of traces at a particular point is represented by the colour 
of the pixel at that point on the display. A histogram of 
the trace density along the horizontal line is also shown in 
this figure, which represents the number of events passing 
through the pixels concerned. The change of the Q output 
is used to trigger the recording of each clock rising edge 
for a potential metastable event. 
 

 
         
                 Figure 3.  Metastable behaviour in Altera 

Devices 
 

However, to observe more details of the characteristics of 
the device and to extract the values of τ (resolution time 
constant) for the different regions, the histogram of the 
waveform depicted earlier need to be plotted in a semi-log 
scale, as shown in Figure 4,  
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             Figure 4.   Histogram of Altera FPGA 
 
In Figure 4 the X-axis represents time from a triggering Q 
output back to the clock edge and therefore increasing 
metastability time is shown from right to left. From the 
histogram the value of τ for the metastable region can be 
measured. The slope of the metastable region starts at about 
350ps and ends at 950ps. In this instance τ is about 120ps 
and is obtained from the reciprocal of the slope of the 
histogram. This particular device is quite slow and 
metastable events can be observed better than in faster 
devices as we will see in the next section.  

 
3.2 Metastability in Virtex 2: 
 
The Virtex 2 is a faster device than the Altera. Thus it was 
expected to observe similar results to that shown in Figure 
3, however with less frequent occurrence of metastable 
events, the experiment ran for a bit longer, in an attempt to 
capture more events. 
 

                   
 Figure 5. Metastable behaviour in Xilinx Devices 
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When the histogram was plotted the graph of Figure 6 
was observed, which is completely different from the 
Altera device histogram. One explanation is that the two 
oscillators have become locked together. By reducing the 
period difference of the two oscillators, we subsequently 
reduce the number of normal transition events until they 
disappear completely at the point where the difference of 
the two periods is smaller than the setup/hold time 
window. Consequently what is observed is quite deep 
metastability where the two edges only differ by a small 
amount of jitter. 
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          Figure 6. Histogram of Xilinx FPGA 
 

In this instance we can observe from the histogram that 
the Xilinx device has a faster resolution than the one 
tested before. In this case, τ is in the range of 30 to 40ps. 
However in order to directly compare the two devices, the 
two oscillators need to be unlocked. 
The experiment was subsequently rerun, however in this 
instance the difference in the period of the two oscillators 
was increased from 100ps to about 500ps. The sensitivity 
level of the trigger was high. The metastability behaviour 
captured in Figure 7 was observed. As it can be seen, the 
output this time looks more like the one expected earlier, 
where although metastable events are rare, the spread of 
the metastable behaviour is still obvious. 

 

  
 

Figure 7.  Effects of frequency change in metastable 
behaviour 

 
From the histogram the value of τ is about 50ps, which 
verifies that the Xilinx device is faster than the Altera 
device tested, as shown in Figure 8.  The anomaly in the 
histogram between 250ps and 270ps is similar to the 
results of the Miller effect, described by Dike and Burton 
[2], which is a coupling effect occurring across the gate-
drain junction of one of the device transistors, which 
mainly occurs in jamb latches.   
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 3.3 Metastability in a Bistable Element: 
 

A master-slave D type edge triggered Flip-Flop was 
constructed using NAND gates in a Xilinx FPGA, as shown 
on Figure 9, to observe the phenomenon of metastability in 
a bistable element. The master and the slave were placed in 
two different sectors within the same Logic Block, but very 
close to each other.  
 

 
 
           Figure 9. D type Flip-Flop with NAND gates 
 
The Experimental setup was similar to that used in previous 
sections, with the data and clock oscillator having a period 
difference of 100ps. The routing delays play a significant 
role in this experiment, since the routing of the design is up 
to the software, hence the feedback loop can have large 
delays, thus allowing us to observe the effects of oscillation 
due to metastability. It is expected that the values of τ will 
be much larger than those in the Flip-Flop modules of a 
Xilinx FPGA. The metastability behaviour captured for the 
D type Flip-Flop can be shown in Figure 10.  
 

 
 
Figure 10. Metastable behaviour in a NAND gate 
based D type Flip-Flop 
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From the histogram shown in Figure 11, it seems that 
there is a damped oscillation in the deterministic region, 
suggesting that the feedback loop is unstable. Also the 
metastable region is presented much longer than 
previously thought.  To calculate the value of τ, the 
histogram was plotted in the same manner as before. As it 
can be seen from the histogram, the value of τ is in the 
order of nanoseconds, which is much larger than the 
values calculated earlier for both the Altera and the Xilinx 
FPGAs. This demonstrates that circuits with feedback 
loops that pass between LUTs can exhibit oscillation. 
Bistable elements are generally used in asynchronous 
circuits to design mutexes and arbiters, because there are 
no standard mutex or arbiter cells in FPGAs, the method 
of cross-coupled gates is used to design such circuits. 
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   Figure 11.  Histogram of a NAND gate based D type 

Flip- Flop 
 

Normally a metastability filter would be used on the 
output to eliminate the metastable event. However, these 
filters cannot be easily designed in FPGAs, since 
Programmable logic devices lack the elements needed. An 
earlier attempt has been made to design a mutex by 
Semiat and Ginosar [1], but because of the likehood of 
oscillation taken into account this may not work, since it 
relies on an exclusive OR arrangement to filter the 
oscillation, but such circuits are prone to short high 
outputs when both inputs go from high to low, or the 
reverse. Another way of designing a mutex is to use the 
well behaved latches of the Xilinx devices, where as it 
was shown previously have a faster resolution times. This 
area is currently under research and it will be investigated
thoroughly.  

  

 
4. Conclusions and future work: 

 
This paper demonstrated the effects of metastable
behaviour in two FPGAs from two vendors. The results
for the Altera FPGA, taking into account the process 
technology and the Logic Block design were as expected.
However, the Xilinx FPGA was more resilient to
metastability. The first experiment showed that the two
oscillators were locked together, as a result true
metastability was observed. However, for directly
comparing the two FPGAs, the two oscillators needed to
be unlocked, and for this reason the period difference of
the two oscillators was increased.  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

By directly comparing the values of τ for both devices, it was 
verified that process technology plays a significant role in the 
resolution time of the Flip-flops. To demonstrate the effects 
of metastable behaviour in a bistable element a master-slave 
D type Flip-Flop was constructed from NAND gates in the 
Xilinx FPGA. The results observed from the histogram 
showed significant oscillation times before the signal 
becomes stable and also the value of τ was much larger.  
Bistable elements are mainly used in asynchronous circuits, 
to design arbiters and mutexes. By observing the metastable 
behaviour in the bistable elements, it has been demonstrated 
that when a bistable element is made out of gates it is more 
prone to metastability. Consequently a solution is been 
investigated to design mutexes and arbiters using bistable 
elements found in the FPGA rather than gates. 
Currently architectures for the on-chip measurement and 
observation of metastability behaviour are been investigated, 
due to limitations of off-chip measurements using a digital 
oscilloscope. 
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Abstract— The Viterbi algorithm is a frequently used convolutional
error correcting code particularly used in digital transmission systems.
In the decoder, the Survivor Memory Unit (SMU) determines the most
likely output to have been sent by the encoder at each timeslot. To
obtain this decode data, the SMU keeps a history over many timeslots
of the most likely paths through the decode trellis denoting the
possible state transitions. While the SMU enters data synchronously,
the tracing back through the history to find the best output at the
earliest timeslot is best performed asynchronously. Furthermore, while
most asynchronous timing requires handshakes or timing included in
the data, the asynchronous approach described here for the parallel
backtrace operation has no handshake overhead and hence offers
better power and performance characteristics. This is confirmed for
post-layout simulation on a 0.18µm process which uses only 70% of
the power of a previous handshaking asynchronousdesign.

Index Terms— low power Viterbi decoder, trace back, survivor
memory unit.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital communication systems are now pervasive in and an
integral part of everyday living for an ever widening set of
functions. As a result, the market for such digital equipment has
become huge in recent years and is continuing to grow rapidly.
Central to the successful use of such systems is the requirement to
receive and correctly decode transmitted information. For portable
devices there is a further requirement that the decoding be energy
efficient and optimised; this is a result of the relatively small battery
capacity.

Error correct codes improve the reliability of communication
channels by detecting and correcting errors. Convolutional codes
are often used here because the encoder output depends on both
the input data and previous input bits, unlike the block codes where
there is no dependence on the previous input history. This interlock-
ing of the data over k bits provides convolutional codes with better
error correcting properties than possible with block codes [1], [2].
For this reason, convolutional codes are widely used and the Viterbi
algorithm is particularly adopted because it efficiently implements
the maximum-likelihood decoding of a continuous data stream [3].
The constraint length, k, is a fundamental property of convolutional
codes and relates both to the obtainable bit error rate and the
complexity of the decoder logic. Unfortunately as the constraint
length increases, the complexity of the decoding circuitry increases
exponentially since the number of possible encoder states is 2k−1.
This limits the constraint length in most domestic applications to
seven or less.

Internally, the Viterbi decoder comprises three blocks as shown in
Figure 1. The Branch Metric Unit (BMU) computes the Hamming
distance between the received input symbols and the data to be ex-
pected by a particular encoder state. The Path Metric Unit (PMU),

Fig. 1. Viterbi decoder block architecture

adds the branch metric to the existing state metric, compares pairs
of metrics, and selects the smaller metric which becomes the next
metric for a state; this is depicted in the trellis diagram in Figure 2
which assumes that the encoder generates two output symbols for
each input bit. The Survivor Memory Unit (SMU) keeps a history
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Fig. 2. The trellis structure shows the Viterbi decoding process of a R=1/2, k=3
code.

of the winner for each metric-pair comparison in the local winner
memory over many timeslots and determines the decoded output
from the earliest timeslot. Depending on the design, the SMU may
also receive information about state(s) having a minimum weight
from the PMU, e.g. the state “00” at the end of the trellis shown
in Figure 2, indicating optimum point(s) from which to commence
a search through the history information; starting from a known
point reduces the number of timeslots needed to be stored by the
SMU and hence reduces the power required.

II. TIMING IN THE SMU
Tracing back is fundamentally a recursive updating process

where the traceback recursion estimates the previous encoder state
Sn−1 according to the current state Sn where

Sn−1 = Sn[m− 2 : 0]dS
n (1)
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for the common radix-2 trellis. dS
n is the one-bit decision winner

from the comparison in the PMU and is read from the local winner
memory located by state index Sn and time index n; the previous
state Sn−1 is obtained by simply removing the most significant
bit of Sn and appending dS

n as the least significant bit. Due to
recursion, a trace back process can not be pipelined and this
restricts the throughput. Furthermore, since a minimum length of
five times the constraint length is required for a trace back to
achieve high decoding accuracy, significant memory is required for
the local winner memory; this incurs a considerable area and power
overhead.

The input to and the output from the decoder is generally
synchronised to an external clock. Thus data is input and removed
at regular intervals and hence the operation of the BMU, PMU, the
placing of data into and the removal of data from the SMU are all
essentially synchronised to the clock. However, the tracing back
through the timeslot history can be either synchronous [4], [5], [6]
or asynchronous [7].

III. HANDSHAKING ASYNCHRONOUS TRACE BACK

With asynchronous handshaking timing a trace back, implement-
ing multiple back trace pointers is relatively simple and has far
less control and memory overhead compared to a synchronous
implementation. For these reasons, tracing back asynchronously is
preferred. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the circular handshaking
trace back mechanism used in the self-timed design in [7]. Each

evaluate
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be

Local winners decisions

Global winner

Fig. 3. The SMU architecture of the asynchronous design from [7].

timeslot comprises a local winner register plus control logic. A
rotating token indicates the logic to receive the next PMU output
and having loaded the winner memory, the token moves to the
adjacent slot logic. At this point, the loaded timeslot issues an
evaluate signal to initiate the trace back. A significant feature
of the system is the use of a global winner indicating that the
PMU has located a single minimum path metric. This is used
as the starting point for a trace back. The path can now be
reconstructed at each successive stage with the output address from
a slot generated from its local winner information and incoming
address, according to equation 1. Handshakes between adjacent
slots control the transfer of data during back trace. Back trace(s)
can therefore run asynchronously, as fast as the handshakes will
allow. Furthermore, a variable and unknown number of back traces,
determined by the number of paths requiring correction, can be

running concurrently. This ability of the asynchronous design to
automatically adapt to the error conditions gives it a flexibility that
is absent in a synchronous design. Transition activity is minimised
by storing the global winners generated by the PMU and retiring
the back trace as soon as the stored global winner agrees with the
generated address. Starting the back trace from a known point also
enables the number of timeslots to be significantly reduced to close
to the theoretical minimum of five times the constraint length. This
small amount of memory is impossible to realise in synchronous
designs.

IV. NEW NO-HANDSHAKING ASYNCHRONOUS TRACE BACK

Although the asynchronous design described in the last section
has considerable advantages over a synchronous approach, it too
has drawbacks. The modest control logic for the handshake logic
consumes power and also affects performance. Moreover, a trace
back has to be forcibly stopped if it is in danger of running into
the slot where data is about to be placed; this is resolved with an
arbiter which introduces uncertainty and potential metastability to
the design [7].

Handshakes are required to transfer data safely between se-
quential elements. If the sequential logic is removed and the
trace back mechanism only comprises combinatorial logic then an
asynchronous trace back can be performed without handshakes. In
this case, the system needs to guarantee that the decoded bit to be
output can be resolved correctly before the slot is loaded with new
PMU data. The combinatorial trace back block is shown in Figure 4.
The local winner data is held on flip flops and all its output bits are

Trace 
Back Unit

TB0

Trace 
Back Unit

TB1

Trace 
Back Unit

TB2

Trace 
Back Unit

TB62

Trace 
Back Unit

TB63

gwin0 gwin1 gwin61 gwin62 gwin63

64 64 64 64

64

64
64

Fig. 4. Trace back path of the new SMU design.

fed to its associated trace back block and as shown it is a 64-slot
system. Each trace back unit, TBi is a direct implementation of
one stage of the radix-2 trellis so that the global winner at time slot
Ti is constructed from the local winner decisions and the global
winner at time slot Ti+1; note that the global winner comprises a
single bit per state. Each trace back stage consists of a trace back
unit and a multiplexer; the multiplexer selects the global winner
from either the PMU or the preceding trace back unit.

A trace back on all 64 paths is started at each time slot
by selecting the new global winner from the PMU. Although
trace backs are initiated synchronously, they run asynchronously
thereafter. A major feature of this trace back path structure is
that it needs no pointers or handshakes to control the progress of
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trace backs. They run naturally on the trace back path through the
combinatorial logic until they merge with a previous trace back or
reach a time slot being updated by new global winners.

A. Timing considerations in new trace back

There are four potential timing problems arising from operating
without sequential logic:

1) Switching of the multiplexers in the trace back stages: The
multiplexer selection signal and the global winner from the PMU
are synchronised to the updating of the local winner memory.
However, the global winner from the predecessor trace back unit
is asynchronous to this. If the multiplexer selection were to be
switched just as a new output were generated then spurious tran-
sitions would be propagated down the trace back chain. To avoid
this, global winners from the PMU update even trace back units
on even timeslots, and odd trace back units on odd timeslots. This
overlapping enables trace backs to be started when the adjacent
global winner has become established and so avoids unnecessary
switching transition propagation and avoids additional uncertainty
in determining the bit to output. The timing of the multiplexer
switching is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, the selection of Seli

i

i i+2 i+4

i+1

i-1 i+1 i+3 i+5

i-1

i

i+1

Global winner 
T_even

Output from 
Tbi+1

Global winner 
T_odd

Output from 
Tbi

Selx controls the multiplexer selection between the Global winner from PMU and output from the predecessor TB unit, i.e. 
Selx is high, selecting the global winners from PMU; Selx is low, selecting the output from the predecessor TB unit.

Fig. 5. The timing of the trace back path multiplexer.

changes only when the input TBouti+1 from the the predecessor
trace back unit to the multiplexer is steady.

2) Output synchronization: The global winner signals propagate
asynchronously with respect to the synchronous clocking of the
decoded bit from the oldest timeslot into the output flip flop.
Therefore, changes of data at or near the clock may cause incorrect
data to be clocked or the flip flop to enter the metastable ‘half’
state. In both cases, changes at this time indicate that the traceback
has not converged on to the correct path. The data output under
these circumstances from any Viterbi decoder is usually random
depending on the internal logic. It therefore does not matter whether
a ‘0’ or ‘1’ is output as there is a 50% chance that it will be correct;
this is confirmed by simulations which show that the error rate using
the new SMU is no different from those of conventional Viterbi
decoders. However, a metastable state still needs to be avoided in
the output flip flop. This is achieved by using two flip flops in series
having the same clock but with the output of the first connected
to the input of the second. This allows one clock period for any
metastable output from the first to settle. The mean time between
failure (MTBF) is given by [8], [9], [10], [11]

MTBF =
et/τ

Tw × fd × fc
(2)

where fd and fc are the data and clock frequencies, Tw is the
time between the clock and data giving non-zero resolving time,
t is the clock period and τ is the time constant for leaving the
metastable state. For the 0.18µm 1.8V standard cell CMOS library
used, measurements of τ and Tw yielded maximum values of 43ps
and 21ps respectively giving a MTBF of over 1000 years for a
100MHz clock with far larger MTBF for smaller clock frequencies.
With this MTBF, the output data can be considered to be sufficiently
reliable.

3) Positive timing skew: All paths trace back simultaneously
and because of element tolerance and differences in wire length,
there will be a variation in time between the arrival of traceback
decisions at the oldest timeslot. If large enough, this could cause
incorrect data to be determined for clocking into the output flip
flop. There are two cases to be considered. In this section, the
case of a succeeding global winner sent at time t, indicated by a
propagating ‘1’, moves through the trace back logic faster than the
previous global winner on another path sent at time t − 1; this is
referred to as positive timing skew.

Both global winners will eventually merge on the same traceback
path so if the winner sent at t catches up with the one sent at t−1
then the trace back logic is still selecting the correct trace back
path and the output will be accurately decoded. Hence, it can be
concluded that positive timing skew causes no problem and can
therefore be ignored.

4) Negative timing skew: However, negative timing skew where
the global winner at time t travels slower than the winner at time
t−1, may cause problems. This is illustrated in Figure 6. The solid

Fig. 6. Trace back gap caused by timing skew.

line from state S1 represents the global winner propagation with
time and the dotted line represents all the other ‘loser’ states. The
slower propagation of the winner means that the loser ‘0’ states can
combine with a zero on the winner path from the previous timeslot
to indicate a period where no winner is indicated; this is indicated
by the shaded region in Figure 6. Were this to happen at the time
the decoded data is clocked into the output flip flop then incorrect
data would be decoded and output. After loading a timeslot, the
load pointer moves on forward and the trace back moves in the
reverse direction. The data will be read out just before the trace
back reaches the load pointer. If there is a total of L stages, when
the load and trace back meet, the back trace has travelled n stages
and the load pointer has passed (L − 2 − n) stages; L − 2 arises
from the timing of the switching of the multiplexers in the trace
back stages. If the trace back delay per stage is d and the clock
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time is T

n× d = (L− 2− n)× T (3)

It is the range of delay in a trace back unit that gives rise to
the ‘zero’ gap that may arise. Post layout measurements for the
0.18µm 1.8V process targeted reveal a variation between dmin and
dmax of 0.55ns to 0.615ns. Taking a SMU path length L as 64 and
using equation 3, the variation in n at different frequencies can be
computed and are as shown in Table I. It can be seen that despite the
delay variations to be expected in the trace back units, the output
data is always within the same stage and so will be correctly output
over the range of frequencies shown. This has been confirmed from

TABLE I
MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM TRACE BACK STAGES AT A 0.18µm GEOMETRY.

Frequency (MHz) Min Stages (nmin) Max Stages (nmax)
10 61.62 61.66
50 60.15 60.34

100 58.41 58.77
200 55.21 55.86

45MHz to 100Mhz by post layout simulation of a Viterbi decoder
using the new SMU. The bit error rate obtained over a wide range
of additive Gaussian white noise levels indicates no discernible
difference between the conventional decoder and the decoder using
the new SMU. Furthermore, comparing the SMU power dissipation
at 50 MHz with the previous self-timed design scaled to 0.18µm
and 1.8V shows that the new design consumes only 7mW against
10mW of the other. While the throughput of the previous design
was limited by the speed of the handshakes and arbitration, making
this a bottleneck to the decoder throughput, the current SMU has no
such limitations making operation at far higher frequencies viable.
The only possible drawback of this design appears to be the large
number of wires required which will probably limit the constraint
length to a maximum of seven.

B. Scaling the new trace back design

As geometries scale down, the stage delay d will alter and
the negative timing skew may cause the trace back unit to fail.
According to the first-order ‘constant field’ MOS scaling theory
[12], scaling a process down by a factor α reduces the gate delay
by the same factor α while the wire delay remains the same. Based
on this, the variation for dmin and dmax is shown in Table II. Using

TABLE II
MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM DELAYS OF EACH TRACE BACK STAGE FOR

DIFFERENT GEOMETRIES.

Geometry (nm) Min Delay (ns) Max Delay (ns)
180 0.550 0.615
130 0.400 0.465
90 0.275 0.340
60 0.183 0.248

these figures, equation 3 can be used to find the variation in n at
these geometries and this is shown for a 50MHz clock and 64
stages (= L) in Table III. Although negative timing skew results
in a potential gap equivalent to up to 0.2 of the time through a trace
back stage at this frequency, the results for 90nm indicate that the
output could fall in different stages and could therefore cause an
output error. This can be avoided by either shifting the output clock

TABLE III
MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM TRACE BACK STAGES AT 50MHZ AND L=64.

Geometry (nm) Min Stages (nmin) Max Stages (nmax)
130 60.59 60.78
90 60.96 61.16
60 61.24 61.44

edge or by altering the number of trace back stages. It does indicate
that a design without handshakes is not without problems and that
careful timing analysis and simulation is required at the working
frequencies and on the targeted process.

V. CONCLUSION

A new asynchronous SMU which does not require handshakes
or timing within the data to operate correctly has been described.
The timing problems arising from its use have been discussed and
it can be concluded that the only significant difficulty arises from
negative timing skew. The amount of skew observed is a function
of the maximum variation in time through a trace back stage, the
number of stages and the clock period. These enable the timing
skew to be computed and any potential problem in decoding data
to be identified. Examination of reducing the geometry shows that
the design is scalable although the output clock edge or number of
stages may require adjustment. Simulations of the new SMU reveal
that it has the same bit error rate as the conventional decoder so it
can be concluded that outputs are not being erroneously decoded.
Since the use of only combinatorial logic has led to very low power
levels and high potential throughput, this may be a useful approach
in other suitable asynchronous applications.
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